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1. Introduction 

Volatiles are the basic engine and a fundamental control for major processes involving magmas and 

volcanoes, including magma ascent, magma convection and mixing, magma differentiation, and volcanic 

eruptions. It is not an exaggeration to say that without volatiles in magmas the world would be a 

profoundly different place, and likely, life would have not flourished the way it did. Without volatiles in 

magmas, you would not be reading these pages. In fact, it was Earth degassing, mostly during volcanic 

eruptions, that provided the raw materials for the formation of the oceans and the atmosphere. Life on our 

planet owes much to volatiles transported with magmas and dispersed on the surface during volcanic 

eruptions. 

Magmatic volatiles are not just transported by magmas. They do determine, to a large extent, the transfer 

of magmas from deep regions to the surface. Accordingly, we strictly need a deep understanding of the 

behavior of volatiles in magmas, without which we would understand practically nothing of the complex 

processes of magma ascent, evolution, and eruption at the surface. Among the key factors behind such 

processes, two major ones regard the relationships between pressure and volatiles: i) the decrease with 

decreasing pressure of the saturation content of volatiles dissolved in the magmatic melt, and ii) the large 

compressibility of the gas phase causing substantial expansion upon pressure decrease. Obviously, volatile 

saturation does not depend on just pressure, and other factors are important. For example, chemical 

reactions between hot magmas and wall rocks can result in additional gas phase formation, e.g., by 

crystallization-driven secondary boiling in magma (Woods and Cardoso, 1997) or by decarbonation of the 

host rocks (Deegan et al., 2010). Such processes can substantially alter the gas output budget at active 

volcanoes (Chu et al., 2019) as well as their eruption potential and dynamics (Freda et al., 2011). Still, the 

pressure control on volatile saturation in magmas is certainly among the most relevant factors that 

contribute to determine mass transfers from the inner Earth to the surface and atmosphere, and to shape 

the same evolution of the Earth.  

Because of such a crucial role for the Earth history as well as for virtually any process involving magmas and 

volcanic eruptions, magmatic volatiles have been the subject of countless studies. A simple search in the 

Web of Science with “magma” and “water” as topics, water being the most abundant volatile component in 

natural magmas, produces about 5500 entries. The vast majority of those studies, and of many others 

involving other volatile components such as carbon dioxide, sulfur, noble gases, and halogens, aims at 



reproducing in the lab the conditions existing at various depths below the Earth surface. These studies 

allow to directly measure, under lab-controlled conditions, several quantities that describe the behavior of 

volatiles in magmas, such as their solubility, their combined saturation contents, their diffusion through the 

magmatic melts and the kinetic delays due to finite diffusion and bubble expansion times, the effects of 

volatiles on phase equilibria and on major magmatic properties such as density, viscosity (and rheology in 

general), enthalpy, thermal conductivity, etc. Thanks to such a tremendous experimental effort, we know a 

lot of the behavior of magmatic volatiles over a substantial range of 𝑃 − 𝑇 − 𝑋 conditions (𝑋 standing for 

“composition”, generally referred to both volatile and non-volatile components in magmas) (for brief 

reviews including experimental techniques for magmatic volatiles, see Wallace and Anderson, 1999, and 

Moore, 2008). Another relevant proportion of studies involving magmatic volatiles, closely connected to 

the previous ones, concentrates on measuring and interpreting degassing from volcanoes and volcanic 

areas, mostly with the purpose of constraining the magmatic processes at depth and contributing to 

forecasting the occurrence of next volcanic eruptions.  

Understanding volatile-melt thermodynamics is a priority and a milestone for igneous petrology, since 

when petrologists started to add water to their experiments. As noted by Burnham (1994), the role of H2O 

in granite petrogenesis and its strong impact in lowering melt liquidus temperature even when dissolved in 

just small amounts represented the ultimate evidence ruling out a metasomatic origin for granites. Those 

discoveries started a new era of understanding, when volatiles ceased to be perceived as the Maxwell 

demon cited by Bowen, doing what petrologists wished them to do. Since the early experiments of 

Goranson (1931) on albite and sanidine melts, it became clear that water could not be treated as a simple 

oxide with effects proportional to its dissolved amount, and that the heavy controls on phase equilibria of 

even small amounts of dissolved water could not be assessed by simple dilution mechanisms that appeared 

to provide reasonable approximations for other oxide components (for a review and analysis of the 

topologically complex structure and properties of silicate melts see Moretti and Ottonello, this volume). 

When the importance of even small amounts of water in the origin of granites was finally understood 

(Bowen and Tuttle, 1950; Tuttle and Bowen, 1958), the time was ripe to start penetrating the mechanisms 

and the interactions responsible of water dissolution in silicate melts, and to develop a robust theoretical 

framework for predictions and interpretations.  

Today petrologists and volcanologists employ the methods of thermodynamics to describe the equilibrium 

conditions between volatiles and magmatic melts (and the dispersed crystal phases), the methods of 

chemical kinetics to describe the departure from the equilibrium conditions, and the methods of thermo-

fluid dynamics to describe the motion of gas-bearing magmas as well as the differential motion of the gas 

phase with respect to the melt (or melt + crystals) phase. A complete treatment of the behavior of volatiles 

in magmas would require a book by itself, and it is largely beyond the scopes of this contribution. Here we 

focus on the thermodynamics of multi-component gas-melt equilibrium (gas stands here for the light phase 

made of volatile components, although at magmatic conditions a more appropriate term would be that of 

supercritical phase). Non-equilibrium conditions due to finite time to achieve equilibrium, not treated here, 

are in general important for large rates of change of the physico-chemical quantities describing the system, 

and for highly viscous magmas, the former decreasing the time available to achieve equilibrium, and the 

latter increasing the time necessary to achieve equilibrium. In many situations the study and modeling of 

equilibrium thermodynamics is either a satisfactory approximation or it provides the direction towards 

which the conditions evolve, and that are approached or achieved when kinetic-related delays are small or 

negligible. 

This chapter is organized as it follows.  



 First, we introduce the fundamental equations of equilibrium thermodynamics starting from basic 

principles. The only background knowledge required to fully understand this section consists in the 

first and second principles of thermodynamics. That leads naturally to the equilibrium equations, 

allowing a clear understanding of the meanings and consequences of ideal assumptions that have 

been often adopted (and sometimes abused) to model volatile-melt equilibria.  

 We then concentrate to fully real, multi-component thermodynamics, and present and discuss 

models based on so-called (sometimes improperly) regular solution approaches allowing the 

extreme compositional variability of silicate melts to be fully accounted for. This section includes 

the SOLWCAD (Papale et al., 2006) and MagmaSat (Ghiorso and Gualda, 2015) models for single 

component and two-component H2O+CO2 volatile-melt equilibrium.  

 After that, we dedicate to models that are based instead on speciation equations which treat 

solubility as the result of chemical reactions between the volatiles and the melt. We start this 

section by reviewing the seminal work by Burnham and co-workers, and that by Stolper and co-

workers which led to the model by Dixon et al. (1995) and to the VolatileCalc code for H2O+CO2 

volatile-melt equilibrium by Newman and Lowenstern (2002). Then, we examine the work done on 

the third major volatile in magmas represented by sulfur, whose dissolution mechanisms are largely 

controlled by redox conditions; that brings in the concept and the roles of oxygen fugacity in 

controlling sulfur-melt thermodynamics, and a number of additional basic concepts such as melt 

polymerization and melt optical basicity in determining the dissolution of volatiles in silicate melts. 

In this part we present and discuss the works by Moretti and co-workers leading to the CTZFG 

model for sulfur-melt thermodynamics (Moretti and Ottonello, 2005), as well as models for mixed 

saturation in the C-O-H-S system such as SolEx (Witham et al., 2012), D-Compress (Burgisser et al., 

2015), and COHS (Moretti et al., 2003). This section is concluded with a brief discussion on the 

solubility of halogen species, and with hints on ab-initio and molecular dynamics approaches to 

model volatile saturation in silicate melts. 

 The following section extends the equilibrium equations to minor components represented by 

noble gases, the study of which complements and enriches the understanding of the deep volcanic 

processes from volcanic fluid emission analyses and processing. Such species carry precious and 

unique information on the deep thermodynamic conditions and degassing processes, thanks to 

their largely inert nature which prevents significant modifications by secondary processes in 

hydrothermal and low-temperature systems. In this section we present and discuss models for pure 

noble gas as well as for mixtures of noble gases and major volatile components based on classical 

thermodynamic as well as on statistical mechanics approaches. 

 A final part is dedicated to showing and discussing applications of volatile-melt thermodynamic 

equilibrium modeling to real problems in magma and volcano studies. This part is divided into three 

sections dealing with use of models to i) constrain conditions and processes inside magmatic 

reservoirs, ii) interpret data from volcano degassing, and iii) model transport processes and 

describe magma and eruption dynamics. 

Finally, this review does not account for the solubility of minor, redox controlled, reactive species such as 

H2, CO and CH4, for which extensive models of saturation conditions in silicate melts have not been 

produced yet. These species can be important at highly reduced conditions, and can be  relevant in the 

study of the early Earth and its deep interior. Nevertheless, their effectiveness in tracking magma degassing 

is limited by i) their very low abundance at magmatic temperatures and ii) their high sensitivity to 

secondary processes, making them good indicators, together with sulfur species, of post-magmatic 



processes, particularly those in hydrothermal environments (Moretti and Stefansson, 2020 and references 

therein) 

There are still many papers where polynomial or other relatively simple expressions are employed to fit 

experimental data over restricted 𝑃 − 𝑇 − 𝑋 ranges. We deem those fitting curves as being useless beyond 

the limited range of the corresponding experiments, and basically we do not discuss them here. As we 

abundantly show in this chapter, there has been substantial progress during last decades in understanding 

and modeling increasingly complex aspects of volatile-melt systems, and many useful calculation tools are 

today accessible to the expert user as well as to the beginner. While further progress and better models are 

hoped and necessary, proposing for any new set of data a new equation that only fits those data looks 

pointless, as it would be a new equation for every new observation in any other field of science.  

 

Table 1. Nomenclature. As a general reference, total quantities are expressed as capital letters, specific quantities are 

in lower case, while lower case symbols with horizontal bar on top indicate partial molar quantities of the component 

at the subscript. Components are reported as subscripts, and phases as superscripts. Molar fractions are indicated 

with 𝑦 when they refer to the gas phase, and with 𝑥 when they refer to the liquid phase, both with no additional 

reference to the phase (no superscript). Locally defined variables are not reported in this Table. 

𝐴     Helmholtz energy 

𝑎     activity 

𝐶𝑃     specific heat at constant pressure 

𝐶S2
     sulfide capacity 

𝐶𝑆6+     sulfate capacity 

𝐷i
𝐺/𝑀

     partition coefficient of component 𝑖 between gas and melt 

𝑓     fugacity 

𝐺, 𝑔, �̅�𝑖      Gibbs energy (total, specific, partial molar for component 𝑖) 

𝐻, ℎ, ℎ̅𝑖     enthalpy (total, specific, partial molar for component 𝑖) 

𝑘     Henry’s law constant  

𝐾n     Equilibrium constant for reaction n 

𝑀     molar weight 

𝑁     total number of moles 

𝑛𝑖     number of moles of component 𝑖  

𝑛 (index)    number of components 

𝑃     pressure 

𝑅     gas constant 

𝑆, 𝑠     entropy (total, specific) 

𝑇     temperature 

𝑈     internal energy 

𝑉, 𝑣, �̅�𝑖     volume (total, specific, partial molar for component 𝑖) 

𝑤𝑖      mass fraction of component 𝑖 

𝑤𝑖𝑗 , 𝑤𝑖𝑗
(0)

𝑤𝑖𝑗
(1)

,    coefficient of interaction between components 𝑖, 𝑗 

𝑥     mole fraction in the liquid phase 

𝑥′     mole fraction in the liquid phase, rescaled to volatile-free 

𝑥𝑀𝑖
𝜈+     atom fraction of network modifier 𝑖 

𝑥
𝑇𝑗

𝜂+     atom fraction of network former 𝑗 

𝑦     mole fraction in the gas phase 

 



Greek symbols 

𝛾     activity coefficient 

𝛾𝑀ì
𝜈+      basicity moderating parameter for network formers 

𝛾
𝑇𝑗

𝜂+     basicity moderating parameter for network modifiers 

𝜆     ratio of gas molar mass to melt molar mass 

𝜇     chemical potential 

𝜙     fugacity coefficient 

 

Subscripts 

𝑖, 𝑗 …     indexes for components 

𝑀𝐼𝑋     referred to the multiphase mixture 

𝑃, 𝑇, …     computed at constant 𝑃, 𝑇, … 

 

Superscripts 

+     ideal state 

0     reference or standard state 

𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, …    indexes for generic phases  

𝐸     excess 

𝐺     gas (or supercritical) phase 

𝐿     liquid phase 

M     melt phase 

𝑇     total 

 

2. Fundamental equations of equilibrium thermodynamics 

2.1 Fundaments of thermodynamic equilibrium 

The treatment in this first sub-section largely follows the one in Prausnitz et al. (1985). Over the entire 

section, only thermodynamic relations with general validity are reported. These relations are not model-

dependent; whatever relates to use of the theory to construct models of volatile-melt thermodynamics is 

treated starting from section 3. By exploring the theory of fluid phase equilibria we will derive the real 

equilibrium equations and highlight the meaning of ideal assumptions that are often introduced or adopted 

in some classes of gas-liquid equilibrium models. Knowledge of the first and second principles of 

thermodynamics is the only prerequisite to fully understand the arguments and equations in this section. 

This presentation treats each volatile component without regards to chemical reactions that can occur 

within each phase (e.g., water dissociation into hydroxyl groups). Dealing with macroscopic quantities, 

thermodynamics allows such an approach, provided that the various quantities appearing in the 

equilibrium equations are then consistently modeled. Reaction-based approaches to volatile dissolution in 

silicate melts are the subject of section 4. 

The classical problem of phase equilibrium takes into account the three fundamental processes of i) heat 

transfer between the phases, ii) displacement of phase boundaries, and iii) mass transfer across phase 

boundaries. By definition, all of these processes are zeroed at equilibrium (more precisely, their average 

effects are zeroed; natural equilibria are always dynamic, meaning that heat always flows between the 

phases, phase boundary displacements always happen, and mass transfer always occurs. At equilibrium, 

however, such processes are equally efficient in all directions, so that on average they cancel out). 

Thermodynamics treats the condition of equilibrium with reference to some thermal (heat flow), 

mechanical (momentum flow, or boundary displacement), and chemical (mass transfer) potential, which 



must be the same for all phases in order to achieve equilibrium. The thermal potential is represented by 

temperature (𝑇), the chemical potential is represented by pressure (𝑃), and the chemical potential is 

represented by the quantity with the same name of chemical potential (𝜇). The condition of 

thermodynamic equilibrium is therefore that the temperature and pressure of all phases must be the same, 

and that the chemical potential of all components in all phases must also be the same: 

𝑇(1) = 𝑇(2) = … = 𝑇(𝜋) 

𝑃(1) = 𝑃(2) = … = 𝑃(𝜋) 

𝜇1
(1)

= 𝜇1
(2)

= … = 𝜇1
(𝜋)

     (1) 

𝜇2
(1)

= 𝜇2
(2)

= … = 𝜇2
(𝜋)

 

⋮            ⋮                      ⋮     

𝜇𝑚
(1)

= 𝜇𝑚
(2)

= … = 𝜇𝑚
(𝜋)

 

where the equilibrium is extended to 𝑚 components distributed in 𝜋 phases. 

While pressure and temperature are intuitive quantities that we are used to in our daily life, the chemical 

potential is less straightforward. In order to fully understand its meaning and relevance, let’s start from the 

following expression representing a combination of the first and second laws of thermodynamics for a 

homogeneous, closed system: 

𝑑𝑈 ≤ 𝑇𝑑𝑆 − 𝑃𝑑𝑉      (2) 

with the inequality applying to an irreversible process, and the equality to a reversible process. In the above 

equation, 𝑈 is the internal energy, 𝑆 is entropy, and 𝑉 is volume. From Eq. (2) it follows that 

𝑑𝑈𝑆,𝑉 ≤ 0       (3) 

Through Legendre’s transformations, and with the same reasoning: 

𝑑𝐻 ≤ 𝑇𝑑𝑆 + 𝑉𝑑𝑃        ,     𝑑𝐻𝑆,𝑃 ≤ 0     (4) 

𝑑𝐴 ≤ −𝑆𝑑𝑇 − 𝑃𝑑𝑉     ,     𝑑𝐴𝑇,𝑉 ≤ 0     (5) 

𝑑𝐺 ≤ −𝑆𝑑𝑇 + 𝑉𝑑𝑃     ,     𝑑𝐺𝑇,𝑃 ≤ 0     (6) 

where 𝐻 is enthalpy, 𝐴 is Helmholtz energy, and 𝐺 is Gibbs energy (also called Gibbs free energy). 

Equations (2)-(6) tell us that the energy of a homogeneous closed system evolves towards a minimum 

during the irreversible processes through which equilibrium is achieved, then it remains at that minimum 

when the equilibrium is achieved (the slow, zero-averaging processes taking place at equilibrium are in fact 

reversible processes). That explains why many routines employed to determine the equilibrium conditions 

of complex systems search for the direction that minimizes the energy of the system (whatever energy can 

be chosen among those at Eqs. (2)-(6)). 

Equations (2)-(6) are valid for homogeneous closed systems. However, when dealing with mass transfer 

between the phases, which is the classical problem of chemical equilibria, each phase is open by definition. 

In such a case, the reasoning above can be repeated by noticing that each expression for energy must also 



include a dependence on the amount of each component present in the system (e.g., a given phase). 

Accordingly, the variation of the internal energy 𝑈 must be described also in terms of variations of such 

amounts: 

𝑈 = 𝑈(𝑆, 𝑉, 𝑛1, 𝑛2, … , 𝑛𝑚)                                                                          (7) 

𝑑𝑈 = (
𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑆
)

𝑉,𝑛𝑖

𝑑𝑆 + (
𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑉
)

𝑆,𝑛𝑖

𝑑𝑉 + ∑ (
𝜕𝑈

𝜕𝑛𝑖
)

𝑆,𝑉,𝑛𝑗≠𝑖

𝑑

𝑖

𝑛𝑖                                           (8) 

where 𝑛𝑖 is the number of moles of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ component. Again, through Legendre’s transformations the 

equilibrium conditions follow: 

𝑑𝑈 ≤ 𝑇𝑑𝑆 − 𝑃𝑑𝑉 + ∑ 𝜇𝑖𝑑𝑛𝑖

𝑖

                                                                     (9) 

𝑑𝐻 ≤ 𝑇𝑑𝑆 + 𝑉𝑑𝑃 + ∑ 𝜇𝑖𝑑𝑛𝑖

𝑖

                                                                  (10) 

𝑑𝐴 ≤ −𝑆𝑑𝑇 − 𝑃𝑑𝑉 + ∑ 𝜇𝑖𝑑𝑛𝑖

𝑖

                                                                  (11) 

𝑑𝐺 ≤ −𝑆𝑑𝑇 + 𝑉𝑑𝑃 + ∑ 𝜇𝑖𝑑𝑛𝑖

𝑖

                                                                  (12) 

where the chemical potential referred to the 𝑖𝑡ℎ component, 𝜇𝑖, is given by 

𝜇𝑖 = (
𝑑𝑈

𝑑𝑛𝑖
)

𝑆,𝑉,𝑛𝑗≠𝑖

= (
𝑑𝐻

𝑑𝑛𝑖
)

𝑆,𝑃,𝑛𝑗≠𝑖

= (
𝑑𝐴

𝑑𝑛𝑖
)

𝑇,𝑉,𝑛𝑗≠𝑖

= (
𝑑𝐺

𝑑𝑛𝑖
)

𝑇,𝑃,𝑛𝑗≠𝑖

                                (13) 

Each of the Eqs. (9)-(12) is equally valid in representing the evolution of energy for an open system, and 

each of the derivatives at Eq. (13) is an equally valid definition of the chemical potential. However, Eq. (12) 

expressing the Gibbs energy is of more direct use in most practical applications, since it expresses system 

energy in terms of changes of pressure and temperature, these being the quantities that are usually kept 

under control in laboratory experiments, and the quantities that are more directly related to our 

experience. Accordingly, we define partial molar quantities in terms of 𝑃 and 𝑇: 

�̅�𝑖 = (
𝑑𝑋

𝑑𝑛𝑖
)

𝑇,𝑃,𝑛𝑗≠𝑖

                                                                             (14) 

with 𝑋 (capital) being any extensive quantity. A partial molar quantity for a given component in a mixture 

describes, therefore, the change in the extensive quantity it refers to, when small amounts of that 

component are added or subtracted at constant 𝑃, 𝑇 and without changing the amount of any other 

component in the mixture. By comparing Eqs. (13) and (14), it follows that the chemical potential of the 

component 𝑖 in a mixture corresponds to the partial molar Gibbs energy of that component in the mixture: 

𝜇𝑖 = �̅�𝑖                                                                                           (15) 

Thus, for a pure component: 

𝜇 = 𝑔     ,     𝐺 = 𝑛𝜇                                                                              (16) 



The above equations clarify the relevance of the chemical potential in thermodynamic equilibrium. In 

summary, the equilibrium condition is conveniently expressed in terms of minimization of the Gibbs 

energy, a condition that for any given 𝑃, 𝑇 pair is realized when the partial molar Gibbs energy, or chemical 

potential, of any component in the mixture does not evolve further, or in other words, when the potential 

for further chemical evolution of the system is (on average) zeroed. 

We now introduce the concept of fugacity, and show that equivalence of the fugacity of all components in 

all phases is an equilibrium criterion as general as equivalence of chemical potentials, additionally offering a 

simpler way of expressing heterogeneous chemical equilibria involving fluid phases. 

Let’s start by referring to a pure component made of one single mole along a reversible path. From Eqs. (6) 

and (16): 

𝑑𝜇 = −𝑠𝑑𝑇 + 𝑣𝑑𝑃                                                                       (17) 

From Eq. (17) it follows that 

(
𝑑𝜇

𝑑𝑃
)

𝑇
= 𝑣                                                                                (18) 

Therefore, by referring to an ideal gas and integrating at constant 𝑇: 

𝜇 − 𝜇0 = 𝑅𝑇 ln
𝑃

𝑃0                                                                           (19) 

Where the superscript 0 refers to a reference state for which the chemical potential is known. Because Eq. 

(18) has been integrated at constant 𝑇, the reference state must be at the same temperature as that of 

interest. 

Equation (19) provides a workable expression for the chemical potential, but it is limited to ideal gases. A 

similar expression that works for any component at any system conditions is given by the Lewis extension 

of Eq. (19): 

𝜇𝑖 − 𝜇𝑖
0 = 𝑅𝑇 ln

𝑓𝑖

𝑓𝑖
0                                                                          (20) 

where 𝑓 is fugacity. Fugacity represents therefore a sort of modified pressure which embeds the deviation 

from ideal behavior of a component in any physical state. Equation (20) shows that 𝜇𝑖
0 and 𝑓𝑖

0 are not 

independent: once one is given, the other one is fixed (or in other words, once the reference state is 

established, 𝜇𝑖
0 and 𝑓𝑖

0 are both determined).  

In order to show that equality of fugacities is an equilibrium criterion as general as equality of chemical 

potentials, consider a component 𝑖 in two phases 𝛼 and 𝛽 at equilibrium. Equations (1) and (20) tell us that 

𝜇𝑖
𝛼 = 𝜇𝑖

0,𝛼 + 𝑅𝑇 ln
𝑓𝑖

𝛼

𝑓𝑖
0,𝛼 = 𝜇𝑖

𝛽
= 𝜇𝑖

0,𝛽
+ 𝑅𝑇 ln

𝑓𝑖
𝛽

𝑓𝑖
0,𝛽

                                            (21) 

There are two options for the reference states related to the two phases: either they are the same, or they 

are at the same temperature (corresponding to system temperature, see above) but different pressure 

and/or composition. In the first case 𝜇𝑖
0,𝛼 = 𝜇𝑖

0,𝛽
, from which it immediately follows that 𝑓𝑖

𝛼 = 𝑓𝑖
𝛽

. In the 

second case an expression of the transformation between the two reference states can be written: 



𝜇𝑖
0,𝛼 = 𝜇𝑖

0,𝛽
+ 𝑅𝑇 ln

𝑓𝑖
0,𝛼

𝑓𝑖
0,𝛽

                                                                   (22) 

By substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (21) and simplifying, the same result follows: 𝑓𝑖
𝛼 = 𝑓𝑖

𝛽
. Thus, for any 

possible case, that is, for any possible choice of the reference state of the component in the different 

phases, equality of fugacities is the same as equality of chemical potentials. The former can be therefore 

employed at Eq. (1), in substitution of the equality of chemical potentials, as a fully equivalent criterion for 

chemical equilibrium. With reference to a liquid-gas system, and presupposing equality of temperature and 

pressure, the new equilibrium equation becomes 

𝑓𝑖
𝐺 = 𝑓𝑖

𝐿      (23) 

Fugacity has been introduced at Eq. (20) as a “modified pressure” embedding deviation from ideal 

behavior. Accordingly, for a pure, ideal gas, fugacity is equivalent to pressure. For a component in an ideal 

gas mixture, 𝑓𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖𝑃, where 𝑦𝑖  is the molar fraction of the component in the mixture (and 𝑦𝑖𝑃 is called the 

partial pressure of component 𝑖). It follows that for a real gas mixture 

𝑓𝑖

𝑦𝑖𝑃
= 𝜙𝑖 ≠ 1   →     𝑓𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖𝜙𝑖𝑃                                                               (24) 

where the fugacity coefficient 𝜙𝑖 expresses the deviation from ideal behavior. Equation (24) is a convenient 

expression for the fugacity of a component in a gaseous mixture. For liquid mixtures it is usually more 

convenient to refer fugacity to some quantity that can be immediately related to the energy of the system, 

as that offers more direct opportunity for appropriate modeling. That is done through the definitions of 

activity and activity coefficient. The activity of a component in a mixture, 𝑎𝑖, is defined as the ratio between 

its fugacity at system conditions and at some convenient reference state. The activity coefficient 𝛾𝑖  is 

instead the ratio between activity and mole fraction: 

𝑎𝑖 =
𝑓𝑖

𝑓𝑖
0     ,    𝛾𝑖 =

𝑎𝑖

𝑥𝑖
    →     𝑓𝑖 = 𝛾𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑓𝑖

0                                                       (25) 

where 𝑥𝑖  is mole fraction of the component 𝑖 (note that we indicate mole fractions with the letter 𝑦 for the 

gas phase, and 𝑥 for the liquid phase, see the Nomenclature at Table 1). 

Equations (24) and (25) provide two equivalent expressions for the fugacity of a component in a real 

mixture. The former (eq. (24)) is usually preferred for the gas phase, and the latter (Eq. (25)) for the liquid 

phase. The real gas-liquid chemical equilibrium equation (23) for can now be written as 

𝑦𝑖𝜙𝑖𝑃 = 𝛾𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑓𝑖
0𝐿      (26) 

where the superscript 𝐿 has been added to 𝑓𝑖
0 to indicate that the reference fugacity corresponds to some 

state of reference for the component dissolved in the liquid (or melt) phase. Note that for ideal mixtures 

𝜙𝑖 = 𝛾𝑖 = 1 (an explanation of the second equality is provided below), therefore, the ideal gas-liquid 

chemical equilibrium equation becomes  𝑦𝑖𝑃 = 𝑥𝑖𝑓𝑖
0𝐿, or 𝑥𝑖 = (𝑓𝑖

0𝐿)
−1

𝑝𝑖  where 𝑝𝑖   is the partial pressure 

of component 𝑖. The latter expression corresponds to the largely used (and sometimes abused) Henry’s 

law, which states that at constant 𝑃 − 𝑇 the amount of solute (𝑥𝑖) is proportional to its partial pressure in 

the gas phase (𝑝𝑖). The constant of proportionality is the inverse of the reference fugacity of the 

component in the liquid phase, which is a constant for fixed 𝑃 − 𝑇 conditions. Limits to the use of Henry’s 



law in modeling water and carbon dioxide mixed saturation in silicate melts are illustrated in the following 

section 3, and for noble gases in section 5. 

Let’s write Eq. (26) with reference to the most abundant volatile component in magmas, water, and assume 

the gas phase coexisting with the magmatic melt is made of only gaseous water: 

𝜙H2O𝑃 = 𝛾H2O𝑥H2O𝑓H2O
0𝐿       (27) 

Provided that we know how to express 𝜙𝐻2𝑂, 𝛾𝐻2𝑂, and 𝑓𝐻2𝑂
0𝐿 , Eq. (27) has only one unknown corresponding 

to 𝑥𝐻2𝑂, the amount of water dissolved in the melt at given 𝑃 − 𝑇 conditions and at equilibrium with a pure 

H2O gas. That amount is called the solubility of water in that specific melt at the given 𝑃 − 𝑇 conditions. 

Consider now the presence in the system of two volatiles, e.g., consider the second most abundant volatile 

component in magmas, carbon dioxide, together with water. We can write two expressions of Eq. (26), one 

for H2O and the other one for CO2: 

𝑦H2O𝜙H2O𝑃 = 𝛾H2O𝑥H2O𝑓H2O
0𝐿                                                                 (28) 

𝑦CO2
𝜙CO2

𝑃 = 𝛾CO2
𝑥CO2

𝑓CO2

0𝐿                                                                 (29) 

The system formed by Eqs. (28)-(29) has four unknown, represented by the dissolved amounts of H2O and 

CO2, and the concentrations of H2O and CO2 in the gas phase. In order to be solved, two other equations 

are needed. These are given by two mass conservation equations, the first one stating that the gas phase is 

made of only H2O and CO2, the second one stating that whatever the partition of H2O and CO2 between the 

melt and the gas phase, their total mass in the system must be conserved (Papale, 1999a): 

𝑦H2O + 𝑦CO2
= 1                                                                            (30) 

𝑥H2O
𝑇 − 𝑥H2O

𝑦H2O − 𝑥H2O
=

𝑥CO2

𝑇 − 𝑥CO2

𝑦CO2
− 𝑥CO2

                                                                (31) 

where the superscript 𝑇 refers to the total amount of each volatile component in the system, or in other 

words, its abundance in the gas-melt system as a whole.  

Equations (28)-(31) form a system of four equations in four unknown, that can be solved. However, the 

presence of the total amounts of each volatile component in the system introduces a substantial difference 

with respect to the case of one single volatile considered above. In fact, now the amount of each volatile 

dissolved in the melt, as well as the composition of the coexisting gas phase, depend on the abundance of 

each volatile component in the system. In other words, for any given volatile-free melt composition the 

dissolved amounts do not depend anymore on just thermodynamic quantities (𝑃, 𝑇) and they are not a 

thermodynamic quantity – solubility – themselves; the dissolved amounts define the saturation conditions, 

and are therefore called the saturation contents, distinct from solubility which is a property of a volatile in a 

given system and it refers to equilibrium with the pure-component gas phase. 

2.2 Terms in the equilibrium equations 

Solution of equation (27) for the solubility of a volatile component (in the case of Eq. (27), H2O), or of the 

system of equations (28)-(31) for two-component (H2O+CO2) volatiles, requires that we express in some 

way the fugacity coefficient in the gas phase 𝜙𝑖, the activity coefficient in the liquid phase 𝛾𝑖, and the 

fugacity at reference state for the component in the liquid phase 𝑓𝑖
0𝐿 (𝑖 being each volatile component 



under consideration). In general, such expressions require a number of assumptions or approximations, 

pertaining therefore to the field of modeling. The equations presented in the following express theoretical 

relationships between such quantities and other thermodynamic quantities making their modeling 

straightforward, and pertain therefore to thermodynamic theory. In other words, the equations below 

relate the fugacity coefficient, the reference fugacity, and the activity coefficient, to other quantities that 

can be either measured or estimated from experiments.  

We start with the fugacity coefficient in the gas phase, 𝜙𝑖. From the definition of fugacity coefficient given 

above, and making use of fundamental thermodynamic relationships, we can write: 

𝑅𝑇 ln 𝜙𝑖 = 𝑅𝑇 ln
𝑓𝑖

𝑦𝑖𝑃
= ∫ (�̅�𝑖 −

𝑅𝑇

𝑃
) 𝑑𝑃

𝑃

0

                                                        (32) 

The integral term gives a clear idea of the meaning of 𝜙𝑖 as the deviation from ideal behavior. In fact, for an 

ideal gas component the integral term is zero (and 𝜙𝑖 is 1). Eq. (32) shows that the fugacity coefficient of a 

component in a gas mixture can be determined at any 𝑃 − 𝑇 if we know its partial molar volume as a 

function of 𝑃 − 𝑇, and in particular, if we know it from zero pressure (ideal conditions) to system pressure. 

Volume (and less directly, partial molar volume) is a quantity that we can treat much better than the 

abstract fugacity coefficient; in particular, we can measure it, and derive a model – an equation of state, or 

EOS – from the measurements. Because in a real system the partial molar volume depends on composition, 

the corresponding EOS must be accurate over the range of possible compositions of interest, besides the 

range of 𝑃 − 𝑇 conditions of interest. There are many EOSs in the literature which describe the behavior of 

pure gases as well as gas mixtures, from relatively simple Redlich-Kwong models to ab-initio models that 

require substantial computational resources and long computational time (a description of some EOSs 

employed in gas-melt thermodynamics is provided in section 5.3 dealing with noble gas solubility). In 

general, the choice of a particular EOS is made on a balance between accuracy and affordable 

computational time. 

We have just seen that the fugacity coefficient of a component in the gas phase can be obtained from 

volume data only. The same holds for the reference fugacity of a component in the liquid (or melt) state, 

𝑓𝑖
0𝐿: if an EOS for the volume of the component in such a reference state is known, we can derive an 

expression for 𝑓𝑖
0𝐿 that holds for any 𝑃 − 𝑇 condition covered by the EOS. The following shows how that 

can be done. 

Let’s start by expressing 𝑓𝑖
0𝐿 as a function of 𝑃 − 𝑇: 

𝑓𝑖
0𝐿 = 𝑓𝑖

0𝐿(𝑃, 𝑇)     (33) 

By introducing the natural logarithm, and differentiating: 

𝑑 ln 𝑓𝑖
0𝐿 = (

𝜕 ln 𝑓𝑖
0𝐿

𝜕𝑇
)

𝑃

𝑑𝑇 + (
𝜕 ln 𝑓𝑖

0𝐿

𝜕𝑃
)

𝑇

𝑑𝑃                                                 (34) 

Since 

(
𝜕 ln 𝑓𝑖

0𝐿

𝜕𝑇
)

𝑃

= −
ℎ𝑖 − ℎ𝑖

+

𝑅𝑇2     ,   (
𝜕 ln 𝑓𝑖

0𝐿

𝜕𝑃
)

𝑇

=
𝑣𝑖

𝑅𝑇
                                             (35) 



where ℎ𝑖 is the molar enthalpy in the reference state, ℎ𝑖
+ is the molar enthalpy in the ideal state, 𝑣𝑖  is molar 

volume in the reference state, and 𝑅 is the gas constant, it follows 

ln 𝑓𝑖
0𝐿 = ln 𝑓𝑖

0𝐿(𝑃0, 𝑇0) + ∫
𝑣𝑖

𝑅𝑇
𝑑𝑃 − ∫

ℎ𝑖 − ℎ𝑖
+

𝑅𝑇2 𝑑𝑇
𝑇

𝑇0

𝑃

𝑃0
                                         (36) 

where 𝑃0 and 𝑇0 refer to conditions at which 𝑓𝑖
0𝐿(𝑃0, 𝑇0) is known. Consider now the second integral at 

Eq. (36). The enthalpy difference at the numerator can be written in terms of volume: 

ℎ𝑖 − ℎ𝑖
+ = ∫ [𝑣𝑖 − 𝑇 (

𝜕𝑣𝑖

𝜕𝑇
)

𝑃
] 𝑑𝑃

𝑃

𝑃+
                                                       (37) 

where 𝑃+ refers to a pressure at which the component in its reference state (and system 𝑇) behaves as 

ideal. By choosing 𝑃0 = 𝑃+, and substituting Eq. (37) into Eq. (36): 

ln 𝑓𝑖
0𝐿 = ln 𝑓𝑖

0𝐿(𝑃0, 𝑇0) + ∫
𝑣𝑖

𝑅𝑇
𝑑𝑃 −

𝑃

𝑃0
∫

1

𝑅𝑇2

𝑇

𝑇0
∫ [𝑣𝑖 − 𝑇 (

𝜕𝑣𝑖

𝜕𝑇
)

𝑃
] 𝑑𝑃

𝑃

𝑃0
𝑑𝑇                        (38) 

which is the desired expression. Eq. (38) allows to determine 𝑓𝑖
0𝐿 for any 𝑃 − 𝑇 condition, provided we 

have an EOS for 𝑣𝑖, the molar volume of the component in its reference state pertaining to the liquid phase, 

and a condition defined by 𝑃0, 𝑇0 at which 𝑓𝑖
0𝐿 is known. 

We have seen above that the fugacity coefficient in the gas phase and the reference fugacity in the liquid 

phase can be computed on the basis of volume data. For the former, those volume data are obtained from 

measurements on real gases, either pure component or mixtures. For the latter, we need first of all to 

define a reference state for the component dissolved in the liquid phase, for which volume data (or an EOS 

allowing volume computations) are needed. The choice of such a reference state is a matter of modeling; 

different choices are possible, and selecting one or the other is a matter of convenience and 

correspondence between model predictions and experimental observations. This is considered in the 

following section 3 dealing with so-called regular solution modeling approaches. 

In order to be able to solve the equilibrium Eq. (27) (for a pure component gas phase) or (28)-(31) (for two-

component gas phase), we still have to find an expression for the activity coefficient 𝛾𝑖. Note that till now, 

none of the terms that have been considered in detail includes any direct dependence on the composition 

of the liquid (such a dependence may appear in the expression for the reference fugacity of the component 

in the liquid phase 𝑓𝑖
0𝐿, if the molar volume in the reference state, 𝑣𝑖  at Eq. (38), is found to depend on 

liquid composition). In fact, that dependence is embedded in the activity coefficient of the component 

dissolved in the liquid phase. The following shows the relationships between activity coefficient and 

energetic state of the liquid mixture, which strictly depends on liquid composition. 

Equation (15) tells us that the chemical potential of a component corresponds to the partial molar Gibbs 

energy of that component in the mixture, and Eq. (14) provides an expression for that: 

𝜇𝑖 = (
𝑑𝐺

𝑑𝑛𝑖
)

𝑇,𝑃,𝑛𝑗≠𝑖

                                                                           (39) 

While Eq. (20) establishes a link between chemical potential and fugacity, Eq. (39) relates chemical 

potential to Gibbs energy. The Gibbs energy is in turn related to volume and entropy, Eq. (6). When a 

mixture is formed from individual components, the resulting Gibbs energy depends on the volume and 



entropy of the mixture resulting from the individual components. Let’s consider volume first. We have two 

options: a) the components mix in a non-reactive way, meaning that the volume of the mixture is simply 

given by the sum of the volumes of the single components (isometric mixing); b) the components react 

upon mixing, eventually forming new bonds that result in a deviation from isometric mixing (non-isometric 

mixing). We can express the above through a mixing equation for volume: 

𝑉𝑀𝐼𝑋 = ∑ 𝑉𝑖 + 𝑉𝐸                                                                             (40) 

Equation (40) says that, in general, the volume of a mixture is equal to the sum of the volumes of the 

individual components (𝑉𝑖) plus an excess term (𝑉𝐸) that embeds all the deviations from simple isometric 

mixing. 

The situation for entropy is similar, with the addition that the entropy of a mixture always differs from the 

sum of the entropies of the individual components by at least a quantity which is called “ideal mixing 

entropy”. In fact, entropy can be seen as a measure of the number of states that are accessible to a system; 

simply putting different ‘things’ together represents an increase in entropy with respect to the sum of the 

individual entropies, as it increases the possible configurations of the system thus the number of accessible 

states. That can be visualized by considering a simple example: imagine you have two cavities in the 

ground, one besides the other, where you can place two balls that you have in your hands. If you only have 

red balls, there is only one final possibility: one red ball in each cavity. If, instead, you have a red and a blue 

ball, the number of possible configurations becomes two: the red ball in the cavity on the right, or the red 

ball in the cavity on the left. The system formed by two different balls offers more options (or it has more 

configurations available) with respect to the system with two equal balls. Analogously, if instead of balls we 

have components, by simply putting them together in a mixture results in an increase of entropy with 

respect to the sum of the individual entropies, independent from any interaction between the components 

(affecting further the mixture entropy). In summary, by mixing individual components there will be one 

additional term in the mixture entropy, due to ideal mixing, which sums up with the excess term that 

accounts for real behavior involving interactions between the components: 

𝑆𝑀𝐼𝑋 = ∑ 𝑆𝑖 + 𝑆
𝐼𝐷𝐸𝐴𝐿

𝑀𝐼𝑋𝐼𝑁𝐺 + 𝑆𝐸                                                               (41) 

Because the Gibbs energy depends on volume and entropy, we can expect that it will also be given by the 

sum of three terms: a first term due to the sum of the Gibbs energies of the individual components, a 

second term deriving from entropy increase upon ideal mixing, and a third term describing real behavior 

and embedding the interactions between the individual components: 

𝐺𝑀𝐼𝑋 = ∑ 𝐺𝑖 + 𝐺
𝐼𝐷𝐸𝐴𝐿

𝑀𝐼𝑋𝐼𝑁𝐺 + 𝐺𝐸                                                             (42) 

Since from Eq. (12): 

(
𝜕𝐺

𝜕𝑃
)

𝑇,𝑛
= 𝑉    ,    (

𝜕𝐺

𝜕𝑇
)

𝑃,𝑛
= −𝑆                                                           (43) 

It descends that the ideal mixing term in the expression of 𝐺𝑀𝐼𝑋 at Eq. (42), which derives exclusively by an 

entropy contribution, must not depend on pressure. In fact, Eq. (42) can be written as 

𝐺𝑀𝐼𝑋 = ∑ 𝑛𝑖𝜇𝑖
0 + 𝑁𝑅𝑇 ∑ 𝑥𝑖 ln 𝑥𝑖 + 𝐺𝐸                                                   (44) 



where 𝑛𝑖 is number of moles of component 𝑖, 𝑁 is total numer of moles, 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑛𝑖 𝑁⁄  is the molar fraction of 

𝑖, and 𝜇𝑖
0 is the chemical potential of the individual component 𝑖 (equal to the molar Gibbs energy of that 

component, Eq. (16)). Equation (44) says that the Gibbs energy of a mixture is given by a contribution due 

to sum of the Gibbs energies of the individual components, a contribution due to ideal mixing and related 

to ideal entropy of mixing, and an excess contribution that derives from chemical interactions between the 

components in the mixture. From Eq. (39): 

𝜇𝑖 = (
𝑑𝐺

𝑑𝑛𝑖
)

𝑇,𝑃,𝑛𝑗≠𝑖

= 𝜇𝑖
0 + 𝑅𝑇 ln 𝑥𝑖 + (

𝑑𝐺𝐸

𝑑𝑛𝑖
)

𝑇,𝑃,𝑛𝑗≠𝑖

                                    (45) 

From Eq. (20) and the definition of activity: 

𝜇𝑖 = 𝜇𝑖
0 + 𝑅𝑇 ln 𝑎𝑖     (46) 

and by comparing Eqs. (45) and (46): 

𝑅𝑇 ln 𝑎𝑖 = 𝑅𝑇 ln 𝑥𝑖 + (
𝑑𝐺𝐸

𝑑𝑛𝑖
)

𝑇,𝑃,𝑛𝑗≠𝑖

                                                 (47) 

We can now apply the definition of activity coefficient given above (𝑎𝑖 = 𝑥𝑖𝛾𝑖) to obtain an expression that 

relates the activity coefficient to the Gibbs energy of the mixture: 

𝑅𝑇 ln 𝛾𝑖 = (
𝑑𝐺𝐸

𝑑𝑛𝑖
)

𝑇,𝑃,𝑛𝑗≠𝑖

= �̅�𝑖
𝐸                                                              (48) 

Equation (48) shows that the activity coefficient of a component in a mixture, 𝛾𝑖, directly relates to the 

partial molar excess Gibbs energy of that component in the mixture. The relevance of the activity 

coefficient in describing the real behavior of a system is now fully evident: if the formation of a mixture 

from its single components does not involve any excess contribution to its final energetic state – that is, if 

mixture formation is not dissimilar from putting together inert objects so that the final mixture energy is 

simply the sum of the initial energies of the components (plus an ideal mixing term due to ideal entropy of 

mixing), then the right-hand side of Eq. (48) is equal to zero therefore the activity coefficient of each 

component is equal to 1, and the activity of each component corresponds to its mole fraction. This is what 

is called an ideal mixture. For real mixtures, instead, the activity coefficient of each component describes 

the contribute of that component to the energetic state of the mixture, Eq. (48), beyond ideal mixing, that 

is, when the components are not simple inert objects mechanically put together.   

Equation (48) allows us to determine the activity coefficient 𝛾𝑖  for use in the chemical equilibrium 

equations (27) or (28)-(29), from an expression for the excess Gibbs energy of the liquid mixture. Such an 

expression is a matter of modeling, and the following section describes the (generic) regular solution 

approach that is of widespread use in multi-component phase equilibria including volatile-melt equilibrium. 

That leads directly to introduce the first class of volatile saturation models described in this chapter. 

3. Regular solution modeling approach to volatile-melt thermodynamics 

3.1 Excess Gibbs energy 

As it is shown above, the equilibrium equations (27) (pure component gas phase, corresponding to volatile 

solubility) or (28)-(31) (two-component gas phase, or saturation conditions) are closed by appropriate 



expressions for the fugacity coefficient in the gas phase (Eq. (32)), reference fugacity in the liquid phase (Eq. 

(38)), and activity coefficient in the liquid phase (Eq. (48)). In turn, that requires an EOS for the gas phase 

(�̅�𝑖  at Eq. (32)), an EOS for the reference state of the component in the liquid phase (𝑣𝑖  at eq. (38)), and an 

expression for the excess Gibbs energy of the liquid (𝐺𝐸 at eq. (48)). Defining such quantities and their 

dependence on the 𝑃 − 𝑇 − 𝑋 conditions is usually a matter of the specific problem under consideration, 

as well as of the desired accuracy in the calculations. In any case, it is relevant to understand that the 

choice of an EOS for the reference state in the liquid, and the form of the excess Gibbs energy, are not 

independent. This aspect will be considered in more detail below. 

Equation (48) highlights the relevance of a proper expression for the excess Gibbs energy of the liquid 

mixture formed by the silicate melt plus dissolved volatiles: once such an expression is given, the activity 

coefficient of each dissolved component (including the dissolved volatile components) is defined, as the 

activity coefficient of each component is nothing but a measure of the contribute of that component on the 

excess Gibbs energy (or better said, a measure of the partial molar excess Gibbs energy of that component 

in the mixture). The excess Gibbs energy, and the activity coefficients associated to the mixture 

components, describe the deviation of the mixture from ideal behavior, or its real behavior (as shown 

above, for an ideal mixture 𝐺𝐸 = 0 and 𝛾 = 1). One of the most common ways to express 𝐺𝐸 is that of 

employing an expansion into coefficients describing the interactions between the components making up 

the mixture (e.g., Gocken, 1996). Such interactions can be of various order, e.g., at the first order we have 

the interactions between any pair of components, at the second order the interactions between triplets of 

components (or between each component and all other pairs of components), etc. Obviously, higher orders 

provide in principle higher accuracy, but require more experimental data to constrain the increased 

number of interaction coefficients, and may easily result in data overfitting. Therefore, only binary 

interactions are employed in most practical applications, and symmetric interactions are usually assumed, 

meaning that the coefficient describing the interaction of component a with component b is assumed to be 

the same as that describing the interaction of b with a. Additionally, the interaction of a component with 

itself is assumed to be zero. Such an approach is especially useful when the number of components in the 

mixture is large; e.g., if only major oxides plus dissolved H2O and CO2 were assumed to describe natural 

magmas, then the number of components would be 12 (10 major oxides plus two volatiles), and the 

number of symmetric binary interaction coefficients to be calibrated from experimental data would be 60 

(given by 122/2 – 12). The excess Gibbs energy is therefore written as 

𝐺𝐸 = 𝑁 ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑛

𝑗=𝑖+1

𝑛−1

𝑖=1

𝑥𝑗𝑤𝑖𝑗                                                                  (49) 

where the 𝑤𝑖𝑗’s are symmetric binary interaction coefficients:  

𝑤𝑖𝑗 = 𝑤𝑗𝑖    ,    𝑤𝑖𝑖 = 0      (50) 

A form of the excess Gibbs energy like the one at Eq. (49) is usually referred to as a “regular solution” 

model. Actually, strictly speaking a regular solution is one for which the excess Gibbs energy does not 

depend on temperature. If 𝐺𝐸 is independent from both pressure and temperature, then the model is of 

the “Scatchard-Hildebrand” type, also termed “strict regular solution” model. In practice, 𝑃 − 𝑇 

dependency can be embedded in the 𝑤𝑖𝑗 terms (which would therefore not be “coefficients” anymore), 

resulting in non-regular (𝑇 −dependent) or non-isometric (𝑃 −dependent) mixture models. In less strict 

terms, and according to a large literature, all of these models are termed here “regular solution” models. 



In order to understand the meaning and consequences of the above different models for 𝐺𝐸, consider the 

first of Eqs. (43), the expression of 𝐺 at Eq. (44), and the definition of partial molar quantity at Eq. (14). 

From these equations we can write an expression for the partial molar volume of each volatile in the liquid 

mixture: 

�̅�𝑖 = (
𝜕𝑉

𝜕𝑛𝑖
)

𝑃,𝑇,𝑛𝑗≠𝑖

=
𝜕

𝜕𝑛𝑖
[(

𝜕𝐺

𝜕𝑃
)

𝑇,𝑛
]

𝑃,𝑇,𝑛𝑗≠𝑖

= 𝑣𝑖
0 +

𝜕

𝜕𝑛𝑖
[(

𝜕𝐺𝐸

𝜕𝑃
)

𝑇,𝑛

]

𝑃,𝑇,𝑛𝑗≠𝑖

                    (51) 

In this equation, 𝑣𝑖
0 is the molar volume of the component 𝑖 (a dissolved volatile) in its reference state, 

thus, it coincides with 𝑣𝑖  at Eq. (38), as the two quantities have the same definition. It is clear, therefore, 

that the functional form of 𝑣𝑖  for use within Eq. (38), and that of 𝐺𝐸, are linked, as they contribute to define 

the partial molar volume of the volatile component dissolved in the liquid. A similar argument leads to 

define a link between the partial molar entropy and partial molar enthalpy of each dissolved volatile 

component, and the temperature dependency of the excess Gibbs energy. From the above it immediately 

follows that any choice of a specific functional form for 𝐺𝐸 immediately translates into relevant 

assumptions on the actual behavior of the mixture and of the dissolved volatile components, impacting the 

definition of a reference state for the dissolved volatiles; e.g., if the 𝑤𝑖𝑗 terms involving a given volatile 

component do not depend on pressure, it follows (Eq. (51)) that the excess partial molar volume of the 

dissolved volatile component is zero, thus the reference molar volume of the volatile at Eq. (38) 

corresponds to the partial molar volume of that volatile in the mixture. If the reference molar volume is 

taken – as it is usual, see below – as a function of 𝑃 and 𝑇 but not of composition, the consequence of an 

isometric mixing model (that is, 𝑃 −independent 𝑤𝑖𝑗 terms involving volatiles) is a model that assumes that 

the partial molar volume of the volatile dissolved in the melt does not depend on melt composition. 

Similarly, 𝑇 −independent 𝑤𝑖𝑗 terms involving a volatile would imply composition-independent partial 

molar entropy of that dissolved volatile component (and only linear dependence on 𝑇 of the 𝑤𝑖𝑗 terms 

involving the volatile would imply composition-independent partial molar enthalpy, see Eq. (59) below). 

The discussion above shows that the choice of an EOS for the reference molar volume of the dissolved 

volatile at Eq. (38) and that for the form of the excess Gibbs energy are not independent, as anticipated 

above; rather, they concur to provide a description of the real behavior of the volatile dissolved in the melt. 

It is easily understood that although the equations introduced so far do not deal with dissolution reactions 

and volatile speciation in the melt (which are instead at the basis of the treatment in section 4), different 

functional forms for the 𝑤𝑖𝑗 terms involving volatile components can mimic some of the consequences of 

volatile speciation; e.g., causing the partial molar volume of the dissolved volatile to depend in a more or 

less complex way on melt composition (besides 𝑃 and 𝑇) as if melt composition was controlling the 

effective volume occupied by the dissolved volatile. That is known to be the case for dissolved carbon 

dioxide, which is dissolved about entirely in molecular form in acidic melts, and about entirely in the form 

of carbonatic ion (CO3
2-)  in mafic melts (see section 4.4).  

In light of the above discussion, it is necessary to keep in mind that any model is only functional to its 

purposes (and it should be evaluated only for its performance in relation to such purposes). That may 

appear as an obvious statement, but it is in fact more relevant than it appears. Translated in practical 

terms, if the aim of a model is that of computing with a certain accuracy the volatile saturation surface, 

then it should not be expected to also models with similar accuracy other quantities that appear in the 

model, e.g., the partial molar volume or partial molar entropy of the dissolved volatiles. In fact, the 



accuracy required for those quantities in the model is only the one which is necessary to satisfactorily 

compute the saturation surface, which is the model objective.  

3.2 Early models 

Spera (1974) employed an expansion in binary interaction coefficients similar to Eq. (49), but differing from 

it for the fact that the 𝑤𝑖𝑗 quantities were assumed to be asymmetric (meaning that in general, 𝑤𝑖𝑗 ≠ 𝑤𝑗𝑖). 

In addition, the 𝑤𝑖𝑗 terms were taken as pressure dependent (thus, according to Eq. (50), involving a non-

zero excess partial molar volume). The model aimed at describing H2O solubility in three specific silicate 

melts of basaltic, andesitic and pegmatitic composition, for which experimental H2O solubility had been 

measured for constant temperature and at pressure up to 700 MPa (Burnham and Jahns, 1962; Hamilton et 

al., 1964). The asymmetric assumption allows calculation of both H2O solubility in the melt phase, and melt 

solubility in the gas phase, leading to a description of the phase diagram of the melt-H2O system which 

included domains of immiscibility of the two components. On the other hand, the asymmetric assumption 

requires calibration of a double number of model parameters, thus requiring either a sufficiently large 

number of experimental data or a low number of model components. For this reason Spera used as 

components only H2O and a second component with the same composition as the anhydrous melt. 

Nicholls (1980) used a formalism based on Eq. (49) in the theoretical description of his model for H2O 

solubility in silicate melts, but did not derive numerical values for the binary interaction coefficients. 

Instead, the role of melt composition was embedded in only three adjustable parameters generically 

defining the melt under consideration (e.g., “basalt”, “rhyolite”, etc.). 

A far more comprehensive approach was followed by Ghiorso et al. (1983), who presented the first model 

of H2O solubility in silicate melts of virtually any composition. The model employed equality of chemical 

potentials between water distributed in the melt phase and in a pure-water gas phase, and constrained the 

symmetric binary coefficients in Eq. (49) through comparison with experimental water solubility data 

referring to different melt compositions. Although not dealing directly with water speciation in the melt, 

the model of Ghiorso et al. (1983) (and that of Ghiorso and Gualda, 2015, described below in more details) 

introduce a modification in the relationship between activity coefficient (or chemical potential) of dissolved 

water, and melt excess Gibbs energy (Eq. (57) below), to account for their assumption of complete 

dissociation of dissolved water into hydroxyl groups. That modification assumes therefore that the activity 

of dissolved water, now referred to hydroxyl groups, is proportional to the square of the concentration of 

dissolved water on a molecular basis. Although allowing calculation of composition-dependent water 

solubility in silicate melts, the model in Ghiorso et al. (1983) was derived in a context that was not 

exclusively nor principally aimed at volatile-melt thermodynamics. As a consequence, the data employed 

for calibration were only limited, and no extensive comparison between model predictions and 

experimental data was provided to evaluate model performance. These limitations were largely overcome 

years later by Papale and co-workers and then by Ghiorso and co-workers, leading to the SOLWCAD and 

MagmSat models, respectively, for the volatile saturation surface of H2O-CO2-melt systems of virtually any 

composition. These two models are described in details in the following. 

3.3 The SOLWCAD model (Papale et al., 2006) 

Papale (1997) calibrated a solubility model for H2O and CO2 as pure gas components, which was then 

refined and extended in Papale (1999a) to two-component H2O+CO2 saturation for real gas-melt mixtures 

of virtually any composition from synthetic two-component to natural magmas over a wide 𝑃 − 𝑇 range 



covering up to some tens of km depth below the Earth surface. The model was then re-calibrated in Papale 

et al. (2006), which is the currently updated reference for the SOLWCAD model. 

SOLWCAD solves the equilibrium Eqs. (28)-(31), together with a modified Redlich-Kwong EOS from Kerrick 

and Jacobs (1981) for H2O-CO2 gas mixtures providing for each 𝑃 − 𝑇 − 𝑋 condition the partial molar 

volumes of H2O and CO2, thus the fugacity coefficients in the gas phase via Eq. (32). As it is shown above, 

solution of the equilibrium equations requires the definition of a reference volume for each dissolved 

volatile in the liquid phase as a function of 𝑃 − 𝑇 for use in Eq. (38), and of a proper form for the excess 

Gibbs energy in order to obtain by its derivation (Eq. (48)) the activity coefficient of each dissolved volatile. 

For water, a 10-parameters polynomial expression from Burnham and Davis (1971), describing the partial 

molar volume of water in melts with albitic composition as a function of pressure and temperature, was 

employed as the reference molar volume of dissolved water. For carbon dioxide no similar equation was 

available. By analogy with water, a similar 10-parameters equation was initially employed, which was then 

reduced in Papale et al. (2006) to a 3-parameters expression (linear in 𝑃 and 𝑇). For the excess Gibbs 

energy, a form similar to Eq. (49) was employed, but without any a-priori assumption on the 𝑤𝑖𝑗 

parameters involving each dissolved volatile; instead, many different functional forms were employed, 

from constant values (strictly regular solution) to various 𝑃 − 𝑇 dependencies (non-regular and/or non-

isometric solutions), and the performance deriving from each different choice was compared. The 𝑤𝑖𝑗 

parameters not involving volatiles were taken from Ghiorso et al. (1983) in order to minimize the number 

of total parameters to calibrate. Accordingly, the modified liquid components used in Ghiorso et al. (1983) 

are also employed in SOLWCAD. All of the available data pertaining to H2O solubility, CO2 solubility, and 

mixed H2O+CO2 saturation in silicate melts from 1-component plus volatile(s) H2O and/or CO2 to natural 

compositions were employed in the regression procedure, summing up to >1200 lines in the regression 

matrix. A robust linear regression technique was designed that automatically identifies outliers (points lying 

far from the majority of others) and excludes them from the regression. Model performance was evaluated 

by considering the balance between minimization of the sum of squared residuals and number of model 

coefficients constrained through regression. 

The best forms for the 𝑤𝑖𝑗 parameters resulting from any subsequent calibration of SOLWCAD 

(corresponding to the model parameters published in Papale 1997, Papale 1999a, and Papale et al. 2006) 

turns out to be different for H2O and CO2: 

𝑤H2O𝑖 = 𝑤H2O𝑖
(0)

                                                                            (52) 

𝑤CO2𝑖 = 𝑤CO2𝑖
(0)

+ 𝑤CO2𝑖
(1)

ln
𝑃

𝑃0                                                                             (53) 

As discussed above, Eq. (52) implies that in order to describe H2O solubility and mixed H2O-CO2 saturation, 

there is no need to add any non-regular, non-isometric behavior to the liquid mixture as the result of H2O 

dissolution; or in other words, the saturation surface of H2O can be computed by assuming no excess 

volume or entropy as a result of H2O dissolution in the melt. On the contrary, Eq. (53) implies that the same 

does not hold for CO2: when isometric mixture behavior (zero excess volume) is assumed for CO2 

dissolution, the model performance is sensibly worsened, requiring a non-isometric mixing term (the 

pressure-dependent term in Eq. (53)) the costs of which – doubling the number of model coefficients – are 

more than compensated by the increase in accuracy. Note the wording used here, and remember (see 

above) the key concept that any model is only functional to its purposes: in no way we mean that water 

dissolution in silicate melts is a regular, isometric process. Rather, we mean that in order to represent 



water solubility/saturation, non-regular, non-isometric effects, if existing (as they likely do), can be 

neglected without substantial loss of accuracy; whereas for carbon dioxide, neglecting non-isometric 

effects would be a too rough approximation, and the costs of including those effects are more than 

rewarded in terms of required accuracy. 

We should wonder why modeling water and carbon dioxide dissolution in silicate melts requires such 

markedly different descriptions as from Eqs. (52)-(53). One possible answer might be that the CO2 data are 

overall less internally consistent than for H2O. As a matter of fact, in the case of water the original 

calibration presented in Papale (1997) is substantially the same as that in Papale (1999a) and Papale et al. 

(2006) in spite of an about 75% expansion of the regression dataset. That is as to say that within model 

uncertainty (for water, less than 10% in most conditions, comparable with most experimental 

uncertainties), H2O solubility data produced during nearly ten years from the first to the last model 

calibration were anticipated by the model predictions. The situation for CO2 is radically different; quite 

often new data contradicted previous ones (re…), and new model calibrations produced therefore 

significantly different values of the fitting parameters. Under such conditions, the larger number of model 

parameters required to satisfactorily fit CO2 saturation contents as from Eq. (53) may reflect internal data 

inconsistencies rather than some physical aspect of CO2 dissolution. However, the different forms for H2O 

and CO2 at Eqs. (52-53), not established a-priori but determined a-posteriori from the data themselves, 

actually embed a substantial, first order difference between H2O and CO2 dissolution in silicate melts. This 

is discussed in the following. 

Equation (51), with 𝐺𝐸 given by Eq. (49) with interaction parameters involving volatiles at Eqs. (52)-(53), 

leads to the following expressions for the partial molar volume of H2O and CO2 dissolved in the melt: 

�̅�H2O = 𝑣H2O
0 + �̅�H2O

𝐸

= �̅�H2O,𝑎𝑙𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑒(𝑃, 𝑇)

− 𝑥CO2
(1 − 𝑥H2O − 𝑥𝐶𝑂2

) ∑ 𝑥𝑖
′𝑤CO2𝑖

(1)
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(
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)

𝑇,𝑛
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                 (54) 
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𝑛
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                     (55) 

In Eqs. (54) and (55) the volatile-free melt composition is expressed in terms of 𝑥𝑖
′ quantities, which are 

mole fractions corrected so to be independent from the amount of dissolved volatiles: 

𝑥𝑖≠H2O,CO2

′ =
1

1 − 𝑥H2O − 𝑥CO2

                                                               (56) 

The two expressions above for partial molar volumes present a substantial difference deriving from the 

different forms of Eqs. (52-53) for H2O and CO2: in fact, Eq. (54) shows that in the absence of CO2, the 

partial molar volume of water is equal to its reference partial molar volume and it is therefore independent 

from melt composition. On the contrary, the partial molar volume of carbon dioxide always carries an 

excess contribution, and it always depends on melt composition. That difference has a counterpart in the 

different dissolution mechanisms of H2O and CO2: for the former, the distribution between hydroxyl ions 

OH- and molecular water is a strong function of the total amount of dissolved water (i.e., a strong function 



of pressure) and a much weaker function of melt composition (Stolper, 1982a), whereas for the latter, the 

distribution between carbonatic ions CO3
2- and molecular carbon dioxide is largely controlled by melt 

composition, with carbonatic ions dominating in mafic melts, and molecular CO2 dominating in more silicic 

melts (Fine and Stolper, 1985, 1986, and many subsequent studies by them and others). Because the effect 

on mixture volume of dissociated and molecular species is largely different, it is not surprising that a 

compositional dependence seems to be required to accurately describe CO2 solubility, while it is 

unimportant for H2O solubility. Note, again, that the excess part of the partial molar volume of dissolved 

H2O in Eq. (54) is just an indirect effect, entirely due to the presence in the mixture of a component, CO2, 

that mixes non-isometrically, thus causing itself a composition-dependent excess term in the partial molar 

volume of all other components. In light of Eqs. (54)-(55) and knowledge of the modes of dissolution of 

water and carbon dioxide in silicate melts, Eqs. (52)-(53) take a more profound meaning: the strong control 

of melt composition in determining the dissolution reactions of carbon dioxide implies a strong 

dependence of the partial molar volume of dissolved CO2 on melt composition, thus pressure-dependent 

interaction coefficients involving CO2 consistent with non-zero excess volume of CO2-bearing melts. For 

water, instead, its partial molar volume is much more a function of pressure than melt composition, and 

that is accounted for by pressure-dependent reference molar volume of dissolved water with no need of 

compositional terms thus no need of non-isometric mixing terms. In other words, while for both volatiles 

their partial molar volumes carry a dependence on melt composition, that dependence turns out to be 

sufficiently weak for water to be neglected with the purpose of determining H2O solubility, whereas it 

appears too strong for carbon dioxide to be neglected without losing too much accuracy in the 

determination of its solubility. 

The discussion above embeds one of the most effective aspects of thermodynamics: being based on 

macroscopic quantities like volume, energy, entropy, etc., thermodynamics builds a bridge with the 

microscopic processes concerning chemical reactions taking place at the molecular scale, and even if not 

taking explicitly account for such reactions, it is able to implicitly and consistently account for them. If we 

did not know anything about the modes of dissolution of water and carbon dioxide in silicate melts, from 

solubility data only – which do not include any direct information about chemical reactions – and robust 

thermodynamic modeling we would be justified in hypothesizing a major difference between H2O and CO2 

dissolution, such to imply a much stronger compositional control for the latter.  

With the 𝑤𝑖𝑗 parameters involving the dissolved volatiles, Eqs. (52)-(53), we have a complete expression for 

the excess Gibbs energy of the liquid (or melt) phase, Eq. (50), that can be derived according to Eq. (48) to 

obtain the activity coefficients of dissolved water and carbon dioxide: 
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Regression of model coefficients has further shown that the H2O-CO2 interaction term, 𝑤𝐻2𝑂𝐶𝑂2
, can be 

neglected without loss of accuracy; and that due to their general low abundance in silicate melts, and 

corresponding negligible abundance in the experimental melts, the coefficients describing the interaction 

between dissolved volatiles and Ti and Mn oxides (or more precisely, the pseudo-components in Ghiorso et 

al., 1983, also employed in this model, involving Ti and Mn) can also be neglected. The resulting model 

coefficients calibrated by regression of the experimental data is therefore 9 for water (8 H2O-oxide 

interaction coefficients, plus the 𝑓H2O
0𝐿 (𝑃0, 𝑇0) term in Eq. (38)), and 20 for carbon dioxide (16 CO2-oxide 

interaction coefficients, plus the 𝑓CO2

0𝐿 (𝑃0, 𝑇0) term in Eq. (38), plus three 𝑎 parameters in the equation 

𝑣CO2
= 𝑎1 + 𝑎2𝑇 + 𝑎3𝑃 for use in Eq. (38), also corresponding to 𝑣CO2

0  in Eq.(55)). 𝑃0 in Eqs. (57)-(58) is 

taken equal to 0.1 MPa. The calibrated model parameters and their standard deviations are reported at 

Table 2 in Papale et al. (2006). The SOLWCAD code can be accessed from 

http://www.pi.ingv.it/progetti/eurovolc/#VA, which provides both a stand-alone version and a Fortran 

routine that can be linked to other codes, and from where online computations can be performed. 

As it is abundantly shown in Papale (1997, 1999a) and Papale et al. (2006), and further illustrated below, 

SOLWCAD is capable of tracing the effects of even tiny compositional variations. Among the many 

experimental observations that are satisfactorily modeled by SOLWCAD, we remind here the change from 

retrograde to prograde solubility of water in albitic melts with increasing pressure (Paillat et al., 1992); the 

so-called “alkali effect” (Holtz et al., 1995) consisting in a progressive decrease of water solubility with 

decreasing Na2O along the albite-k-feldspar join; the so-called “plagioclase minimum” (Paillat et al., 1992) 

consisting of a minimum in water solubility at about half distance along the albite-anorthite join; the 

progressive increase in carbon dioxide solubility with increasing degree of silica under-saturation (Blank and 

Brooker, 1994); the high affinity of carbon dioxide with calcium resulting in the capability of carbonatitic 

melts to dissolve up to nearly 30 wt% CO2 at atmospheric pressure (Moussallam et al., 2015); and many 

others, either revealed by to-date experimental data or not yet illustrated experimentally.  

Duhan (2014) set a model of H2O-CO2 saturation in silicate melts which is very similar to the SOLWCAD 

model of Papale et al. (2006), but which employs i) a different equation of state for the gas phase (Duan 

and Zhang, 2006), ii) constant (no pressure dependence) 𝑤CO2𝑖 terms, and iii) empirical relations for the 

𝑃 − 𝑇 dependence of the chemical potential of dissolved volatiles in their reference state, thus with no use 

of Eq. (38). The Duhan (2014) model is available online at http://calc.geochem-

model.org/Test/services/WebForm1.aspx.  

3.4 The MagmaSat model (Ghiorso and Gualda, 2015) 

Ghiorso and Gualda (2015) developed a mixed H2O-CO2 saturation model which builds upon the previous 

H2O solubility model in Ghiorso et al. (1983), briefly introduced above. Ghiorso et al. (1983) adopted oxide 

components for the melt phase deriving from the calibration of the SILMIN thermodynamic model for melt-

http://www.pi.ingv.it/progetti/eurovolc/#VA
http://calc.geochem-model.org/Test/services/WebForm1.aspx
http://calc.geochem-model.org/Test/services/WebForm1.aspx


crystal equilibrium (the main subject presented in Ghiorso et al., 1983). The new formulation in Ghiorso 

and Gualda (2015) takes into account the progress in modeling magma-crystal thermodynamics, and 

adopts oxide components and corresponding binary interaction coefficients from the MELTS model in 

Ghiorso and Sack (1995) and Gualda et al. (2012) . The most relevant differences with SOLWCAD are the 

followings: 

 use of oxide pseudo-components, and corresponding binary interaction coefficients, consistent 

with the MELTS formulation, allowing computations of H2O – CO2 saturation to be performed 

within the frame of more comprehensive thermodynamic modeling including liquid-solid-gas 

equilibrium relationships; 

 adoption of a more recent formulation for H2O+CO2 gas phase thermodynamics from Duan and 

Zhang (2006); 

 assumption of 𝑃 − 𝑇 independent excess Gibbs energy (strictly regular solution model), implying a-

priori neglect of any excess term, thus compositional independence, of the partial molar volume 

and entropy of the dissolved volatiles; 

 assumption of a linear relationship between activity and square of the mole fraction of dissolved 

water, motivated by assumed complete dissolution of water into hydroxyl groups; 

 adoption of two different carbon species in the melt, namely molecular CO2 and calcium carbonate 

CaCO3. 

The total number of model parameters calibrated upon regression of the experimental data is 40 (versus 29 

parameters in SOLWCAD), 15 for water and 25 for carbon dioxide. Online calculations with MagmaSat can 

be done at http://melts.ofm-research.org/CORBA_CTserver/GG-H2O-CO2.html.  

Because of the last two points above, the model of Ghiorso and Gualda (2015) includes elements that are 

more deeply considered in the next section dedicated to reactive species-based approaches. The linear 

relationship between activity and square of the molar fraction for dissolved H2O, already introduced above, 

takes its motivation from experimental data dating back to Burnham and Davis (1971), who found such a 

linear relationship in the albite-water system for 𝑥𝐻2𝑂 < 0.5 (and positive deviations above it). Such a 

relationship is similar to a Henry’s law for strong binary electrolites in aqueous solutions, and for that 

reason it was termed a “Henry’s law analogue” by Burnham (1979). It was interpreted as due to a solution 

mechanism whereby molecular water in the gaseous phase reacts with oxygens in the silicate melt to form 

two OH- groups, or one OH- plus one OM- (where M is an exchangeable cation, such as Na in albitic melts). 

That model, subsequently generalized to magmas of any composition in Burnham (1975, 1994) and 

Burnham and Nekvasil (1986), is described in details in section 4.1, and represented for many years the 

reference for predicting water saturation in silicate melts (e.g., Holloway and Blank, 1994). Subsequent 

approaches, discussed in section 4.3 and based on the seminal work by Stolper (1982a,b), developed 

further those ideas by considering two equilibria, a heterogeneous one between molecular water in the gas 

and melt phases, and a homogeneous one within the melt phase between dissolved water in molecular and 

hydroxyl (OH-) form. All of those models imply a linear relationship between activity and squared mole 

fraction of dissolved water, which is then assumed in MagmaSat to take place for any amount of dissolved 

water. Ghiorso and Gualda (2015) therefore added a water-dependent term to the expression of the excess 

Gibbs energy at Eq. (49): 

𝐺𝐸 = 𝑁𝑅𝑇[𝑥H2O ln 𝑥H2O + (1 − 𝑥H2O) ln(1 − 𝑥H2O)] + 𝑁 ∑ ∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑛

𝑗=𝑖+1

𝑛−1

𝑖=1

𝑥𝑗𝑤𝑖𝑗                              (59) 

http://melts.ofm-research.org/CORBA_CTserver/GG-H2O-CO2.html


3.5 Performance of the SOLWCAD and MagmaSat models 

In general terms, the two SOLWCAD and MagmaSat models both describe H2O and CO2 solubility, and 

mixed H2O-CO2 saturation, in silicate melts of virtually any composition from simple synthetic melts to 

natural ones, over an ample 𝑃 − 𝑇 range encompassing conditions of interest for most problems in crustal 

petrology and volcanology. Differences in the calculations reflect the different details of the model, and 

particularly i) the use of different binary interaction coefficients not involving volatiles, ii) the adoption of 

isometric vs. non-isometric mixing of carbon dioxide in MagmaSat and SOLWCAD, respectively, and iii) the 

use in MagmaSat of speciation models for the dissolved volatiles.  

Figure 1 illustrates examples of calculations for H2O and CO2 solubility in a variety of melts. Panel a) refers 

to H2O, and to several different compositions in the haplogranitic system. For each 𝑃 − 𝑇 pair in the figure, 

the compositions on the horizontal axis are arranged with decreasing silica content from left to right. Each 

ascending ramp in the data as well as the model calculations reflects progressive substitution of potassium 

with sodium oxide (“alkali effect”, Holtz et al., 1995). 

Panel b) refers to water solubility in melts with basaltic, rhyolitic and phonolitic composition. Both the 

SOLWCAD and MagmaSat models correctly describe the overall experimental trends, and concur with the 

data to suggest increasing H2O solubility when moving from basalt to rhyolite to phonolite. 

Panel c) compares experimental data and calculations for CO2 solubility in a rhyolitic melt. Panel d) shows 

the case for CO2 solubility and a tholeiitic melt for various temperatures and three pressure values from 

100 MPa to 1.5 GPa.  

Panels e) and f) illustrate the dependence on temperature of CO2 solubility for two different melts 

corresponding to a haplo-phonolite (e) and a Ca-rich leucitite (f), for pressures in the range 0.5 – 2.5 GPa. 

Both models agree with the data in showing, for both melts, retrograde solubility (i.e., decrease with 

increasing 𝑇). In the haplo-phonolite case, however, the MagmaSat model largely underestimates the 

increase in CO2 solubility with pressure. In the Ca-rich-leucitite case, the two models tend to either 

underestimate (SOLWCAD) or overestimate (MagmaSat) CO2 solubility for any 𝑃 − 𝑇 in the considered 

range. 

The calculation examples in Fig. 1 illustrate the capability of the so-called regular solution modeling 

approach to trace the complex features of the saturation surface of H2O and CO2 in the hyperspace made of 

𝑃, 𝑇, and n compositional axes, with n equal to the number of oxide components (or their combinations) 

forming natural as well as synthetic silicate melts. The two analyzed models are similar in their general 

approach, but differ for a number of aspects discussed above. In general, the significantly larger number of 

regression parameters (40 vs. 29) of the MagmaSat model does not appear to translate into improved 

performance; whereas non-isometric CO2 mixing in SOLWCAD may contribute to explain a different 

behavior with increasing pressure for some of the cases in Fig. 1.  

One relevant aspect of non-ideal thermodynamic models is that they allow placing limits to the use of 

simple ideal relationships and assumptions. Figure 2 shows an example referring to Henrian behavior of 

water and carbon dioxide in equilibrium with natural magmas. Henry’s law has been defined in section 2.1, 

immediately after the derivation of the fundamental equilibrium equation (26), where it has been shown 

that it derives directly from Eq. (26) in the ideal limit case. Henry’s law applied to magmas states that for 

multi-component volatiles at constant pressure, temperature, and volatile-free melt composition, the 

concentration of each volatile in the melt is proportional to its partial pressure in the gas phase (the 



constant of proportionality being thus the Henry’s constant). Therefore, Henry’s law allows in principle 

calculation of isobaric multi-component saturation from solubility data only (that is, from data on one-

component gas phase), and for that reason, it looks very attractive as a quick means of computation. 

However, use of full non-ideal thermodynamic modeling in Fig. 2 shows that the region where Henry’s law 

can be applied to natural magmas with reasonable approximation is limited to very low pressure or order 

one or a few MPa. At 10 MPa the deviations from Henry’s law are already substantial for both rhyolitic and 

basaltic melts (and from other compositions not reported in the figure), and they become increasingly large 

at higher pressure. Water displays positive deviations from Henry’s law (that is, more dissolved H2O than 

predicted by Henry’s law) for all conditions in Fig. 2, while carbon dioxide shows instead dominantly 

negative deviations, but it can display positive deviations at large pressure and water-rich gas phase 

conditions, well visible in Fig. 2a referring to rhyolitic composition. 

 

Figure 1. Comparison between experimental data and model calculations with the regular solution models SOLWCAD 

and MagmaSat, for a variety of silicate melt compositions. a) Solubility of water in melts with different compositions in 

the haplogranitic system (data from Holtz et al., 1995). Every ascending section corresponds to progressive increase of 



the Na/K ratio. b) Solubility of water in three melts with basaltic (data from Berndt et al., 2002), rhyolitic (data from 

Silver et al., 1990), and phonolitic (data from Carroll and Blank, 1997) composition. c) Solubility of carbon dioxide in 

rhyolite (data from Fogel and Rutherford, 1990). d) Solubility of carbon dioxide in tholeiite (data from Pan et al., 1991). 

e) Solubility of carbon dioxide in haplo-phonolite (data from Morizet et al., 2002). Numbers are pressure in GPa. f) 

Solubility of carbon dioxide in Ca-rich leucitite (data from Thibault and Holloway, 1994). Numbers are pressure in GPa. 

 

The example in Fig. 2 illustrates the benefits of non-ideal modeling beyond simple calculations, in that case 

providing strict boundaries to the adoption of simple relationships (like Henry’s law) deriving from ideal 

simplifications. Even more relevant than that, fully non-ideal modeling can be employed as a further guide 

in the interpretation of experimental results. We provide one example in the following. 

 

Figure 2. Real vs. ideal (Henrian) behavior of mixed H2O-CO2 fluids in silicate melts. The figure refers to two different 

melts of a) rhyolitic (from Taupo volcano,  Yamashita, 1999, 𝑇 = 850 °C) and b) basaltic (from Mount Etna, Spilliaert et 

al., 2006, 𝑇 = 1000 °C) composition. The vertical axis is normalized saturation content, that is, saturation content for 

each volatile divided by its solubility at the same 𝑃 − 𝑇 − 𝑋 conditions. In such a plot, Henrian behavior corresponds 

to a straight line with slope equal to 1, indicated in the two panels by the thick black line. Water (blue lines) and 

carbon dioxide (red lines) mixed equilibrium conditions are determined by the fully non-ideal SOLWCAD code (Papale 

et al., 2006), at the pressure values reported in the figure. 

 

One of the most noteworthy relationships that has been found to characterize dissolution of water, initially 

in albite-H2O systems then for a number of unrelated silicate melt compositions, was evidenced by 

Burnham and Davis (1971, 1974), who found close-to-linear trends of activity of dissolved water when 

plotted against the square of its mole fraction. That is the “Henry’s law analogue” relationship introduced 

above (section 3.4) and interpreted in terms of a dissolution reaction whereby each water molecule 

originates two hydroxyl groups (Burnham, 1979). No similar relationship enters the formulation of 

SOLWCAD (section 3.3): from its equations, it can be easily seen that for a given temperature and volatile-

free melt composition the activity of dissolved water is a complex function of its mole fraction: 𝑎H2O
𝐿 =

𝑥H2O 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [(1 − 𝑥H2O)
2

∙ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡], where the non-dimensional constant embeds the compositional and 

temperature terms. However, when the plot is done with SOLWCAD-computed quantities, close-to-linear 

trends do emerge for a variety of melt compositions and temperatures (Fig. 3). Clearly, the trends in Fig. 3 

do not reflect any particular dissolution mechanism, as that is not part of the model formulation; rather, 

they result from the interplay between the quantities that appear in the above expression for activity, 



which reflects fundamental thermodynamics with the only addition that the excess Gibbs energy can be 

expressed as an expansion of binary interaction terms (Eq. (49)) with values calibrated against experimental 

solubility and saturation data. 

Obviously, the trends in Fig. 3 and the above discussion do not mean that water hydroxylation does not 

take place. On the contrary, that is known to be one major mechanism of water dissolution in silicate melts 

(as it is largely discussed in the following section 4). What Fig. 3 provides is an understanding of the 

contributes that fully non-ideal thermodynamic modeling can bring to the interpretation of experimental 

data, whereby observed simple trends may be the result of more complex relationships rooted in 

fundamental aspects of thermodynamics; as well as a warning to the inclusion of artificial dependences 

among specific quantities in thermodynamic formulations, as that may obscure the actual relationships and 

result in a deviation from, rather than better approximation of, the observed trends. 

 

Figure 3. Computed activity – dissolved mole fraction relationships. The composition of the Etna basalt comes from 

Spilliaert et al. (2006). For clarity, no other compositions have been included in the figure. Although not deriving from 

any explicit linear relationship in the thermodynamic formulation, the trends above closely approximate linear 

relationships over most of their length. Calculations from the SOLWCAD model (Papale et al., 2006). 

 

Several examples of calculations of the mixed H2O+CO2 saturation surface can be found in Papale (1999a), 

Papale et al. (2006), and Ghiorso and Gualda (2015), as well as in section 6.1 below. Other volatile 

components are considered in the following, including sulfur and noble gases, and calculations of mixed 

saturation contents are provided. A further section provides a number of examples of how computations of 

mixed volatile saturation conditions can be employed to solve practical issues in petrology, geochemistry, 

and volcanology.  

4. Reactive species-based approaches to volatile-melt equilibria 

4.1 Making solubility models (nearly) ideal: the Burnham model for water solubility 

We start this section on reactive species-based approaches to the determination of volatile solubility by 

presenting the Burnham model, anticipated above (section 3.4) when discussing the modification 

introduced by Ghiorso and Gualda (2015) in describing the excess Gibbs energy of water-bearing melts. 



Strictly speaking, the Burnham model does not make use of chemical reactions, and it could equally be 

described elsewhere. However, the experimental findings that are at the basis of the model have been 

interpreted in terms of H2O dissociation reactions, which provided a justification to the model formulation; 

and their impact has been such that other models (e.g., MagmaSat) include ad hoc modifications to account 

for water dissociation reactions as they were hypothesized and described by Burnham and co-workers. 

As we have seen in previous sections, the problem of volatile solubility is a facet of modeling mixing 

properties in silicate melts (see Moretti and Ottonello, this volume). Given the historical moment, 

dominated by the need for a thorough understanding of the magmatic origin of granites, Burnham and 

Davis (1974) studied the solubility of H2O in albite (NaAlSi3O8) melts at different pressures and 

temperatures. From Eq. (20) they related, for a constant 𝑇 process, the change of the chemical potential to 

the change of fugacity (note that in the equations throughout this section we refer to the liquid phase as 

the “melt” phase, indicated by the superscript “M”, to emphasize the relevance of the internal complex 

topological structure of silicate melts): 

𝑑𝜇H2O
𝑀 = 𝑅𝑇𝑑(ln 𝑓H2O

𝑀 )      (60) 

and found by experiments that 𝑓H2O
𝑀  goes to zero as the dissolved water in melts, 𝑥H2O

𝑀 , also goes to zero, 

but varies as (𝑥H2O
𝑀 )

2
 up to 𝑥H2O

𝑀 ≈ 0.5. The same quadratic relationship applies if activity, 𝑎H2O
𝑀 , is adopted 

in place of 𝑓H2O
𝑀  (the activity is in fact equal to fugacity divided by a reference fugacity, Eq. (25), with the 

latter that can be chosen so to be a constant value). These results confirmed previous experimental 

findings by Hamilton et al. (1964) on basaltic and andesitic melts, and did not represented a true surprise to 

Burnham. 

As anticipated in sections 3.3 and 3.4, the fact that water solubility was found to increase with the square 

root of water fugacity was interpreted as reflecting the fact that dissolution of one mole H2O generates two 

moles of independent species. Burnham (1975) then proposed for hydrous albitic melts the following 

reaction: 

H2O + O2- + Na+  OH- + ONa- + H+     (61) 

Nevertheless, Burnham and Davis (1974) did not come out with a model of water speciation (see next 

section) and considered this reaction functional for water solubility but unlikely to occur, suggesting that a 

free proton cannot exists and that this is probably attached to ONa-.The activity of H2O for 𝑥H2O 
𝑀 ≤ 0.5 was 

then defined by a Henry’s law analogue: 

𝑎H2O
𝑀 = 𝑘H2O

𝑀,𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑑
(𝑥H2O

𝑀 )
2

      (62) 

where 𝑘H2O
𝑀,𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑑

 is analogous to a Henry’s law constant for melts of feldspar composition (Albite, Anorthite, 

Ortoclase) and it was expressed as 

ln 𝑘H2O
𝑀,𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑑

= 5 + (4.481 × 10−8𝑇2 − 1.51 × 10−4𝑇 − 1.137) ln 𝑃 + (1.831 × 10−8𝑇2 − 𝑇 + 4.656 ×

10−2)(ln 𝑃)2 + 7.8 × 14.882 × 10−50−3 (ln 𝑃)3 − 5.012 × 10−4(ln 𝑃)4 + 5.754 × 10−3𝑇 − 1.621 ×

10−6𝑇2           (63) 

with 𝑃 in bar and 𝑇 in K. 



For 𝑥H2O 
𝑀 > 0.5  Eq. (63) no longer holds. Extension to large dissolved water contents was accomplished 

with a relationship proposed in Burnham (1975): 

𝑎H2O
𝑀 = 0.25𝑘H2O

𝑀,𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑑
exp (

6.52 − 2667 𝑇⁄

𝑥H2O 
𝑀 − 0.5

)                                                      (64) 

The above formulation was generalized and applied to a wide range of melt compositions, from basalt to 

granitic pegmatite (Burnahm, 1975, 1994; Burnham and Nekvasil, 1986), by expressing melt composition on 

the basis of 8 oxygens, by analogy with albite, e.g., SiO2 becomes Si4O8, and diopside (CaMgSi2O6) becomes 

Ca1.33Mg1.33SI2.67O8. When normalized on an 8-oxygen basis, the solubility of many natural melts turned out 

to be close to that of albite. As outlined by Wood and Fraser (1975), 8-oxygen melt components should mix 

ideally or very close to ideality, and can represent a judicious choice of components.  

Burnham (1981) then showed that in quartz melts (Si4O8) water solubility is well reproduced if the quantity 

0.47 is added to ln 𝑘H2O
𝑀,𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑑

 (so that the first term on the right side of Eq. (63) takes the value 5.47 instead of 

5). The same correction was found to apply for diopsidic melts, despite the different structural condition. 

Both compositions show in fact lower water solubility than for albitic melts (Fig. 4). This suggested that the 

offset value 0.47 between silica and diopside on one side, and feldspar on the other, may result from the 

additional interaction of water with Al-bearing complexes in feldspar melt compositions.  Following this 

reasoning, nepheline melts  (Na2Al2Si2O8) should have ln 𝑘H2O
𝑀,𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑑

+ 0.47, given that there are 2 moles of Al 

per 8 oxygens. On this basis, Burnham (1994 and references therein) claimed that he could reproduce the 

much higher solubility of H2O in nepheline melts, as it had been described experimentally by Boettcher and 

Wyllie (1969). Using the 8 moles convention, Burnham (1975, 1979, 1981) proposed to perform a CIPW-like 

normative calculation of mineral-like melt components and to apply to ln 𝑘H2O
𝑀,𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑑

 a correction factor 

accounting for the number of hydroxyl-aluminate complexes,𝑁Al: 

ln 𝑘H2O
𝑀 = ln 𝑘H2O

𝑀,𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑑
+ 0.47(1 − 𝑁Al)     (65) 

which can be generalized as (e.g., Holloway and Blank, 1994):  

ln 𝑘H2O
𝑀 = ln 𝑘H2O

𝑀,𝑓𝑒𝑙𝑑
+ 0.47(1 − 𝑋Ab − 𝑋Or − 𝑋An − 2𝑋Ne)   (66) 

with 𝑋Ab, 𝑋Or, 𝑋An, 𝑋Ne being the molar fraction, respectively, of albite, orthoclase, anorthite and nepheline 

normative components on 8-oxygen basis (Fig. 4).  

The contributes by Burnham and his co-workers have been invaluable. The thermodynamic properties of 

H2O at conditions relevant for the Earth crust were assessed for the first time (Burnham et al, 1969), and 

the determination of partial molar properties of water in melts led to the first quantitative evaluation of 

the mechanical energy release upon water exsolution from magmas, with relevant implications for 

explosive volcanic eruption dynamics and igneous breccia formation (Burnham, 1985). Today more 

advanced models, described here and in the previous section, provide more accurate descriptions of water 

solubility in silicate melts over wide 𝑃 − 𝑇 and compositional ranges. Still, the work by Burnham stands as 

the first comprehensive quantitative description of water-silicate melt thermodynamics, and one that 

continues to exert a substantial impact on subsequent investigation and models. 



 

Figure 4. Calculated water solubility (aH2O= 1) in feldspar (albite: Ab, anorthite: An; orthoclase: Or), nephelinitic (Ne), 

diopsidic (Di) and silica (Qtz) melts at 900°C. a) Molar fraction of dissolved water; b) weight percent of dissolved 

water. Note that the Burnham model returns the same solubility for Qtz-Di and Ab-Or-An melts when the dissolved 

mole fractions are computed (panel a). Compositional differences emerges when the different molar weights of the 

melt are used (panel b) to calculate mass fractions. 

 

4.2 General aspects of the reactive species-based approaches to volatile-melt equilibria 

Equation (61) suggests that a rather intuitive approach to volatile dissolution in melts is based on chemical 

reactions involving the volatile species and the silicate matrix. The same equation shows that these 

reactions cannot be simply expressed by neutral molecules, rather, they require the use of charged species 

to account for the chemical complexity of melts and their reactivity that modifies the molecular structure of 

both the solvent (the melt) and the solute (the volatile component). As a matter of fact, major volatile 

solubility mechanisms are not simply unreactive (or mechanical), such as, for example, in the case of noble 

gases (see section 5), but imply chemical reactions and a change in the speciation state of the dissolving 

component. As an example, the reactive solubility of carbon dioxide in silicate melts can be expressed by 

the heterogeneous (i.e., involving multiple phases) equilibrium  

CO2
G + O2-,M

 CO3
2-,M      (67) 



which can be seen as the sum of  

 CO2
G  CO2

M       (68) 

which is an example of mechanical solubility, and  

 CO2
M + O2-,M  CO3

2-,M      (69) 

The homogenous melt equilibrium reaction (69) modifies the melt structure and properties depending on 

the speciation of dissolved gaseous CO2 into dissolved molecular CO2 and carbonate groups CO3
2- (Fine and 

Stolper, 1985, 1986). Reactive homogenous equilibria, such as the one at reaction (69), imply additional 

deviations from ideality limiting further Henrian behaviors that may better characterize, to some extent, 

mechanical solubility mechanisms (e.g. Wilhelm et al., 1977). Therefore, deviations from either Raoult’s or 

Henry’s law are largely ascribed to the concentration of ion species such as CO3
2- at reaction (69), which 

enter the solubility mechanisms via ponderal factors given by the reaction stoichiometry. 

In general, we can state that this class of solubility models is characterized by the appearance of ‘collateral’ 

ionic species (such as O2- in reaction (67)) that illustrate the role played by the composition of the solvent, 

i.e. the silicate melt, upon formation of reactive complexes. In the example of reaction (67), the production 

of carbonate ion is favored by increasing O2-, which we anticipate here to be a measure of the so-called 

melt basicity. This confirms the same trends observed with the regular solution models (SOLWCAD and 

MagmaSat) described above: the more abundant the so-called basic oxides (e.g., MgO, CaO, K2O, Na2O) the 

larger the CO2 dissolution. We then start to see that such trends reflect the acid-base character of the melt 

and its controls on dissolution reactions. Like for any other multiphase system in chemistry, the solution 

behavior is determined by the acid-base character of the solvent, albeit different definitions and measures 

of that character (e.g., pH for aqueous solutions). 

From the above discussion it descends that reactive volatile solubility models belong to the categories of 

quasi-chemical models and ionic-polymeric models described in Moretti and Ottonello (this volume). In this 

section we describe the major features of such models applied to magmatic volatiles, and show how to 

develop a consistent thermochemical treatment in which species and components have different meanings 

and roles (see also Moretti and Ottonello, this volume. 

The models described in this section are intimately constrained by the stoichiometry of reactions on which 

they rely, and involve species which have distinct controlling effects on melt structure. Developing such a 

modeling approach strictly requires a correct identification of the actual chemical reactive entities (i.e., 

quasi-chemical species which represent the components in this approach). The speciation state behind 

these models cannot be simply assumed, rather, it must be supported by spectroscopic observations, 

besides reproducing or explaining the solubility (and other) data. It should not be expected, however, that a 

reactive species-based approach includes or describes any single subtleties arising from spectroscopic 

studies. As for other approaches described above, the requirement is to include the minimum information 

necessary to achieve satisfactory model performance with reference to the model objective, which is that 

of computing volatile-melt equilibria. An analogy with thermodynamic models for aqueous solutions is 

useful. Those models are based on the description of the nature of solute-solvent and solute-solute 

interactions compatible with the bulk of information from the observed dissociation of aqueous species. 

These models assess the acid-base character of the solution, expressed in terms of pH, and how that 

character changes with bulk composition, with very limited knowledge of the structure of the solvent (i.e., 

liquid water). 



4.3 H2O models revisited: the role of speciation in quasi-chemical and ionic polymeric-approaches  

Advances in the quasi-chemical and polymeric modeling of silicate melts have allowed a far better 

understanding of the reactivity of silicate melts. As it is discussed at the end of section 3.1, regular solution 

models for volatile solubility and mixed volatile saturation, treated in section 3, do not aim at accurately 

reproducing all of the thermodynamic properties of silicate melt-volatile systems. Rather, they search for 

the (relatively) simplest model that satisfactorily represents the thermodynamic properties at the minimum 

sophistication level required to model volatile solubility. An example comes from Eq. (51): although the 

SOLWCAD (and MagmaSat) model implies a description of partial molar volumes (and partial molar 

entropies) of dissolved volatiles, those descriptions should only be regarded as the minimum level 

necessary to achieve satisfactory model performance. In fact, if one makes the derivation at Eq. (51) with 

the binary interaction coefficients involving carbon dioxide at Eq. (53), a compositional-dependent partial 

molar volume of dissolved CO2 can be computed, but that quantity diverges at pressures approaching the 

atmospheric pressure. That is because for the sake of computing solubility, the 𝑤CO2𝑖
(1)

 coefficients at Eq. (53) 

are only relevant at high pressure, whereas upon derivation as from Eq. (51) they turn out to dominantly 

define the partial molar volume of CO2 at low pressure. Clearly, Eq. (53) can be adequate to account for the 

pressure dependence of CO2 solubility, without necessarily describing CO2 partial molar volume beyond the 

level required for the purpose of computing CO2 solubility. Similarly, the neglect of any 𝑇-dependence in 

the excess Gibbs energy implies that the entropy of mixing is purely ideal, which is not the case when 

mixing melts with different silica content: large enthalpies of mixing develop, implying 𝑇-dependence of the 

excess Gibbs energy above linear (e.g., Wood and Fraser, 1977). 

The foundations of the quasi-chemical, ionic polymeric approach described here are profoundly different 

from those of regular solution models. Here the inner structural set up at the ionic scale is directly faced as 

it constitutes the basis for the calculation of the melt properties, in principle extending to the mechanical 

properties defining fluid rheology. Because the macroscopic behavior emerges as a consequence of the 

microscopic arrangement, the actual form of the melt constituents, the dissolution reactions that 

determine them, and the associated mixture (and partial molar) thermodynamic quantities are all or 

primary relevance. 

Within such a comprehensive approach, the ability to find more convenient ways to describe non-ideal 

behaviors deriving from constituent interactions upon mixing is of obvious and fundamental importance in 

order to come up with a manageable model. Toop and Samis (1962a,b) made the wise choice of ascribing 

non-idealities to a recurrent reaction mechanism forming a silicate chain (polymer) via formation and 

disruption of highly reactive oxo-bridges. Based on the work of Fincham and Richardson (1954), Toop and 

Samis developed a scheme in which the reactivity of oxo-bridges of a silicate oxyanion (chain, ring, 

tridimensional structures etc…) is independent of the size of the oxyanion. Basically, polymerization 

proceeds independently of the length of the polymeric chain (principle of equal reactivity of co-condensing 

groups, see Moretti and Ottonello, this volume, and reference therein) and can be described by anionic 

quasi-chemical species exchanging three kinds of oxygen (from here on, the superscript M for the melt 

phase is neglected for simplicity; otherwise differently indicated, the chemical species are intended to form 

part of the melt structure): 

2O- 
 O0 + O2-       (70) 

where O2- are free oxide ions (also called “free oxygens” or better “non-network-associated oxygens”, 

Nesbitt et al., 2011); O0 are bridging oxygens; and O- are non-bridging (single-bounded) oxygens. Quasi 



chemical species are thus represented by the oxygens that exist with three different formal charges (0, -1, -

2) depending on the covalent bonds they exchange with the surrounding in the process of silicate network 

formation or disruption. 

Reaction (70) represents the mechanism of acid-base exchanges occurring in melts, being directly anchored 

to the Lux-Flood acid-base formalism (Flood and Forland, 1947) for oxyanionic media: 

Base  Acid + O2-      (71) 

which, as anticipated above, makes the concentration of free oxide ions a measure of melt basicity in the 

same way as pH is a measure of acidity in aqueous solutions (Flood and Forland, 1947; Duffy and Ingram, 

1971; Ottonello et al., 2001; Moretti, 2005; Moretti, 2020; Moretti and Ottonello, this volume, and 

references therein). 

The equilibrium reaction (70) has been extensively discussed by Toop and Samis (1962a,b), Hess (1971), 

Fraser (1975,1977), Wood and Fraser (1977), Ottonello (1997), Ottonello et al. (2001), Ottonello and 

Moretti (2004), Moretti (2005), Moretti and Ottonello (2003a, 2005, and this volume), showing that its 

equilibrium constant involves the ideal mixing of three quasi-chemical oxygen species: 

𝐾(70) =
𝑋

O2-·𝑋
O0

𝑋
O-
2             (72) 

where 𝑥 is molar concentration, and the subscript (70) refers to reaction (70). 

Based on the Toop-Samis model, Fraser (1977) first explained the relationship between water solubility and 

square root of water fugacity, Eq. (62), as related to melt depolymerization. The argument is further 

supported by the well-known marked decrease of melt viscosity with increasing H2O concentration in the 

melt (e.g., Richet et al., 1996; Dingwell et al., 1996; and many others). Based on the fundamental 

hypothesis of the Toop-Samis model that oxygen reactivity is independent from molecular size, Fraser 

(1977) suggested that  

H2OG + O0  2OH      (73) 

with OH representing a terminal OH group attached to a silicate polymer, i.e. -Si-OH. As reported in 

Ottonello (1997) and Moretti et al. (2014), reaction (73) actually results from three reactions: 

1) basic dissociation of H2O (following the Lux-Flood definition at reaction (71)): 

H2O  H+ + O2-       (74) 

2) the Toop-Samis exchange between quasi-chemical oxygen species, reaction (70); 

3) the association of highly reactive protons and non-bridging oxygens (taken two times) to form OH: 

H+  +  O-   2OH      (75) 

Because the (quasi-chemical) oxygen species mix ideally, Fraser (1977) proposed that  

𝐾(73) =
𝑋OH

2

𝑓H2O·𝑋
O0

      (76) 

where 𝑓H2O is expressed in bar, and it is implicitly assumed that the reference fugacity of molecular water in 

the melt is equal to 1 bar. Reaction (73) implies that 𝑥OH = 2𝑥H2O; together with Eq. (76), that provided an 



explanation to the well-known relationship between fugacity and squared concentration of water, first 

assessed by Burnham as extensively discussed in section 4.1 (Fig. 5; see also Fig. 3 and the related 

discussion in section 3.5).  

 

Figure 5. Linear dependence of water solubility (as molar content) versus the square root of water activity (x-axis), 

based on data from Burnham and Davis (1971, 1974) and Burham (1975). Blue symbols correspond to the right axis. 

Modified after Wood and Fraser (1977). 

It is worth noting that Eq. (76) implies the choice of standard states for all components corresponding to 

pure component at system 𝑃 − 𝑇. If instead a typical standard state corresponding to 1 bar and system T is 

adopted, then a pressure-dependent exponential term must be added for OH and O0, related to the 

variation of the Gibbs energy with pressure along the polybaric water-melt saturation curve. More in 

general, disregarding pressure-volume terms in Eq. (76) seriously affects the validity of a water dissolution 

model in which only OH groups are formed. It is in fact rather intuitive that OH formation via reaction (73) 

is highly favored at very low H2O fugacity, when a polymerized, dry melt is prone to depolymerize and split 

in smaller structural units. Once again, that behavior has a parallel in the sharp decrease of viscosity when 

adding small amounts of water to initially dry melts, an effect the magnitude of which is much higher for 

more polymerized melts (Schulze et al., 1996; Romano et al., 2001, 2003). 

An important new input to reactive water dissolution modeling came from NMR and infra-red spectroscopy 

on hydrous silicate melts. By studying quenched glasses that were supposed to preserve the chemical 

features of the parental melts, Stolper (1982a,b) reported evidence of the coexistence of two species of 

dissolved water, namely hydroxyl groups and molecular water, and showed that the concentration of 

hydroxyl groups can be lower than that required by the Burnham model to exhaust the available 

exchangeable cations. Stolper then reworked reaction (73) as resulting from the sum of two equilibria, one 

heterogeneous and involving only water in molecular form:  

H2OG  H2Omol
M      (77) 

and the other one homogenous and involving reaction of molecular water with melt oxygen: 

H2Omol
M + O0  2OH      (78) 



In reactions (77)-(78) the subscript mol refers to molecular water (species), distinct from the H2O 

component that is partitioned between molecular water and OH groups.  

Stolper (1982b) further assumed ideal mixing of the three species involved in reaction (78), neglecting the 

distinction between the three species of oxygens in the Toop-Samis model (reaction 70). These choices 

imply that the activity of each of the three species in reaction (78) is equal to the corresponding proportion 

(Stolper 1982b; Silver and Stolper, 1989). By indicating with 𝑛 the number of moles of the species, with 

𝑁𝑤  and 𝑁𝑠 the number of moles of water and water-free silicate melt involved in the mixing process, and 

with 𝑟 the number of moles of oxygen atoms in the silicate melt (e.g., r = 8, 2, 6 for NaAlSi3O8, SiO2, 

CaMgSi2O6, respectively), and noticing (reaction 78) that for every two moles of OH groups in the melt one 

mole of O0 is consumed, it follows  

𝑛O0 = 𝑟𝑁𝑠 − 0.5𝑛OH      (79) 

𝑛H2Omol
= 𝑁𝑤 − 0.5𝑛OH      (80) 

from which it emerges that the activities of OH, O0 and H2Omol can be computed by their relative mole 

fractions. It should be noted that such an ideal mixing of OH, H2Omol and O0 species corresponds to non-

ideal mixing in terms of (anhydrous) silicate melt and water components (Stolper, 1982b), because the 

species (O and H2Omol) corresponding to these components exhibit negative deviations from ideality due to 

dilution by the OH species. This implies that the model fails at high total water concentrations as it cannot 

treat critical phenomena, such as vapor-melt miscibility gaps that require positive deviations of activities 

from ideal mixing.  

Based on the above relations, the equilibrium constant of reaction (78) is given by: 

𝐾(78) =
𝑛OH

2

𝑛
O0·𝑛H2Omol

  =    
𝑛OH

2

(𝑟𝑁𝑠−0.5𝑛OH)(𝑁𝑤−0.5𝑛OH)
   (81) 

Equation (81) can be solved for 𝑛OH for given (experimentally determined) values of 𝐾(78) and bulk 

composition of the system in terms of 𝑁𝑤 , 𝑁𝑠 and 𝑟. On this basis, Stolper (1982b) showed that the weight 

proportions of H2Omol and OH vary non-linearly with the total amount of H2O (Fig. 6). In particular, when the 

total amount of dissolved water exceeds 5 wt%, molecular water dominates. The model results were 

found to reproduce well the spectroscopically observed speciation in albitic and rhyolitic melts, as well as in 

a few basaltic glasses (Stolper 1982a). At lower total dissolved water contents, hydroxyl groups dominate 

over molecular water (Fig. 6). Because all oxygens mix ideally (Eq. (81)), the maximum hydroxyl 

concentration occurs when the proportion of water oxygens represents half of the total oxygen content, 

i.e., for 𝑁𝑤/(𝑁𝑤 + 𝑟𝑁𝑆) = 0.5. The value of 𝐾(78) determines the maximum in the OH curve and the 

curvature of the O° and H2Omol trends in Fig. 6, hence the point where the concentration of OH overcomes 

that of H2Omol. It is worth noting that complete conversion of dissolved water into hydroxyl groups 

(Burnham model) implies 𝐾(78) ≫ 1, which is inconsistent with the spectroscopic data provided by Stolper 

(1982a). 

The fact that the model does not distinguish oxygen atoms not associated with water species (i.e., no 

distinction between bridging, non-bridging and free oxygens, all considered equally reactive) can be 

justified on a first approximation for melt compositions such as albite, silica, and to some extent, rhyolite. 

These melts are in fact fully (or highly) polymerized, therefore the distinction between different oxygens 

becomes less relevant (note however that even for such melts not all bridging oxygens, O0, are 

energetically equivalent.  



With the introduction of the homogeneous + heterogeneous reactions (77) and (78), the equilibrium 

constant for the bulk dissolution reaction (73) is given by 

𝐾(73) = 𝐾(77) · 𝐾(78) =
𝑎OH

2

𝑎𝐻2𝑂
𝐺 𝑎O0

                                                              (82) 

If Nw moles of water and Ns moles of melts are mixed (r oxygens per mole) and for 𝑛OH ≫ 𝑛H2Omol
, that is, 

𝑛OH ≈ 2𝑁𝑤 , Eq. (82) can be rearranged as: 

[
𝐾(77)𝐾(78)

4𝑓𝐻2𝑂
0 ·

(𝑟𝑁𝑆)2 − 𝑁𝑤
2

(𝑁𝑤 + 𝑁𝑆)2 ] =
𝑋𝑤

2

𝑓𝐻2𝑂
                                                              (83) 

where 𝑥𝑤  is mole fraction of bulk dissolved water. Equation (83) can be used to fit 𝐾(77) vs. 𝑃 for different 

temperatures and by taking typical values of 𝐾(78) between 0.1 and 0.2. This exercise is shown in Fig. 7, 

giving to the quantity 𝐾(77)
−1 the meaning of a Henry’s law constant for the equilibrium between water 

vapor and molecular water in the melt.  

 

Figure 6. Measured (symbols, from Stolper, 1982a) and calculated (lines, from the ideal model of Stolper, 1982b) mole 

fractions of melt-oxygen species (molecular H2O, OH groups, oxygen atoms) in quenched glasses of albitic, rhyolitic 

and basaltic composition. XB is the fraction of oxygens contributed by dissolved water divided by the total number of 

oxygens in the glass/melt. The computations in the figure employ 𝐾(78) = 0.2, which for low concentrations of 

dissolved species fits the data for all considered melt compositions. The distribution of oxygen species is symmetric 

with respect to XB = 0.5. Modified after Stolper (1982b).  

[NOTE TO EDITORS AND REVIEWERS: this figure is the original one from Stolper et al. (1982b), and it will be replaced 

with a modified version (no changes on computations) before publication] 

 

Equation (83)   implies that for low values of 𝑥𝑤 , 𝑟𝑁𝑠 ≫ 𝑁𝑤  and the relationship between 𝑥𝑤
2  and 𝑓𝐻2𝑂 

becomes close to linear. Therefore, the observation of such a linear relationship does not imply dissolution 

of water uniquely as hydroxyl groups, but at least for low dissolved water content is an approximation of a 

more complex relationship involving coexistence of OH groups and molecular water in the melt. According 



to the original observation by Burnham (1975a), the model of Stolper predicts non-linear behavior at high 

bulk dissolved water contents (𝑥𝑤  > 0.5). In other words, the continuous variation in the proportions of 

hydroxyl and molecular groups (reaction (78)) explains observations that were originally attributed to a 

discontinuous change in the nature of the water-melt interaction occurring for 𝑥𝑤  > 0.5. 

The model by Stolper elegantly and simply reconciles spectroscopic evidence with solubility data. An 

interesting aftermath of this model is that at high pressure (> 1 GPa) water solubility becomes nearly 

independent from melt composition (Hodges, 1974), as water dissolution is dominated by molecular water, 

whereas the OH concentration, which is highly dependent on melt composition, becomes too little to affect 

the solubility properties at conditions where the amount of dissolved water is > 15 wt%. Still, some 

approximations characterized the original formulation of the model: ideal mixing, no temperature 

dependence, and implicit assumption of equal partial molar volumes of dissolved H2Omol, OH groups and 

oxygens (no change in volume accompanying reaction 78).  

 

Figure 7. Fugacity of water versus the square of the mole fraction of water in hydrous melts at pressure up to 10 kbar 

(T = 1100 °C). Black circles refer to the albitic melt from Burnham and Davis (1974). The mole fraction of water is 

defined as in Burnham and Davis (1974) based on 8 oxygens per formula unit of anhydrous silicate, and it differs from 



the XB parameter in Fig. 6. Each isobar is drawn by fixing 𝐾77  for any given pressure and temperature. The 

concentration of hydroxyl groups comes from reaction (78), with 𝐾78 = 0.2. Total dissolved water is then the sum of 

molecular water and water present as hydroxyl groups. At each pressure, 𝐾77 is such that the calculated curve 

matches the experimental data from Burnham and Davis (1974) for 𝑥H2O = 0.25. The gas-saturation curve enveloping 

all the isobars on the right side is defined as the point (from Burnham and Davis, 1974) at which water activity is equal 

to 1 at the corresponding 𝑃 and 𝑇. Modified after Stolper et al. (1982b).  

[NOTE TO EDITORS AND REVIEWERS: the shaping of this figure from Stolper et al. (1982b) will be further modified 

before publication] 

 

The original model by Stolper was expanded in Silver and Stolper (1985) by introducing a 𝑃 −dependent 

partial molar volume of H2Omol (�̅�𝐻2𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑙
) to better account for pressure effects on the reaction constant 

𝐾77. By using the Murnhagan equation of state (e.g., Anderson, 1995) they obtained: 

ln 𝐾77(𝑃, 𝑇) = ln 𝐾77(𝑃0, 𝑇0) + ln [
𝑓𝐻2𝑂

0 (𝑃, 𝑇)

𝑓𝐻2𝑂
0 (𝑃0, 𝑇0)

] −
2 · 105

3
�̅�𝐻2𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑙(1𝑏𝑎𝑟)

·
{[1 + 2 · 10−5𝑃]

3
4⁄  −  [1 + 2 · 10−5𝑃0]

3
4⁄ }

𝑅𝑇
                                                                          (84) 

where  �̅�𝐻2𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑙
 is given in cc/mol, and 𝑃0 and 𝑇0 are reference pressure and temperature (in bar and K, 

respectively), chosen as a point on the wet solidus on the melt-water phase diagram for a given melt 

composition (Albite-H2O: 𝑃0 = 5000 bar, 𝑇0 = 1018 K, �̅�𝐻2𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑙(1𝑏𝑎𝑟) = 16.4 cc/mol; Diopside-H2O: 𝑃0 = 6000 

bar, 𝑇0 = 1538 K, �̅�𝐻2𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑙(1𝑏𝑎𝑟)= 17.8 cc/mol; Silica-H2O: 𝑃0 = 6000 bar; 𝑇0 = 1343 K, �̅�𝐻2𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑙(1𝑏𝑎𝑟)= 17 

cc/mol; Silver and Stolper, 1985). This expansion led the authors to conclude that ideal mixing of 

undistinguished oxygen species with molecular water and hydroxyl groups is consistent with phase 

equilibrium (solubility and freezing point depression) and spectroscopic data on water speciation in melts. 

Their approach provides an indirect way to determine  �̅�𝐻2𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑙
 from solubility data by re-arranging and 

differentiating Eq. (84): 

𝜕

𝜕𝑝
(

ln 𝐾77

𝑓𝐻2𝑂
0 (𝑃, 𝑇)

)

𝑇

= −
�̅�𝐻2𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝑅𝑇
                                                                     (85) 

which can be used to infer the partial molar volume of molecular water from plots  of  
𝑙𝑛𝐾77

𝑓𝐻2𝑂
0 (𝑃,𝑇)

 vs. 𝑃.  

The Silver and Stolper (1985) expansion of the original Stolper model implies a slight dependence of 

solubility on temperature, which counterintuitively results from the assumptions of 𝑇 −independent 

�̅�𝐻2𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑙
 and 𝐾78 (Eq. (81)). This slight dependence was found to compare well with the experimental data. 

Additionally, the Silver and Stolper (1985) model includes a compositional dependence of 𝐾77 (Eq. (84)), 

consistent with the principle that structurally different melt oxygens cannot be treated as equally reactive. 

In a subsequent work, Silver and Stolper (1990) operated a change of notation, replacing the melt oxygen, 

O0, with a generic and undistinguished O2- (not having the meaning of free oxygen as in reaction (70)) 

therefore denoting hydroxyls as OH-. Reaction (78) was then written as:  

H2Omol
M + O2-  2OH-      (86) 



The authors found that the ideal mixing model of O2-, OH- and H2Omol developed in Stolper et al. (1982b) 

and Silver and Stolper (1985) did not match with the new data for water speciation in hydrous albitic melts 

at bulk dissolved H2O contents > 2 wt% (Fig. 8). As a consequence, they modeled the non-ideal interaction 

of the above three species by alternatively using 1) the formalism for a strictly regular ternary solution, 2) a 

simplified polymer mixing model using Flory’s approximation for the entropy of mixing of chain polymer 

units, each consisting of l undistinguished oxygen atoms (hence l-1 tetrahedra units) in the anhydrous melt 

split by interaction with H2O, and 3) mixing models with several types of distinguishable oxygens and 

hydroxyls, which allow a direct extension of the original ideal mixing model in Stolper (1982b). Models of 

category 2) were dismissed because the introduction of structural complexities was felt unwarranted, given 

the substantial lack of structural data on hydrous melts. Models of category 3) were also abandoned 

because the tendency to include more and more species in compositionally different melts implies a 

significant risk of overfitting (and violation of the Gibbs rule of phases). Because of its relative simplicity, 

the authors proposed a regular solution model to account for the newly observed dependence of water 

speciation on temperature, with 𝑇 −dependent increase in the proportion of hydroxyl groups (Silver and 

Stolper, 1989; Stolper, 1989; Silver et al., 1990). The proposed regular solution model adopts three binary 

interaction parameters, 𝑤H2Omol-O
, 𝑤H2Omol-OH, and 𝑤O-OH, which allow the computation of activities for 

reaction (78), hence of 𝐾78: 

𝑎H2Omol

𝑀 =  𝑥H2Omol

𝑀 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {
1

𝑅𝑇
· [𝑥O

𝑀𝑥OH
𝑀 (𝑤H2Omol-O

− 𝑤O-OH + 𝑤H2Omol-OH) + 𝑥O
𝑀2

· 𝑤H2Omol-O
+ 𝑥OH

𝑀 2
·

𝑤H2Omol-OH]}         (87) 

𝑎OH
𝑀 =  𝑥OH

𝑀 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {
1

𝑅𝑇
· [𝑥H2Omol

𝑀 𝑥O
𝑀 (𝑤H2Omol-OH − 𝑤H2Omol-O

+ 𝑤O-OH) + 𝑥H2Omol

𝑀 2
· 𝑤H2Omol-OH + 𝑥O

𝑀2
·

𝑤O-OH]}         (88) 

𝑎O
𝑀 =  𝑥O

𝑀𝑒𝑥𝑝 {
1

𝑅𝑇
· [𝑥H2Omol

𝑀 𝑥OH
𝑀 (𝑤O-OH − 𝑤H2Omol-OH + 𝑤H2Omol-O

) + 𝑥H2Omol

𝑀 2
· 𝑤H2Omol-O

+ 𝑥OH
𝑀 2

· 𝑤O-OH]} 

        (89) 

and finally: 

ln 𝐾78 =  
WH2Omol-O

𝑅𝑇
(𝑥OH

𝑀 − 1) +
2𝑊O-OH

𝑅𝑇
(1 − 𝑥H2Omol

𝑀 − 3

2
𝑋OH

𝑀 ) +
2𝑊H2O

mol-OH

𝑅𝑇
(𝑥H2Omol

𝑀 − 1

2
𝑋OH

𝑀 ) + ln
𝑋OH

𝑀 2

𝑋H2Omol
𝑀 𝑋OH

𝑀

   (90) 

in which no-pressure dependence is included, and the last term on the right side corresponds to the ideal 

mixing term in Eq. (81). Equation (90) was then rearranged to give (Silver, 1989; Silver and Stolper, 1990): 

− 𝑙𝑛
𝑋OH

𝑀 2

𝑋H2Omol
𝑀 (1−𝑋OH

𝑀 −𝑋H2Omol
𝑀 )

=  𝐴′ + 𝐵′𝑥OH
𝑀

+ 𝐶′𝑥H2Omol

𝑀     (91) 

with A’, B’ and C’ being 𝑃 − 𝑇 −independent terms determined by regression on a large dataset and 

defined as (Silver et al., 1990): 

𝐴′ =  − 𝑙𝑛𝐾78 +
2𝑊O-OH  −  𝑊H2Omol-O

𝑅𝑇
  =  1.093                                           (92) 

𝐵′ =  
𝑊𝐻2𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑙−𝑂  −  3𝑊O-OH  −  𝑊H2Omol-OH

𝑅𝑇
 =  16.858                                             (93) 



𝐶′ =  
𝑊H2Omol-OH − 𝑊O-OH

𝑅𝑇
 =  7.892                                                          (94) 

with values referring to rhyolitic melts (Silver et al., 1990) . Equation (91) can be solved iteratively to give 

𝑥𝑂𝐻  as a function of 𝑥𝐻2𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑙
, with their sum corresponding to the solubility of water in the melt. 

Alternatively, by introducing 𝑥𝐵, the fraction of oxygen contributed by water divided by the total number of 

oxygens, Eqs. (92)-(94) can be solved for 𝑥𝑂𝐻: 

− 𝑙𝑛
𝑥OH

2

(𝑥𝐵−0.5𝑥OH)(1−𝑥𝐵−0.5𝑥OH)
=  𝐴′ + (𝐵′ − 0.5𝐶′)𝑥OH + 𝐶′𝑥𝐵     (95) 

 
Figure 8. a) Best fits of spectroscopically determined proportions of molecular H2O and OH groups as a function of 𝑥𝐵  

for a calcium-aluminum-silica (CAS; 1170-1450°C), orthoclasic (Or; 1450 °C), rhyolitic (rhyol; 850 °C), and albitic (Ab; 

1400 °C) glasses. The data reveal a control of melt composition on water speciation not accounted for in the original 

Stolper (1982b) model. b) Concentration of OH groups versus bulk dissolved water at different temperatures using the 

regular solution model described in Silver and Stolper (1989) and Silver et al. (1990). Modified after Stolper (1989) and 

Silver et al. (1990). 

 

Assuming arbitrarily that 𝑊H2Omol-O
= 0 , so that 𝑎H2Omol

𝑀 →  𝑥H2Omol
 when 𝑥𝐵  → 0, calibration of Eqs. (92)-

(94) gives  𝑊H2Omol-OH  =  2.8 kcal/mol,  𝑊O-OH = 11.6 kcal/mol and ln 𝐾78  (850 °𝐶)  =  −11.5  (850 °C 

being the reference temperature corresponding to the temperature of water saturation of the rhyolitic 

melt investigated by Silver et al. (1990)). Different values, summarizing the compositional dependence, 

were calculated for  Ca-Al-silica, orthoclasic and albitic melts (Silver et al., 1990). Stolper (1989) and Silver 



and Stolper (1989) also showed that by using Eq. (90) it is possible to evaluate the inherent 𝑇 −dependence 

of 𝐾78 (Fig. 8). By fitting their own spectroscopic data on rhyolite (Silver et al., 1990), they obtained:  

ln 𝐾78 =
−12881

𝑇(𝐾)
   −    0.0261                                                                (96) 

that at 850 °C gives ln 𝐾78 =  −11.5 as expected.  

To complete the model calibration,  Silver and Stolper (1989) used the solubility data in the albite-H2O 

system from Burnham and Davis (1971) within their regular solution model (Eqs. (87)-(94)) with the 

assumption that the activity of dissolved bulk and molecular water coincide, and found that 𝑥𝐻2𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝑀 ∝

 𝑎𝐻2𝑂𝑚𝑜𝑙

𝑀 =   𝑎𝐻2𝑂
𝑀 , confirming the earlier use of this approximation by Stolper (1982b). This proportionality 

is also called in many papers and textbooks a “Henrian behavior”, different however from the definition 

introduced in section 2.1 and deriving from the equilibrium equation (26) when ideal behavior is assumed, 

so that the fugacity and activity coefficients (𝜙 and 𝛾 in Eq. (26)) are both equal to 1. In fact, such an ideal 

behavior implies that the concentration is equal to the activity, while here the concentration is only 

proportional to the activity, meaning that 𝛾 ≠ 1 but still a constant value. That constant value has the 

meaning of a shift between standard states, which can be understood by comparing Henry’s law defined in 

section 2.1: 𝑥𝑖 = (𝑓𝑖
0)

−1
𝑃𝑖  with the one from the present definition of Henrian behavior: 𝑥𝑖 = (𝛾𝑖𝑓𝑖

0)
−1

𝑃𝑖. 

For both definitions, highly dilute conditions are required to justify the ideal assumption at their basis. 

The basis for the computation of the solubility of water in molecular form by Silver and Stolper (1989) and 

Silver et al. (1990) is represented by the following Eq. (97): 

𝑎H2O
𝑀 (𝑃2, 𝑇2) = 𝑎H2O

𝑀 (𝑃1, 𝑇1)
𝑓H2O

𝐺 (𝑃2, 𝑇2)

𝑓H2O
𝐺 (𝑃1, 𝑇1)

· 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {− ∫
𝑉H2O

0,𝑀(𝑃, 𝑇2)

𝑅𝑇2

𝑃2

𝑃1

𝑑𝑃 + ∫
∆𝐻H2O

0 (𝑃1, 𝑇)

𝑅𝑇2

𝑇2

𝑇1

𝑑𝑇}         (97) 

with 𝑓H2O
𝐺  being the fugacity of pure water gas, 𝑉H2O

0,𝑀 the molar volume of water in the melt, ∆𝐻H2O
0  the 

enthalpy change due to reaction (77), and the subscripts 1 and 2 representing two different 𝑃 − 𝑇 

conditions. Equation (97) is obtained by equating two expressions of the equilibrium constant for reaction 

(77), one in terms of activities, and the other one in terms of reaction energetics. From Eq. (97) if the 

activity of water in a gas-saturated melt is known at given P-T conditions, and with known expressions for 

the 𝑃 − 𝑇 dependence of 𝑉H2O
0,𝑀 and ∆𝐻H2O

0 , the activity can be computed for any other 𝑃 − 𝑇 pair given an 

equation of state for pure water gas returning 𝑓H2O
𝐺 . It is interesting to compare this equation to Eq. (36), as 

they appear very similar on a first sight, but are in fact different in their functional form reflecting a 

fundamentally different meaning: while Eq. (36) (and is further development into Eq. (38) which is 

employed in the SOLWCAD code at section 3.3) describes the change in fugacity along any 𝑃 − 𝑇 path in a 

given phase, Eq. (97) describes the change in activity (which relates immediately to fugacity) along a 𝑃 − 𝑇 

path corresponding to the saturation surface for a non-reactive component (like molecular water). It is 

worth noting that for constant 𝑃 − 𝑇 conditions and variable gas composition the volume and enthalpy 

terms in Eq. (97) disappear, and the activity of dissolved molecular water, therefore the concentration of 

dissolved molecular water, becomes directly proportional to its fugacity in the gas phase, returning the 

original definition of Henry’s law.  

Silver et al. (1990) generalized the approach by using measured solubilities in melts of various compositions 

to fit enthalpy, volume and 𝑥H2Omol
 in the low-P range. Using the proportionality between concentration 



and activity discussed above, the pressure integral in Eq. (97) can be determined by plotting 

ln(𝑥H2Omol
𝑓H2O

𝐺⁄ )  vs 𝑃. Silver et al. (1990) provide a table of values to enter Eq.( 97), with constant enthalpy 

and volume terms (except for albitic melts, for which the volume is given as depending on 𝑇). As noted by 

Holloway and Blank (1994), molar volume determinations need high−𝑃 solubility data, because low−𝑃 

data are typically too scattered. As a consequence, molar volumes constrained in this way are well 

applicable to high concentrations of H2O in melts, but not to low concentrations (see also Lange, 1994). 

Dixon et al. (1995a,b) and Dixon (1997) drop the enthalpy term in Eq. (97) for basaltic (sensu lato) 

compositions, thus producing negligible variations of water solubility in temperature intervals typical of 

basaltic magmas. Dixon (1997) introduces a simple linear extrapolation for the compositional dependence 

of H2O solubility as a function of SiO2, to be used in Eq. (97) together with (ideal) substitution of 𝑎H2O
𝑀  with 

𝑥𝐻2𝑂. The proposed relationship is: 

 𝑥𝐻2𝑂 (𝑃1, 𝑇1) = −3.04 · 10−5 + 1.29 · 10−6SiO2 (wt%)                                           (98) 

Once the concentration of dissolved molecular water is computed from Eq. (97), the concentration of 

hydroxyl groups (𝑥OH) can be computed from Eq. (91). The total mole fraction of H2O in the melt is then 

given by 𝑥H2O = 𝑥H2Omol
+ 0.5𝑥𝑂𝐻, and by using the quantity 𝑥𝐵  introduced at Eq. (95), the weight fraction 

𝑤H2O is: 

𝑤H2O =
18.02𝑥𝑏

18.02𝑥𝑏 + (1 − 𝑥𝑏)𝑀
                                                                (99) 

where 𝑀 is the molar weight of the anhydrous melt on a single oxygen basis (Silver et al., 1990). 

4.4 Speciation-based CO2 models 

Early infrared measurements showed that in mafic melts CO2 dissolves as carbonate, whereas in feldspar 

melts (albite-anorthite) it dissolves in molecular form, suggesting a dependence on melt basicity (Mysen et 

al., 1976) which can be summarized by reaction (67). Similarly, Spera and Bergman (1980) suggested that a 

mechanism of CO2 dissolution related to poly-condensation can be envisaged in which carbon dioxide 

reacts with non-bridging oxygens to polymerize the melt: 

SiO4
4-

+CO2
G+SinO3n+1

(2n+2)-
⇔ Sin+1O3n+4

(2n+4)-
+CO3

2-
          (100) 

where n is a positive integer. Note that reaction (100) has the same meaning as (Fine and Stolper, 1985):  

CO2 + 2O-  CO3
2- + O0      (101) 

which is obtained by summing up reactions 67 and 70 (neglecting superscripts for phase specification). 

Reaction (101) applies to a variety of reactive melt entities, and not just polymer chain segments like for 

reaction (100). Spera and Bergman (1980) showed that their proposed reaction (99), here generalized into 

reaction (101), agrees with the available data on free energies for carbonation reactions of the type  

A2SiO3
M + CO2

G  SiO2 + MCO3
M     (102) 

M2SiO4
S + CO2

G  MSiO3
S + MCO3

S     (103) 

with A an alkali metal atom and M a divalent metal atom, and with the superscripts G, M, S indicating the 

gas, melt, and solid phase, respectively. The free energy of CO2 dissolution increases, and the degree of 



melt polymerization decreases, with increasing experimental CO2 solubility, in the order Fe  Mg << Li < Na 

< K < Ca (Spera and Bergman, 1980, and references therein). Based on such a mechanism for molecular 

level dissolution of CO2 in silicate melts, Spera and Bergman (1980) then approached reaction (68) with no 

reference to the precise form in which CO2 enters the silicate melt. The equilibrium constant for reaction 

(68) was thus written as: 

𝐾68 =
𝑓𝐶𝑂2

𝐺

𝑎𝐶𝑂2

𝑀                                                                                    (104) 

which presupposes 𝑓𝐶𝑂2

0,𝐺 = 1 (e.g., 𝑓𝐶𝑂2

𝐺  in bars and 𝑓𝐶𝑂2

0,𝐺 = 1 bar). By expressing 𝐾68 in energetic terms, and 

by assuming that i) the dissolved CO2 behaves ideally, ii) the partial molar volume of CO2 in the melt, �̅�𝐶𝑂2

𝑀 , 

is 𝑃 −independent, and that iii) the ∆𝐶𝑃 (change of isobaric heat capacity) of reaction of reaction is zero (so 

that the reaction enthalpy and entropy are constant at any 𝑇), Eq. (104) leads to: 

𝑅 ln
𝑓𝐶𝑂2

𝐺

𝑎𝐶𝑂2

𝑀 = −
∆𝐻68 (1𝑏𝑎𝑟,𝑇𝑟)

0

𝑇
+ ∆𝑆68 (1𝑏𝑎𝑟,𝑇𝑟)

0 +
�̅�𝐶𝑂2

𝑀

𝑇
(𝑃 − 1)                                        (105) 

with 𝑃 in bars, and with 𝑇𝑟  indicating reference temperature 

Plotting experimental values of 𝑅 ln
𝑓𝐶𝑂2

𝐺

𝑎𝐶𝑂2
𝑀   vs. 𝑃 at constant 𝑇, a straight line is then obtained, with the slope 

determining �̅�𝐶𝑂2

𝑀  and the intercept at 1 bar giving 
−∆𝐺68 (1𝑏𝑎𝑟,𝑇𝑟) 

0

𝑇
, which is then fitted for ∆𝐻68 (1𝑏𝑎𝑟,𝑇𝑟)

0  and 

∆𝑆68 (1𝑏𝑎𝑟,𝑇𝑟)
0 .  

On this basis, Spera and Bergman (1980) fitted reaction enthalpies and entropies and the molar volume of 

dissolved CO2 for melt compositions corresponding to andesite, tholeiite, and olivine melilite, and showed 

that at equal 𝑃 − 𝑇, CO2 dissolution s favored by increasing molar ratio of network modifiers over network 

formers (see also section 5.5), i.e., by increasing melt basicity. The authors also provided robust 

confirmation to the experimental observation of a positive dependence of CO2 solubility on pressure (so 

that CO2 is inevitably released upon decompression); and because of negative ∆𝐻68 (1𝑏𝑎𝑟,𝑇𝑟) 
0 , they 

suggested small heating effects due to CO2 exsolution from the melt. 

A major advance in understanding CO2 dissolution in silicate melts is due to the work by Fine and Stolper 

(1985, 1986). By using infrared spectroscopy, they found coexistence of molecular CO2 and carbonate 

groups in quenched glasses in the system Na2O-Al2O3-SiO2-CO2. They thus proposed an approach similar to 

that in Stolper (1982b) for water, based on reaction (69) and its equilibrium constant: 

𝐾67 =
𝑎CO3

2-

𝑎O2-𝑎C02,mol

                                                                                (106) 

From reaction (69), CO2 dissolution results from mixing of molecular CO2, carbonates groups, and a sub-

category of highly reactive oxygens (not necessarily coinciding with the free oxygens in reaction (70)) which 

control the interaction. This marks a difference with the case of water dissolution modelling, for which all 

oxygens are equally reactive. Since O2- is a sub-group of the undistinguished oxygens in the anhydrous, 

carbon-free melt, it follows that 𝑎
O2-< 1. The three species involved in reaction (69) are likely to mix far 

from ideal behavior because of substantial differences in their size, therefore, equating their activities to 

mole fractions, as it is common with water, may not be justified. However, as a first evaluation of reaction 



(70) as the basis for CO2 dissolution modelling, Fine and Stolper (1985) assumed such an equality between 

activity and mole fraction for the species involved in the reaction. With this assumption, mole fractions are 

computed in relation to the number of moles of the species involved in the reaction: if a melt consists of 1 

mole of CO2,mol, 3 moles of CO3
2-, and 1 mole of NaAlSi2O6 (6 moles of oxygen), 𝑥CO2,mol = 0.1 and 

𝑥
CO3

2- = 0.3. 

In particular, given the approximately linear relationship between the measured concentrations of 

molecular CO2 and carbonate up to a bulk dissolved CO2 content of  2 wt%, they propose that 

𝑥CO3
2-

𝑥C02,mol

= 𝐾67 ∙ 𝑎O2- = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡                                                                (107) 

Equations (106) and (107) evidence the role of melt basicity: assuming in the first instance that 𝐾67 does 

not vary with melt composition, a larger melt basicity (e.g., higher Na/Si ratio) means increased 𝑎
O2-  

therefore higher 
𝑥

CO3
2-

𝑥C02,mol
⁄  ratio. In other words, melts with high basicity are expected to dissolve 

carbon mostly as carbonate groups, according to the observations. One may see a parallel, already 

discussed in section 3.3, between the substantial differences highlighted here between the mechanisms of 

dissolution of water and carbon dioxide, and the different type of mixing of the two volatiles with silicate 

melts (isometric for water, non-isometric for carbon dioxide) found to better match, in the regular solution 

approach of the SOLWCAD model, the observed solubilities in melts over a wide compositional range. 

In their subsequent experimental study, Fine and Stolper (1986) showed that Ca-Mg-silicate glasses carry 

no molecular CO2 but only carbonate groups, suggesting that 𝑎
O2-  is likely not the only control on the 

𝑥
CO3

2-

𝑥C02,mol
⁄   ratio. Accordingly, they suggested that some cations, such as Ca, may favour carbonate 

stabilization more than others, such as Na. 

Stolper et al. (1987) then proposed a solubility-speciation model for CO2 in albitic melts in which solubility is 

assessed as the sum of dissolved carbonate and dissolved molecular CO2 (Fig. 9). Based on their extensive 

experimental data, they fit CO2 solubility and speciation in a way similar to that for water. Accordingly, they 

wrote reaction (68) for molecular CO2 in the gas and the melt, and referred both of them to the same 

standard state. On this basis they wrote the analogous of Eq. (97) for carbon dioxide: 

𝑎CO2

𝑀 (𝑃, 𝑇) = 𝑎CO2

𝑀 (𝑃0, 𝑇0)
𝑓CO2

𝐺 (𝑃, 𝑇)

𝑓CO2

𝐺 (𝑃0, 𝑇0)
· 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−

�̅�CO2

𝑀 (𝑃 − 𝑃0)

𝑅𝑇
−

∆𝐻(68)
0 (𝑃0)

𝑅
[
1

𝑇
−

1

𝑇0]}         (108) 

where the symbols have the same meaning, this time for gaseous CO2 or dissolved molecular CO2, as for Eq. 

(97), and the integrations are done by assuming 𝑃 −independent partial molar volume of dissolved 

molecular CO2 �̅�𝐶𝑂2

𝑀  and 𝑇 −independent enthalpy of reaction at reference conditions ∆𝐻(68)
0 (𝑃0). This 

latter term is allowed to change with pressure according to ∆𝐻(68)
0 (𝑃) = ∆𝐻(68)

0 (𝑃0) + �̅�𝐶𝑂2

𝑀 (𝑃 − 𝑃0) 

(Stolper et al., 1987).  



 

Figure 9. Weight concentration of bulk carbon dioxide, molecular CO2 and carbonate groups, in albitic melts. 

Temperature is found to have a negligible effect on the bulk dissolution of CO2, given its contrasting effects on the 

separate solubilities of carbonate groups and molecular CO2. Modified after Stolper et al. (1987).  

 

The ideal mixing assumption allows substitution of mole fractions to activities in Eq. (108), and to write the 

equilibrium constant for reaction (69), expressing the homogeneous equilibrium between the molecular 

and carbonate forms of dissolved carbon dioxide, as: 

𝐾69 =
𝑥CO3

2-

𝑥O2-𝑥C02,mol

                                                                                (109) 

Considering ideal mixing of ionic species at reference conditions 𝑃0, 𝑇0, Eq. (109) leads to: 

 

𝐾69(𝑃, 𝑇) = 𝐾69(𝑃0, 𝑇0) · 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−
�̅�(69)

𝑀 (𝑃 − 𝑃0)

𝑅𝑇
−

∆𝐻(69)
0 (𝑃0)

𝑅
[
1

𝑇
−

1

𝑇0]}                      (110) 

where 𝑃 − 𝑇 −independent reaction volume and enthalpy changes are considered. Stolper et al. (1987) 

modelled CO2 dissolution in albitic melts with Eqs. (108)-(109), and found a negligible to slightly negative 

dependence of bulk dissolved CO2 on temperature (Fig. 9). They also found that the variations in the 
𝑥

CO3
2-

𝑥C02,mol
⁄   ratio with 𝑃 − 𝑇 are small and gradual, contradicting a previous claim of a sharp variation at 

𝑃 = 1.5 – 3 GPa due to large and sudden change in melt polymerization (Mysen et al., 1976).  On the 

contrary, the bulk CO2 solubility increase in that pressure range was found to be due essentially to 

dissolution as molecular carbon dioxide driven by the 𝑉∆𝑃 term in Eq. (108). Finally, the authors did not 

find any enhancement of bulk CO2 solubility at low water contents, which was found in some experiments 

and interpreted as increased carbonate stabilization under hydrous conditions; and that is also found, 

under some conditions, from the regular solution models described in section 3.  

Based on newly collected data and the approach by Stolper and co-workers described above, Holloway and 

Blank (1994) proposed parameters for CO2 solubility in melts with rhyolitic, tholeiitic, basanitic, and 



leucititic composition (parameters for MOR basalts can be found in Dixon et al., 1995a). For the mafic 

melts, for which spectroscopy shows dissolution as only carbonate, the formalism of Eq. (110) was 

employed, referred to reaction (67) (heterogeneous equilibrium) instead of reaction (69). Implicit in their 

treatment, the equilibrium constant of reaction (67) adopts an ideal assumption and it is written as:  

𝐾67 =
𝑓CO2

0𝐺 𝑥CO3
2-

𝑓CO2

𝐺 𝑥O2-

                                                                               (111) 

which then leads to (Dixon et al., 1995a,b; Dixon, 1997): 

𝑥CO3
2-(𝑃, 𝑇) = 𝑥CO3

2-(𝑃0, 𝑇0)
𝑓CO2

𝐺 (𝑃, 𝑇)

𝑓CO2

𝐺 (𝑃0, 𝑇0)
· 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−

𝑉
(CO3

2--O2-)
0 (𝑃 − 𝑃0)

𝑅𝑇
−

∆𝐻(67)
0 (𝑃0)

𝑅
[
1

𝑇
−

1

𝑇0]}    (112) 

in which  𝑉
(𝐶𝑂3

2−−𝑂2−)
0 = 𝑉

𝐶𝑂3
2−

0 − 𝑉𝑂2−
0  and the terms for O2- (𝑥𝑂2−) are assumed to not be affected by 𝑃 − 𝑇 

given the comparably small amount of CO3
2-. As for water, Dixon et al. (1995a,b) and Dixon (1997) 

determined by fitting the parameters for generic basaltic compositions, dropping the enthalpy term; and as 

for water, they obtained negligible variations of carbon dioxide solubility in the temperature interval typical 

of basaltic magmas). Dixon (1997) considered two main factors controlling CO2 solubility in melts, namely, 

the role of polymerization (roughly, the amount of silica and alumina, whose decrease favours CO2 

solubility) and the affinity scale for metal-carbonate dissolution (Spera and Bergman; 1980). On that basis 

they defined a composite empirical parameter that re-groups in two competing terms Si + Al and Ca +K + 

Na + Mg + Fe. The correlation between CO2 solubility and composition is then integrated in the following 

relationship: 

 𝑥𝐶𝑂3
2−(𝑃, 𝑇) = 8.7 · 10−6 − 1.7 · 10−7𝑆iO2 (wt%)                                          (113) 

which is analogous to Eq. (98) for water. 

For mafic melts in which CO2 dissolves only as carbonate, rather than dismissing 𝑥𝑂2− Holloway and Blank 

(1994) considered that 𝑥
O2- = 1 − 𝑥

CO3
2- , which can be substituted into Eq. (111) giving: 

𝑥CO3
2- =

𝑓CO2

𝐺

𝑓CO2

0𝐺 𝐾67 [1 −
𝑓CO2

𝐺

𝑓CO2

0𝐺 𝐾67]

−1

                                                               (114) 

Holloway and Blank (1994) adopted Eq. (109) (written for 𝐾67) by replacing the reaction volume with 

𝑉(𝐶𝑂3
2−−𝑂2−)

0 . From tabled values of 𝐾67, 𝑓CO2

0𝐺 , and volume and enthalpy terms, they calculated the solubility 

of CO2 as carbonate groups only. For rhyolitic melts, for which only molecular CO2 is found from 

spectroscopy, Eq. (109) is still adopted, but with 𝐾68 replacing 𝐾69 as in the Spera and Bergman (1980) 

model. In this case: 

𝑥CO2mol =
𝑓CO2

𝐺

𝑓CO2

0𝐺 𝐾68                                                                             (115) 

Weight fractions of dissolved CO2 are then computed from:  

𝑤𝐶𝑂2
=

44.01𝑥CO2

44.01𝑥CO2
+ (1 − 𝑋CO2

)𝑀
                                                         (116) 



with 𝑀 being the molar weight of the anhydrous melt on a single oxygen basis. 

4.5 The VolatileCalc model 

Holloway and Blank (1994) employed the models above for water and carbon dioxide solubility to calculate 

mixed H2O+CO2 saturation in melts with given specific composition (that is, for melts for which calibrated 

quantities for use in Eqs. (97) and (108) exist), by coupling the two volatiles through their reciprocal dilution 

in the gas phase (that is, with real EOS for pure gas components but ideal gas mixing), with no effects of the 

two dissolved volatiles on each other’s saturation content. Because of large use of ideal approximations 

both in the gas and melt phase, calculated saturation curves for generic basalt and rhyolite melts, allowed 

by VolatileCalc, agree in their general features with those from compositionally dependent non-ideal 

regular solution models (section 3) over similar compositions only in the low pressure range below 100 – 

200 MPa, above which large deviations from ideal behavior are found (Papale, 1999a). 

The code VolatileCalc (Newman and Lowenstern, 2002) formalizes the procedures in Holloway and Blank 

(1994). In particular, it adopts: 

1) for water in generic rhyolite, Eq. (97) for 𝑥H2Omol , and Eq. (91) for 𝑥OH; 

2) for water in generic basalt, Eq. (98) for 𝑥H2Omol, and Eq. (91) for 𝑥OH; 

3) for carbon dioxide in generic rhyolite, Eq. (108) for 𝑥CO2mol; 

4) for carbon dioxide in generic basalt, Eq. (113) for 𝑥
CO3

2-. 

4.6 Further implementations of speciation-based models 

Like any other model, the Stolper class of models (including the application made in VolatileCalc) can be 

further implemented based on the availability of new data. For melts with alkalic basalt composition, Lesne 

et al. (2011a) proposed to implement water speciation modelling by introducing the following 

𝑇 −dependence for the terms in Eqs. (91)-(94): 

ln 𝐾78 =
−2704.4

𝑅𝑇
+ 0.641                                                                 (117) 

𝐴′ = ln 𝐾78 +
49016

𝑅𝑇
                                                                       (118) 

𝐵′ =
−2153326.51

𝑅𝑇
                                                                         (119) 

𝐶′ =  
1.965495217

𝑅𝑇
                                                                          (120) 

Lesne et al. (2011b) used the Holloway and Blank (1994) approach to CO2 solubility and determined for 

basalts (sensu lato) 𝑉(𝐶𝑂3
2−−𝑂2−)

0 = 25 ± 3 cc/mol  and ln(𝐾67 ∙ 𝑓𝐶𝑂2

0𝐺 ) = 0.893Π − 15.247, with Π defined 

as (Dixon, 1997): Π = −6.50 (Si+Al) + 20.17(Ca + 0.8K + 0.7Na + 0.4Mg + 0.4Fe2+) where the 

components represent atomic fractions.  

A more recent parameterization of Π led Shishkina et al.(2014) to propose an empirical expression for CO2 

solubility in mafic melts: ln 𝑤CO2
= 1.167 ln 𝑃 + 0.671Π, with 𝑤CO2

 being carbon dioxide concentration in 

wt%, and 𝑃 expressed in MPa (Fig. 10). For the same generic class of melts, the same authors proposed the 

simple relationship for H2O solubility: 𝑤H2O = 𝑎(Na + K) + 𝑏, with 𝑤H2O being water concentration in wt%, 



Na and K expressed as atomic fractions, and 𝑎, 𝑏 being polynomial expressions in pressure. Clearly, these 

parameterizations account only partially for melt composition variations within the generic class of “mafic 

melts”, and neglect solubility differences due to temperature differences. 

Iacono-Marziano et al. (2012) presented a semi-empirical parameterization for H2O-CO2 saturation in mafic 

melts ranging from andesitic to picritic compositions. Their model is based on speciation reactions like 

those seen above, but it then develops into a semi-empirical parameterization not very dissimilar from 

other parameterizations not discussed in this review. Carbon dioxide solubility in mafic melts is assessed 

based on reaction (67): 

𝐾67 =
𝑎𝐶𝑂3

2−

𝑓𝐶𝑂2

𝐺 𝑎𝑂2−
=

𝛾𝐶𝑂3
2− 𝑥𝐶𝑂3

2−

𝑓𝐶𝑂2

𝐺 𝑎𝑂2−
                                                               (121) 

Note that lack of the 𝑓𝐶𝑂2

0𝐺  term and consequent inconsistent units in Eq. (121) require the implicit use of 

𝑓𝐶𝑂2

0𝐺 = 1 (e.g., 𝑓𝐶𝑂2

𝐺 in bars and 𝑓𝐶𝑂2

0𝐺 = 1 bar). Equation (121) is then expanded in log-form considering 𝐻, 𝑆 

and 𝑉 contributions at varying 𝑃 − 𝑇 and re-arranged as: 

 

 

Figure 10. Pressure dependence of CO2 solubility as a function of the parameter Π defined in Dixon (1997) (the straight 

blue line at 100 MPa corresponds to the relationship by Dixon (1997)). Black squares: compositions studied in 

Shishkina et al. (2014); white diamonds: data used for the exponential fits (black solid lines); crossed symbols: data 

points not used for the exponential fits. Modified after Shishkina et al. (2014). 



 

𝑙𝑛𝑥𝐶𝑂3
2− = −𝑙𝑛𝛾𝐶𝑂3

2− + 𝑙𝑛𝑓𝐶𝑂2
+ 𝑙𝑛𝑎𝑂2− −

∆𝐻°

𝑅𝑇
+

∆𝑆°

𝑇
+

𝑃∆𝑉°

𝑅𝑇
                               (122) 

with ∆𝐻°, ∆𝑆° and ∆𝑉° are reaction enthalpy, entropy and volume change of reaction (67) at equilibrium. 

𝑥𝐶𝑂3
2− is then rescaled to ppm, (𝐶𝑂2)𝑝𝑝𝑚, and the activity coefficient term is taken as:  

−𝑙𝑛𝛾𝐶𝑂3
2− = ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑖

𝑖

                                                                        (123) 

where the 𝑑𝑖  terms are meant to express the chemical control of selected oxides or ratio of oxides (𝑥𝑖) on 

CO2 solubility, thus following an approach similar to that of Wallace and Carmichael (1992) for sulfur (see 

section 4.10 below) although inspired by the conventional Margules mixing formalism. The Authors also 

assume a functional form for 𝑎𝑂2− such that  

ln 𝑎𝑂2− = 𝑏 ·
NBO

O
                                                                        (124) 

where the term NBO/O indicates the ratio between non-bridging to total oxygens, justified by 

spectroscopic measurements and theoretical investigations that suggest a correlation between this 

quantity and CO2 solubility (Brooker et al., 2001; Guillot and Sator, 2011). To assess the number of NBOs, 

Iacono Marziano et al. (2012) consider two extreme cases represented by anhydrous melt (Marrocchi and 

Toplis, 2005) and hydrous one, in which all dissolved H2O is assumed to have converted into OH groups, all 

of which produce NBOs (see the original paper for the details of the computation). 

By further assuming constant enthalpy, entropy and volume terms, Eq. (122) is then rewritten as: 

ln(𝑤CO2
, 𝑝𝑝𝑚) = ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑑𝑖

𝑖

+ 𝑎 · ln 𝑃CO2
+ 𝑏 ·

NBO

O
+

𝐴

𝑇
+ 𝐵 +

𝐶 · 𝑃

𝑇
                             (125) 

where the CO2 partial pressure is used instead of fugacity (ideal gas) and 𝑑𝑖 , 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝐴, 𝐵 and C  are fitting 

parameters. 

In the case of water, Iacono Marziano et al. (2012) assume complete speciation into OH- groups as for 

reaction (73), that they write as: 

H2OG + O2-  2OH-     (126) 

and then rework its equilibrium constant to obtain for dissolved water (in wt%) the same functional form as 

for carbon dioxide in Eq. (125): 

ln(𝑤H2O, 𝑤𝑡%) = ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑑′𝑖
𝑖

+ 𝑎′ · ln 𝑃H2O + 𝑏′ ·
NBO

O
+

𝐴′

𝑇
+ 𝐵′ +

𝐶′ · 𝑃

𝑇
                     (127) 

After calibration on a dataset of H2O, CO2 and H2O + CO2 saturation conditions for mafic melts, the final 

parameterization takes the following form: 



ln(𝑤CO2
, 𝑝𝑝𝑚) = 𝑥H2O𝑑H2O + 𝑥Al𝑑Al + 𝑥FeO+MgO𝑑FeO+MgO + 𝑥Na2O+K2O𝑑Na2O+K2O + 𝑎 · ln 𝑃CO2

+ 𝑏 ·
NBO

O

+ 𝐵 +
𝐶 · 𝑃

𝑇
                                                                                                                                      (128) 

ln(𝑤H2O, 𝑤𝑡%) = 𝑎′ · ln 𝑃H2O + 𝑏′ ·
NBO

O
+ 𝐵′ +

𝐶′ · 𝑃

𝑇
                                     (129) 

which excludes enthalpy terms, therefore limiting the effects of temperature on volatile saturation 

contents (as in Dixon, 1995a,b and Dixon, 1997), consistent with the limited 𝑇 range of the calibration 

database which includes experiments mostly equilibrated between 1200 and 1300 °C, and not exceeding 

1100 – 1400 °C. An application of this model with caveats about its extrapolation outside the calibration 

domain can be found in Shishkina et al. (2014). 

Following the philosophy of Iacono-Marziano et al. (2012), Eguchi and Dasugpta (2018) used a relation 

similar to Eq. (128) for CO2 solubility in natural silicate melts at graphite/diamond saturation. A purely 

empirical formulation for CO2 solubility in low-silica kimberlite melts is given by Moussallam et al. (2015) 

which takes the form ln(𝑤CO2
, 𝑤𝑡%) = 𝐴 · (SiO2 + Al2O3)3 + 𝐵 · (SiO2 + Al2O3)2 + 𝐶 · (SiO2 + Al2O3) +

𝐷, where 𝐷 is a constant and 𝐴, 𝐵 and 𝐶 are flexible power-law functions of pressure. 

4.7 Acid-base compositional control on volatile speciation 

In the speciation models described so far, the role of the melt in determining the speciation of dissolved 

water and carbon dioxide is either limited or practically absent. The Burnham model defines but does not 

implement speciation mechanisms that allow a judicious choice of macroscopic components removing non-

ideal Henry’s-like behaviour. The suite of Stolper’s (and co-workers) models assess water speciation but 

avoid further complexities related to the different reactive properties of melt oxygens (O°, O- and O2-) as 

from the Lux-Flood formalism (reaction (70)-(71)) and as it is directly accounted for in the Toop and Samis 

(1962a,b) approach. Spera and Bergman (1980) and Stolper-like models based on Henrian behaviour for 

volatile solubility/saturation are not anchored to the melt reactive complexity, and simply employ enthalpy 

and volume terms for different melt types. The Dixon et al. (1997) extension adopts silica as a control 

variable for dissolved molecular water and carbonatic groups in basaltic (sensu-lato) compositions at low-

pressure. Finally, structural parameters (e.g. NBO/O in Iacono-Marziano et al., 2012) are used as semi-

empirical parameters anchored to composition but without a theoretical framework for melt reactivity. 

Although not fully explicit or accounted for, melt acid-base properties lie on the bottom line of the above 

approaches. Let’s recall that the acid-base character of a solution, hence the property of its species to 

behave as either a base or an acid (or both) determine, as for aqueous solutions, the reactivity of the 

solvent (the melt) which controls volatile speciation hence its saturation (see Moretti and Ottonello, this 

volume, and Cicconi et al., 2020a; Ottonello and Moretti, 2011; Fraser, 1977; Moretti, 2005). Accordingly, 

reactive-species models can provide a quantitative description of dissolution and speciation, provided a 

basicity scale. 

In the case of water, Fraser (1977) already noted that ”in very basic melts H2O may dissolve as an acidic 

oxide”, which is something not accounted for by the models seen so far. This fact and the associated 

implications may perhaps not be immediately evident to the reader, but two examples extracted from the 

arguments in the previous pages should help: 



1) Dissolution of CO2 as CO3
2-. Following reaction (67), increasing carbonate species results in 

increased melt polymerization, as qualitatively discussed by Spera and Bergman (1980), Fine and 

Stolper (1985, 1986) and Stolper et al. (1987). Because increased melt polymerization is also a 

consequence of increased silica concentration (and decreased O2-), the larger the silica content the 

lower the CO2 solubility as carbonate in response to the Mass Action Law. This behavior is fully 

consistent with the notation of reaction (67), which basically says that CO2 behaves as an acidic 

component according to the Lux-Flood definition at reaction (71). 

2) Dissolution of H2O as hydroxyl groups. Following reaction (73), hydroxyl groups cause melt 

depolymerization, as long structural units of the type  -O-Si-O-Si-O- are disrupted into shorter -O-Si-

OH units. Accordingly, silica-rich (O0-rich) polymerized melts dissolve water quite easily based on 

the mechanism at reaction (73). If reaction (75) is subtracted from reaction (73) while taking into 

account reaction (70) between three kinds of reactive oxygen, we obtain reaction (74) (with H2OG 

instead of H2O), which says that water is a basic oxide following the Lux-Flood formalism of reaction 

(71). 

The above examples show that dissolution of CO2 and H2O can have opposite effects on melt structure, an 

aspect which is not a fundamental one in the above speciation-based models, possibly because the 

competition between polymerization and de-polymerization at low pressure is poorly effective as a 

consequence of far lower amounts of dissolved CO2 with respect to H2O. An example of such a competing 

behavior, increasing in relevance as pressure increases, is the observed increase in CO2 saturation content 

when small amounts of H2O are dissolved in an initially H2O-free melt. Such a non-ideal behavior was first 

observed in pre-1980 experiments by Mysen and co-workers (Mysen, 1976; Mysen et al., 1976), then 

confirmed by Jacobsson (1997), King and Holloway (2002), and Botcharnikov et al. (2005). In light of the 

examples above, that effect may be a consequence of decreased melt polymerization when adding H2O, 

thus increasing CO2 dissolution. It is relevant to note that such a non-ideal behavior is captured by the 

regular solution models described in section 3 (see Fig. 13 in Papale, 1999a, and Fig. 14 in Ghiorso and 

Gualda, 2015), although these models do not account explicitly for melt structural effects. 

A first step towards the assessment of the response of the melt solvent in terms of its acid-base properties 

has been the assessment of the amphoteric behavior of dissolved water, that is, the dual character (acid 

and base) of H2O in a melt (as for pure water and water solutions). Several lines of evidences, and 

particularly the Raman and NMR detection of OH- (i.e.,  M-OH groups; Xue and Kanzaki, 2004; Le Losq et al., 

2013, 2015) suggest such a dual behavior of water and its dependence on melt composition (Xue and 

Kanzaki, 2004; Moretti, 2005; Mysen and Cody, 2005; Moretti et al., 2014). In particular, in depolymerized 

melt systems water tends to stabilize the silicate network because it forms complexes with metals 

subtracting them from their role of network modifiers. This behaviour is similar to that of CO3
2-, and points 

to water self-ionization (or autoprotolysis), that is, a reaction through which water molecules dissociate 

into solvated protons H+ and hydroxide ions, OH- (Moretti, 2005; Moretti et al., 2014; Dufils et al., 2020): 

H2OmolH+ + OH-       (130) 

This reaction stands at the basis of the pH scale of acidity and has been one of the most fruitful concepts in 

general chemistry, used to describe solvent-solute interactions without reference to the structural state of 

water. Reaction (130) suggests that the concept of dissolved molecular water developed by Stolper and co-

workers is actually related to water auto-ionization, and that the species actually involved are, again, H+ 

and OH-. In terms of ionic semantics compatible with the Lux-Flood formalism (reaction (71)), H+ is the 

result of the basic dissociation of bulk water (macroscopic component) via reaction (74), then combining to 

NBOs to give terminal OH groups which determine silicate network depolymerization as demanded by the 



Toop-Samis reaction (70). The above quotation by Fraser (1977) on the capability of water to dissolve as an 

acidic oxide in very basic melts can be rendered by the reaction: 

H2OG + O2-  2OH-      (131) 

It is important to note that reaction (131) has a different meaning with respect to reaction (86) from Silver 

and Stolper (1990) and subsequent papers, beyond the reference to molecular water in the gas or the melt 

phase. In fact, in reaction (131) O2- refers to oxygens that are not part of the polymerization structure of the 

melt, or free (non-structural or non-network associated) oxygens as from reaction (70), while in reaction 

(86) they do not necessarily take the same meaning. Similarly, OH- in reaction (131) refers to free or non-

network associated hydroxyls that consume free oxygens as a consequence of water dissolution. As a side 

argument, we stress here the relevance of using appropriate notations with clear meanings. As a matter of 

fact, differently charged ions participating in exchanges with water (or other dissolved volatiles) have 

radically different meanings in terms of structural and acid-base implications for the melt. 

Polymeric models based on Toop-Samis oxygen exchange at reaction (70) treat simultaneously the basic 

and acidic dissociation of water, including hydrogen proton H+ among silicate chain-breaking network 

modifiers. While H+ produces T-OH groups (T being a network former such as Si or Al) thus it has a strong 

depolymerizing effect on the melt, OH- is one among the free anions, including O2-, that complex metals 

such as Na, K, Mg, Fe2+, and Ca. In doing so, OH- groups subtract metals from their role of network 

modifiers, limiting melt depolymerization in metal-rich melts such as basalts. In fact, water acidic 

dissociation is much more pronounced in mafic than in silicic melts (Fig. 11). This has a macroscopic 

counterpart in much lower extent of viscosity decrease associated with initial water dissolution in mafic 

with respect to silicic melts (Mysen and Cody, 2005; Moretti et al., 2014; see also Fig. 49c in section 6.3). 

Hydrogen protons H+ can also complex hydroxyl ions OH- and recombine to form water molecules H2Omol 

(reaction 130), detected in silicate melts by vibrational spectroscopy.  

 

Figure 11. Patterns of melt viscosity and water dissociation quantitities as a function of water content in the melt. a) 

Viscosity of hydrous rhyolitic and basaltic melts (calculated as in Giordano et al., 2008). b) Water dissociation from 

reaction (139). For low SiO2 melts (basalts) the amphoteric behavior of dissolved water is such that the extent of 

depolymerization and the decrease of viscosity are limited upon further addition of water.  

 



According to the Toop-Samis model for reactive oxygen exchange, water dissolving in silicate melts should 

then be treated in terms of completely dissociated ion products H+ and OH-. This is coherent with the well-

established Lux-Flood acid-base behavior based on O2- exchange (reaction 70), which demands dissociation 

of all macroscopic oxide components in ionic species according to acid-base reaction mechanisms (for 

water, reaction (74) or (130)). This formalism leads to quantifying the proportions of of O0, O- and O2- in the 

melt, whereby 𝑥
O2-  is a measure of melt basicity (see reaction (71)) and its logarithm has practically the 

same meaning for silicate melts as the pH value in aqueous solutions (Flood and Forland, 1947; Trémillon, 

1967; Duffy and Ingram, 1971; Moretti, 2005; Moretti et al., 2014; Moretti, 2020; Cicconi et al., 2020b; 

Moretti and Ottonello, this volume). Within the frame of the Toop-Samis model, the compositional 

dependence of reaction (70) reflects the oxygen-based variability of the melt network, which results in a 

composition-dependent mean polarization state of the silicate medium thus composition-dependent 

proportions of the three oxygen species (O0, O- and  O2-). The compositional shift of the network mean 

polarization state determines the acid-base properties of the melt (Ottonello and Moretti, 2001; Moretti, 

2005, 2020; Moretti and Ottonello, this volume), which are therefore strictly related to the relative 

proportions of the three kinds of oxygens, thus to melt polymerization. Based on the Toop-Samis 

formalism, a consistent set of chemical components involved in volatile-melt reactions can be identified so 

that charge is transferred between reactive chemical entities such as network-modifying cations, network-

forming polyanions and free anions not contributing to the network structure, such as O2- and OH-. The 

syntax employed to write chemical exchanges relates therefore to aspects of the melt structure, although 

not being itself a complete structural description of the melt phase. 

Moretti et al. (2014) solved water speciation and its amphoteric behavior on the basis of a polymeric 

framework in which Eq. (72) describing the equilibrium of reaction (70) is solved for its compositional 

dependence. For an exhaustive excursus about the implementation of ionic-polymeric models of silicate 

melts the reader is referred to Moretti and Ottonello (this volume). Here we summarize basic features that 

are relevant for volatile speciation and that also form the basis for sulfur saturation modeling treated 

below.  

Following Ottonello et al. (2001), 𝐾70 in Eq. (72) is parameterized on the basis of atomistic properties, such 

as the basicity moderating parameters (a measure of the covalence of a cation in the oxygen ligand, then of 

the  solvation character of the cation; see also Moretti and Ottonello, this volume), for both network 

modifiers (𝛾𝑀ì
𝜈+ ) and network formers (𝛾

𝑇𝑗
𝜂+), through the following equation: 

𝐾70 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [4.662 × (∑ 𝑥𝑀𝑖
𝜈+

𝑖

𝛾𝑀ì
𝜈+ − ∑ 𝑥

𝑇𝑗
𝜂+

𝑗

𝛾
𝑇𝑗

𝜂+) − 1.1445]                                  (132) 

where 𝑥𝑀𝑖
𝜈+ and 𝑥

𝑇𝑗
𝜂+ are atom fractions of network modifiers (including H+) and network formers, 

respectively. Equation (132) establishes a formal link between the acid-base properties of the medium 

(expressed as a balance between network formers’ and network modifiers’ basicity in the sense of Lewis; 

Moretti, 2020) and the polymerization constant 𝐾70. The Toop-Samis model adopts complete dissociation 

of constituting basic oxides, which actually corresponds to the Temkin (1945) model of fused salts. This 

ascribes the activity of a molten component to the product of the activities of ionic fractions over the 

cation and anion matrixes. For a generic divalent oxide that corresponds to:  

𝑎MO(Temkin) = 𝑎M2+𝑎O2− = 𝑥M2+𝑥O2− =
𝑛M2+

∑ cations
⋅

𝑛O2−

∑ anions
                               (133) 



which defines a standard state corresponding to completely dissociated oxide components, so that for a 

generic dissolution reaction for a generic divalent oxide (Lux-Flood formalism of Eq. (71)) : 

MO  M2+ + O2-      (134) 

we get 

𝐾134 =
𝑥M2+𝑥O2−

𝑎MO
≠ 𝐾134(Temkin) = 1                                                     (135) 

where 1 is the value for the complete dissociation in the Temkin standard state, implying a standard state 

shift that must be tracked. Given the Temkin-like complete dissociation, the number of moles of bridging 

oxygens per mole of melt is: 

(𝑂°) =
4NT − (𝑂−)

2
                                                                            (136) 

where NT is the number of moles of tetrahedra in a mole of melt, and the parentheses indicate moles per 

mole of melt. Mass balance gives the number of moles of free oxygen per mole of melt: 

(𝑂2−) = (1 − 𝑁Y) −
(𝑂−)

2
                                                                   (136) 

where obviously 1 − NT represents the number of moles of basic oxide per mole of melt. 

Combining Eqs. (72), (136) and (136) gives: 

𝐾70 =
⌊4NT − (O−)⌋[2 − 2NT − (O−)]

4(O−)2                                                    (137) 

that can be solved for (O−). 

In this conceptual framework, the activities of dissociated oxide components correspond to those of 

Temkin’s fused salt notation in its standard state (Temkin, 1945), which for polymeric melts are generalized 

as (Moretti and Ottonello, 2005): 

𝑎M𝜒𝑂𝜓
= [

(M𝜈+)

∑ cations
]

𝜒

× [
(O2−)

[(O2−) + (OH−) + ∑ structons]
]

𝜓

                                (138) 

Ottonello et al. (2001), Moretti (2005) and Moretti and Ottonello (this volume) report the procedure to 

compute the number of polyanionic units (or structons, in the sense of Fraser, 1975) that appear in Eq. 

(138).  

In focusing on water speciation, Moretti et al. (2014) subtract reaction (130) from reaction (74), that is, 

they remove the macroscopic oxide water component and equilibrate its dissociation products in the 

Temkin standard state of complete dissociation, obtaining: 

OH−   H+  +  O2−                                                                       (139) 

with equilibrium constant derived in the Temkin standard state as:  

log 𝐾139 =
[H+][O2−]

[OH−]
                                                                     (140) 



with square brackets denoting concentrations assumed to correspond to activities.  

Moretti et al. (2014) then consider infrared data using the following mass balance: 

𝑛H𝑇OT = 2𝑛H2O
𝑇𝑂𝑇 = 𝑛OHFTIR + 2𝑛H2Omol

= 𝑛𝑇−OH + 𝑛OH− + 2𝑛H2Omol
                         (141) 

where infrared spectroscopy allows to determine OHFTIR given by T-OH plus OH- (i.e., M-OH) along with 

H2Omol. The last step is then reconciling infrared observations with the polymeric model based on 

complete dissociation of water (reactions (130) and (74), or their difference given by reaction (139)). Based 

on existing infrared data of water speciation, the authors showed that the amount of detected T-OH groups 

equals the amount of H+ which is residual after recombination to give H2Omol. This  number corresponds to: 

𝑛H+ = 𝑛𝑇−OH =
𝛴cations (

𝑛OHFTIR

2
− 𝑛H2O

TOT) + 𝐾139𝑛O2− (𝑛H2O
𝑇𝑂𝑇 +

𝑛OHFTIR

2
)

𝐾139𝑛O2− + 𝛴cations
                      (142) 

Equation (142) is the necessary link to anchor the infrared observational database to the requirements of a 

polymeric model based on full oxide dissociation typical of the Temkin standard state in ionic-polymeric 

models. It allows calibrating 𝐾139 (Eq. (140) ) and solve Eq. (141) for 𝑛𝑇−OH, 𝑛OH− and 2𝑛H2Omol
. Moretti et 

al. (2014) showed that infrared speciation is inherited at glass transition temperature, very likely due to 

hydrogen bonding that favors H2Omol (Le Losq etal., 2014). Their melt speciation based on reaction (139) 

and subsequent recombination to give H2Omol and T-OH other than OH- (or M-OH) is in good agreement 

with i) NMR results by Xue and Kanzaki (2004, 2008) (Fig. 12) reporting low but significant concentration of 

M-OH groups in mafic compositions, and ii) in-situ Raman measurements by Le Losq et al. (2014), and 

subsequent IR, Raman and NMR measurements by Le Losq et al. (2015). Moretti et al. (2014) could then 

derive water auto-ionization in melts: 

 log 𝐾130 = log
[H+][OH−]

[H2Omol]
= −1.416 + 

3568.68

𝑇
                                                   (143) 

which represents a fundamental property of water dissolving in silicate melts (see also Dufils et al., 2020). 

The value of 𝐾130 at Eq. (143) is in line with that obtained by Raman determinations in Le Losq et al. (2013), 

yielding log 𝐾130 =  1863.1
𝑇⁄ − 1.9585 in their investigated 𝑇 −range. 

Although not done by the previous authors, water solubility can be directly computed by replacing reaction 

(139) with reactions (74) (basic dissociation of water) and (130) (acidic dissociation of water) from which it 

was derived. 

The example above shows that the ionic-polymeric treatment of dissolution reactions provides a unified, 

consistent description of acid-base reactivity determined by the oxides constituting the melt. These 

arguments are further expanded in the following section, which deals with the solubility of sulfur, the 

amphoteric volatile par excellence. 

4.8 Sulfur solubility 

Saturation of sulfur in melts under conditions which are frequent in nature involves the formation of 

immiscible FeOS liquid as well as solid phases like pyrrhotite and anhydrite. Here we focus on only melt-gas 

equilibrium, while for the saturation conditions with respect to the above liquid and solid phases we 

address the reader to the vast existing literature (e.g.., Smythe et al., 2017; Baker and Moretti, 2011;  

Moretti and Baker, 2008, and references therein). 



 

Figure 12. a) NMR data (filled symbols) of water speciation (Xue and Kanzaki, 2004, 2008) compared to the predictions 

of the Moretti et al. (2014) model for water amphoteric behavior in melts (empty symbols). b) Concentration of FTIR-

like water species predicted by Moretti et al. (2014) for hydrous rhyolites and basalts at 400 and 500 °C. These two 

temperatures are typical glass transition temperatures of hydrous melts. They have been computed as the 

temperature corresponding to a viscosity of 1012 Pa s, computed from via the Giordano et al. (2008) model, and refer 

to rhyolite with 2 wt.% H2O and basalt with 3.5 wt.% H2O (500 °C) and rhyolite with 4 wt.% H2O (400 °C). Modified 

after Moretti et al. (2014). 

  

Since early studies in metallurgy (Fincham and Richardson, 1954), sulfur is known to be characterized by a 

speciation state strongly dependent on oxygen fugacity. Two solubility mechanisms were defined: 

O2- + 
1

2
 S2  S2- + 

1

2
 O2      (144) 

O2- + 
1

2
 S2 + 

3

2
 O2  SO4

2-      (145) 

That can be re-written in terms of SO2 (or any other S-bearing gaseous species): 



O2- + SO2  S2- + 
3

2
 O2      (146) 

O2- + SO2 + 
1

2
 O2  SO4

2-      (147) 

As for reactions involving water illustrated at section 4.3, melt basicity, corresponding to the O2- term, 

appears on the left-side in reactions (144)-(145). Assuming ideal mixing of the species involved in reactions 

(146) and (147) (therefore assuming equivalence between activity and concentration), and employing the 

corresponding reaction constants, the roles of melt basicity, oxygen fugacity, and SO2 fugacity in 

determining the equilibrium are highlighted (remind that fugacity is equal to activity times a reference 

fugacity, Eq. (25)): 

log[S2−] = −
3

2
log 𝑎O2

+ log 𝑎SO2
+ log 𝐾146 + log [O2-]   (148) 

log [SO4
2-

] =
1

2
log 𝑎O2

+ log 𝑎SO2
+ log 𝐾147 + log [O2-]    (149) 

where square brackets denote concentration. Equations (148) and (149) illustrate some fundamental 

aspects of sulfur solubility in silicate melts: i) the bulk solubility of sulfur is given by the sum of dissolved 

sulfide (Eq. 148) and sulfate (Eq. 149), and ii) for given 𝑃, 𝑇 conditions and melt composition (i.e., for 

constant [O2-] ) and fixed fugacity of SO2, dissolved sulfide and sulfate respectively decrease (Eq. (148)) and 

increase (Eq. (149)) with increasing oxygen fugacity, following on a log-log scale simple linear relations 

constrained by the O2 stoichiometric coefficient in reactions (146) and (147).  Such a dual behavior depicts a 

solubility minimum in total sulfur as a function of oxygen fugacity, which represents an important 

theoretical constraint for the correct interpretation of sulfur solubility data, particularly near the QFM 

buffer (Carroll and Rutherford, 1988; Moretti, 2020). At the same time, it is worth noting that the 

theoretical constant slopes of log[𝑆] vs. log 𝑎O2
 (or log 𝑓O2

) are only attained for conditions corresponding 

to constant sulfur dioxide and free oxygen activity (Moretti et al., 2003a; Moretti and Ottonello, 2005; 

Cicconi et al., 2020). Under such conditions, Eqs. (148) and (149) lead to: 

log 𝑤S = −
3

2
log 𝑓O2

+ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡        (reduced region)                                       (150) 

log 𝑤S =
1

2
log 𝑓O2

+ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡             (oxidized region)                                      (151) 

where 𝑤S is mass fraction of dissolved sulfur. The entire procedure could be re-written starting from 

reactions (144) and (145) and fixing 𝑓S2
 instead of 𝑓SO2

, in which case the stoichiometric coefficients at Eqs. 

(150)-(151) would be -1/2 for the reduced region, and 3/2 for the oxidized one. 

Matching the theoretical slopes at Eqs. (150)-(151) is a condition always achieved in equilibrium 

experiments on sulfur solubility where ingoing gaseous mixtures with fixed stoichiometry are imposed. This 

is however not the natural case, since rarely the gas phase is so abundant to buffer the system. While the 

theoretical slopes are useful to test if all sulfur is present either as sulfide or sulfate (e.g, Fincham and 

Richardson, 1954; Moretti and Ottonello, 2005, Carroll and Webster, 1994; Baker and Moretti, 2011, and 

references therein), directly extending the results of buffered experiments to real system data can lead to 

serious misinterpretation. Similarly, the interpretation of experimental results requires particular care. An 

example of the latter is provided in Fig. 13, which shows sulfur solubility data for a hydrous Ab35Di10An55 

melt (Gorbachev and Bezmen, 2002). From a log S vs. log 𝑓O2
 plot (panel a) one may conclude that the 



increase of sulfur is related to its enhanced dissolution as sulfate. However, panel b reveals that all points 

align on the sulfide side where the theoretical slope is –1.5 (Eq. (150)) (the fact that the points do not 

strictly obey such an alignment is simply due to different pressures and water contents at saturation, which 

perturb the value of other quantities at Eqs. (148)-(149) – or equivalently, which make the last term on the 

right side at Eqs. (150)-(151) to not be strictly constant). Panels c and d in the same figure show the 

theoretical slopes for an Etna basalt investigated by Lesne et al. (2015), whereas panels e and f show a 

trachyandesite from El Chichon volcano in Mexico (Luhr, 1990) (note that in this latter case 𝑓S2
 instead of 

𝑓SO2
 has been used). Data points falling close to theoretical lines with negative slope in panels d and f d can 

be attributed to samples containing sulfide sulfur, whereas those falling close to theoretical lines with 

positive slope can be attributed to samples containing sulfate sulfur. The position of the solubility minima 

can be roughly identified.  

 

Figure 13. Bulk sulfur solubility and relative sulfide-sulfate solubilities. a and b) Hydrous Ab35Di10An55 melt (𝑇 = 1200 

°C; Gorbachev and Bezmen, 2002). c and d) Hydrous Etna composition at 1050 °C (1200 °C for the red triangle) and 𝑃 < 

100 MPa. e and f) Re-melted El-Chichon trachyandesite (𝑇 = 1000 °C; 𝑃 = 2-4 kbar; Luhr, 1990). Modified and 

extended after Moretti and Ottonello (2005). 



 

In summary, while on a log-log scale theoretical sulfide and sulfate solubilities are linearly related to oxygen 

fugacity, real data can display substantial non-linear trends reflecting the variability of other quantities, 

particularly 𝑓O2
and 𝑓SO2

 (or 𝑓S2
) which enter the sulfur-related reactions (144)-(147) (see also the related 

discussion in Moretti et al., 2003, and the discussion at section 4.11).  

4.9 Modeling sulfur solubility in silicate melts: the CTSFG model 

Below we introduce general concepts that have been fundamental for modeling sulfur solubility in silicate 

melts, and build on those concepts to develop first the ideas and equations at the basis of the CTSFG 

(Conjugated-Toop-Samis-Flood-Grjotheim) model developed in a series of papers by Moretti and co-

workers. In the subsequent section 4.10 we treat other modeling approaches that have been proposed to 

calculate sulfur solubility in silicate melts, whereas section 4.11 describes the principles over which the 

COSH code is developed, joining the CTSFG and SOLWCAD (section 3.3) codes to compute the 

compositional and redox-state -dependent saturation surface of fluids in the C-O-S-H system. 

Based on reaction (144), which dominates sulfur dissolution at reduced conditions typical of the metallurgic 

industry, early works in metallurgy have defined the quantity 𝐶S2
 called sulfide capacity (Fincham and 

Richardson, 1954): 

𝐶S2
= 𝑤S (

𝑓O2

𝑓S2

)

1
2⁄

                                                                      (152) 

which takes a specific value for each different melt composition, and that embodies the dependence of  

sulfur solubility on both oxygen and sulfur fugacity, their ratio being called the “sulfurizing potential” 

(Moretti and Ottonello, 2005 and references therein). This quantity has been of critical relevance for 

refining steel and alloys from sulfur. A very large database of values of 𝐶S2
 at 1 bar has been set for slags, 

mostly contained within the SiO2-Al2O3-MgO-CaO-FeO-MnO system. Fincham and Richardson (1954) 

demonstrated that within the limits of their measurements, 𝐶S2
 is an empirically predictable property. It 

should be stressed here that the sulfide capacity is a pseudo-equilibrium constant and does not, in any way, 

locate the sulfur solubility at saturation with other S-bearing liquid or solid phases. Its nature is similar to 

that of an equilibrium constant as long as 𝐶S2
 is a constant for each composition (𝑇 and 𝑃 being also 

constant), a condition which implies sufficiently small amounts of dissolved sulfur so that the activities of all 

oxide components in the melt are about the same as those observed in the sulfur-free melt. O’Neill and 

Mavrogenes (2002) fitted experimental sulfide capacities for different silicate melt compositions at 1400 °C 

with an equation of the type: 

ln 𝐶S2
= ∑ 𝑥𝑖

𝑖,  modifier

𝐴𝑖 + 𝐵Fe-Ti𝑥Fe𝑥Ti + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡                                                    (153) 

where the 𝐴𝑖  terms relate to the difference in the free energies of formation of  sulfide and oxide 

components, and 𝐵Fe-Ti is a sort of interaction parameter for Fe-Ti bearing melts. Other empirical 

parameterizations have been proposed in Sosinsky and Sommerville (1986), Young et al. (1992), and 

Beckett (2002), all based on the concept of optical basicity (introduced below). 



Because of the lower interest of oxidized conditions for metallurgy, the related literature is much less 

abundant than for reduced conditions. In principle, a sulfate capacity analogous to the sulfide capacity at 

Eq. (152) can be defined based on reaction (145): 

𝐶SO4
2− = 𝑤S𝑓O2

−3
2⁄

𝑓S2

−1
2⁄

                                                                       (154) 

However, treating sulfur solubility based on reactions (144)-(145) (or (146)-(147)), or by using sufide and 

sufate capacities defined at Eqs. (152) and (154), requires full assessment of the oxygen structure in the 

melt, thus full assessment of melt polymerization in a way similar to that for water speciation in section 4.7 

(see also Moretti and Ottonello, this volume). As for the case of water, mutual interactions of the 

constituting oxides can be described in the framework of Temkin’s fused salt approach (Temkin, 1945), 

implying that ionic species are assumed to follow Raoult’s behavior over their respective matrixes. The 

polymeric nature of silicate melts is thus described in terms of reactivity between charged species and 

functional groups (cations, free anions and polymeric units or “structons”, according to Fraser, 1975a,b; 

1977), which in turn determine the mixing properties of the phase. In the case of sulfur, its “altervalent” 

nature (that is, the strong control exerted by oxygen fugacity in determining its partition between oxidized 

and reduced sulfur species as it is described by reactions (144)-(145)) makes the role of melt 

polymerization, thus of the acid-base properties of the constituting oxides, even more fundamental in 

determining the overall solubility (Ottonello et al., 2001; Moretti and Ottonello, 2003a,b, 2005, and this 

volume; Moretti and Papale, 2004; Moretti, 2005, 2020; Baker and Moretti, 2011; Cicconi et al., 2020; Le 

Losq et al 2020;  Moretti and Stefansson, 2020).  

Moretti and Ottonello (2003a, 2005) have shown that the compositional dependence of reactions (144)-

(145) reflects the fact that both S2- and SO4
2- anions are not in a free (or “unpolarized”) state, as for the O2- 

or the OH- groups seen above (see also Moretti, 2020; Moretti and Ottonello, this volume). Such anions are 

solvated into the melt structure and thus their polarization depends on overall melt composition, which is 

described by the overall oxygen-based silicate network and not by just the adjacent cations. Based on this 

consideration, Moretti and Ottonello (2003a, 2005) modelled the competing sulfur equilibria pairs (144)-

(145) as:  

𝑤S = 𝑤S,sulfide + 𝑤S,sulfate = 𝐶S6+𝑓O2

3
2 𝑓S2

1
2 + 𝐶S2-

𝑓S2

1
2

𝑓O2

1
2

                                             (155) 

and showed that the capacities in Eq. (155) can be conveniently combined by using Flood-Grjotheim 

electrically equivalent ion fractions defined for a generic cation M of charge + (Flood and Grjotheim, 1952; 

Moretti and Ottonello, 2005):  

𝑥 ′
𝑀𝑖

𝜈+ =
𝜈𝑖

+𝑛𝑀𝑖
𝜈+

∑ 𝜈𝑖
+𝑛𝑀𝑖

𝜈+
                                                                       (156) 

The 𝑥 ′
𝑀𝑖

𝜈+ values represent weighting factors for the contribution of each metal oxide-metal sulfide and 

metal oxide-metal sulfate pair to S2- and SO4
2- dissolution. In practice, the solubility mechanisms described 

by reactions (144)-(145) can be solved by combining oxide-sulfide and oxide-sulfate exchanges (on a one-

oxygen basis) of the type:  



M2
𝜐⁄ O𝑀 +

1

2
S2

𝐺 ⇔ 𝑀2
𝜐⁄ S𝑀 +

1

2
O2

𝐺                                                   (157) 

M2
𝜐⁄ O𝑀 +

1

2
S2

𝐺 +
3

2
O2

𝐺 ⇔ M2
𝜐⁄  SO4

𝑀                                                 (158) 

with equilibrium constants: 

𝐾O-S,M =
𝑎M2

𝜐⁄ S

𝑎M2
𝜐⁄ O

(
𝑎O2

𝑎S2

)

1
2⁄

                                                         (159) 

𝐾O-SO4,M =
𝑎M2

𝜐⁄ SO4

𝑎M2
𝜐⁄ O

(𝑎O2

−3
2⁄ 𝑎S2

−1
2⁄ )                                           (160) 

Each one of the above exchanges includes specific dissociations, and related constants, for oxides and 

sulfides, or oxides and sulfates. For example, in the case of reactions (157) and (158), the components 

undergo basic dissociation following (on a one S atom basis): 

M2
𝜈⁄ S ⇔

2

𝜈
M𝜈+ + S2−                                                            (161) 

M2
𝜈⁄ SO4 ⇔

2

𝜈
M𝜈+ + SO4

2−                                                       (162) 

The same applies to the corresponding basic molten oxides, for which (on a one O atom basis): 

M2
𝜈⁄ O ⇔

2

𝜈
M𝜈+ + O2−                                                          (163) 

Reaction (157)-(158) and (161)-(163) represent a change of notation with respect to reactions (144)-(145) 

through specification of oxide and sulfide or sulfate components. As a consequence, they imply a change of 

standard state as they link oxides/sulfides/sulfates (components, with standard state defined at given P and 

system T, see the discussion immediately following Eq. (19)) and their ion products (species, with standard 

state in the Temkin model corresponding to the state of complete dissociation, see section 4.7). It follows 

that the equilibria at Eqs. (159) and (160) embody energetic transpositions from one standard state to the 

other (see also Ottonello et al., 2001; Moretti and Ottonello 2003a,b,2005; Baker and Moretti, 2011; 

Moretti, 2020; Moretti and Ottonello, this volume) that must be accounted for in the solution of the 

equations. 

Equations (159) and (160), weighted by electrically equivalent ion fractions defined at Eq. (156), can be 

combined within a thermochemical cycle first proposed by Flood and Grjotheim (1952) and implemented 

by Moretti and Ottonello (2005) (see Moretti and Ottonello, this volume). This cycle can be equally applied 

to simple (e.g., metallurgical slags) as well as complex (e.g., natural magmas) silicate melts, providing the 

formalism to account for the compositional-dependent melt solvation properties and polarization state of 

sulfide and sulfate groups, thus for composition-dependent sulfur solubility in silicate melts. The same 

formalism allows generalization of the equilibria (157) and (158), referring to some specific oxide-forming 

cation M with charge +, to obtain expressions describing the compositional control on oxide-sulfide and 

oxide-sulfate disproportionation in multicomponent slags or melts: 



lnK′
O-S = ∑ 𝑥

𝑀𝑖
𝜐+

′ lnCO−S,M𝑖

anneal. 𝐾O−S,M𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

                                                      (164) 

lnK′
O−SO4

= ∑ 𝑥
𝑀𝑖

𝜐+
′ lnCO−SO4,M𝑖

anneal. 𝐾O−SO4,M𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

                                              (165) 

where    𝐶O−S,M𝑖

anneal.  and  𝐶O−SO4,M𝑖

anneal.   are constants (entropies of annealing) accounting for energy gaps related 

to the aforementioned differences in standard states, and the multiplying electrically equivalent ion 

fractions (see Eq. (156)) are computed with reference to the appropriate matrix, either cationic or anionic. 

In the case of the anionic matrix, the charges of central cations (network formers) are considered. 

The determination of the bulk oxide-sulfide and oxide-sulfate disproportionation constants (K′ terms in 

Eqs. (164)-(165)) requires knowledge of the individual Gibbs energy of reaction for all components (Eqs. 

(159)-(160)) as a function of temperature. Unfortunately, the available thermodynamic data are insufficient 

for such a goal. To overcome this issue, Moretti and Ottonello (2003a), Moretti et al. (2003), and Moretti 

and Ottonello (2005) treated the oxide-sulfide and oxide-sulfate thermodynamic constants as independent 

variables in a non-linear minimization routine that compares, through the appropriate stoichiometric 

conversions, the computed sulfide and sulfate solubility with “measured” sulfide and sulfate capacities. The 

sulfur disproportionation equilibria were then treated in the context of the Toop-Samis polymeric approach 

(see section 4.3), as it is described in the following, separately, for oxide-sulfide and oxide-sulfate equilibria.  

Individual component oxide-sulfide equilibria  

As it is described in section 4.7 for water speciation, melt chemistry is expressed in terms of network 

formers and network modifiers as in Ottonello et al. (2001): Si4+, P5+, Al3+, Fe3+ are network formers and 

speciate over the anionic matrix as long as they are counterbalanced by network modifiers in originating 

complexes of the type  [
4−𝜐

𝜒
M𝜒+𝑇𝜐+] O4

4− with M indicating the network modifiers (Na+, K+, Mg2+, Ca2+, 

Mn2+, Fe2+, H+, and Fe3+ in octahedral coordination).  For both regression purposes when not specified, and 

in direct calculations, the ferric/ferrous ratio is best computed through the thermobarometric function 

described in Ottonello et al. (2001) and Moretti (2003) ensuring full internal model consistency. 

Oxide-sulfide disproportionation equilibrium constants (see Eq. (157)) were then allocated for all oxides of 

interest as described in Moretti and Ottonello (2003a), and the ensuing equilibrium constants were 

expanded as an Arrhenian 𝑇 −dependence: 

ln 𝐾O-S,M𝑖
= 𝐴O-S,M𝑖

+
𝐵O-S,M𝑖

𝑇
                                                                (166) 

where the 𝐾O-S,M𝑖
 terms express, for each oxide, the equilibrium for reaction (157) and contribute to the 

right-hand side of Eq. (164). Slope and intercept coefficients 𝐴O-S,M𝑖
, 𝐵O-S,M𝑖

 can be first obtained from the 

examination of Gibbs energies of reaction between pure liquid M2
𝜈⁄ O and M2

𝜈⁄ S and the gaseous phase at 

different 𝑇 conditions (Eq. (161) rewritten for liquid components instead of molten ones). This implies that 

relaxation effects in the annealing of pure liquids in the melt phase are neglected, and it is equivalent to 

assuming that differences in the standard states of pure liquid and pure melt components reduce to zero. 

Transposition of energetic levels between the two standard states, corresponding to the CO−S,M𝑖

anneal.  term in 

Eq. (164), are then added as described below. Gibbs energies of reaction were estimated (Moretti and 



Ottonello, 2003a, 2005) for a generic metastable (supercooled and/or superheated) “liquid” M2
𝜈⁄ S 

component from salt data in liquid state available in thermochemical compilations from the temperature of 

fusion to some higher temperature (Barin and Knacke, 1973; Robie et al., 1978; Ghiorso et al., 1983), 

together with isobaric heat capacity of pure liquid M2
𝜈⁄ S: 

𝐻M2
𝜈⁄ S

𝐿 = 𝐻M2
𝜈⁄ S

0𝐿 + ∫ 𝐶𝑃,M2
𝜈⁄ S

𝐿 𝑑𝑇                                                         (167)

𝑇

𝑇𝑓,M2
𝜈⁄ S

 

𝑆M2
𝜈⁄ S

𝐿 = 𝑆M2
𝜈⁄ S

0𝐿 + ∫
𝐶𝑃,M2

𝜈⁄ S
𝐿

𝑇
𝑑𝑇                                                         (168)

𝑇

𝑇𝑓,M2
𝜈⁄ S

 

𝐺M2
𝜈⁄ S

𝐿 = 𝐻M2
𝜈⁄ S

𝐿 − 𝑇𝑆M2
𝜈⁄ S

𝐿                                                                  (169) 

As an example, the individual exchange reaction involving silica:  

1

2
SiO2

𝐿 +
1

2
S2

𝐺 ⇔
1

2
SiS2

𝐿 +
1

2
O2

𝐺                                                              (170) 

results in 

ln 𝐾O-S,Si = 2.0492 −
36418

𝑇
                                                               (171) 

referred to the pure liquid component standard state. Via non-linear minimization technique involving a 

large dataset (1081 anhydrous compositions in the 𝑇 range 1100 – 1650 °C), Moretti and Ottonello (2005) 

evaluated annealing entropies (CO−S,M𝑖

anneal.  terms in Eq. (164)) representing standard state transposition 

between “pure liquid component” to “pure melt component”. Slope coefficients found from the procedure 

above were let unchanged (that means assuming no enthalpic contribution to standard state transposition) 

and the optimization was conducted only on the entropic (intercept) terms (see Table 1 in Moretti and 

Ottonello, 2005). A special case regarded assessment of the H2O-H2S exchange, for which an enthalpy 

constraint was taken from the gas phase homogeneous equilibrium: 

H2O𝐺 +
1

2
S2 ⇔ H2S𝐺 +

1

2
O2                                                           (172) 

Individual component oxide-sulfate equilibria  

The conceptual framework is similar to oxide-sulfide disproportionation, but involves two main limitations, 

both of them affecting the accuracy of the Moretti and Ottonello (2005) model for oxide-sulfate equilibria: 

i) due to much poorer industrial interest for the oxidized size of the equilibria involving sulfur, very few 

thermodynamic data exist for pure liquid components M2
𝜈⁄ SO4, so that Gibbs energies of reaction between 

pure liquid M2
𝜈⁄ O and M2

𝜈⁄ SO4 could be directly estimated only for Mg2+, Na+ and K+; ii) the database on 

sulfate solubility is also significantly less extended (about 1/5) than that of sulfide. As an example, 

maintaining the same Arrhenian 𝑇 −dependence adopted for oxide-sulfide disproportionation (Eq. (166)), 

silicon-related 𝐴 and 𝐵 parameters were unconstrained as a result of the lack of thermodynamic data for 

the component Si(SO4)2. Equation (173) illustrates the strategy that was adopted by Moretti and Ottonello 

(2005) to overcome the database limitations: 



𝐵MO−MSO4
− 𝐵MO−MS

=
𝐵Si0.5O-Si0.5SO4

+ 𝐵Si0.5O-Si0.5SO4
+ 𝐵Na2O-Na2SO4

+ 𝐵K2O-K2SO4

4

−
𝐵Si0.5O-Si0.5S + 𝐵MgO−MgS + 𝐵Na2O-Na2S + 𝐵K2O-K2S

4
= 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡                                   (173) 

Equation (173) simply says that the enthalpy of the various (isocoulombic) sulfide-sulfate exchange 

reactions (M2
𝜈⁄ S +2O2 M2

𝜈⁄ SO4) can be approximated to a constant value (which turned out to be 114 

kJ/mol), independent from the coordinating metal cation involved in the reaction, and in line with previous 

observations for solid compounds (Jacob and Jyengar, 1982). Moretti and Ottonello (2005) fixed in this way 

the 𝐵 parameter for important oxide-sulfate couples, such as those involving aluminum, calcium, titanium, 

manganese and ferrous iron. For trivalent iron the same 𝐵 value as for aluminum was assigned based on 

the similarities in their structural role in melts. Phosphorous and chromium were not treated due to lack of 

data. 

As for sulfide, the slope and intercept terms (𝐴 and 𝐵) for water were derived from the homogeneous gas-

phase reaction at 1 bar: 

H2O𝐺 +
3

2
O2 +

1

2
S2 ⇔ H2SO4

𝐺                                                            (174) 

and the 𝐵 terms for water and other oxide components were let unchanged, whereas the 𝐴 terms were 

corrected (as for sulfide reactions) for the annealing term resulting from standard state transposition. 

Extension to high pressure conditions 

Extension of the model for sulfide and sulfate capacities (Eqs. (159)-(160)) at 𝑃 > 0.1 MPa requires volume 

terms in the expressions for individual oxide-sulfide or oxide-sulfate equilibria, Eq. (166) (referred to sulfide 

reactions (157), and its analogous referring to sulfate reactions (158)):  

ln 𝐾𝑂−S,M
𝑃−𝑇 = 𝐴𝑂−S,M +

𝐵𝑂−S,M

𝑇
−

1

𝑅𝑇
∫(ΔV𝑚 + ΔV𝑔)dP

𝑃

𝑃0

                                    (175) 

where 𝑃0 corresponds to 0.1 MPa. The term −
1

𝑅𝑇
∫ ΔV𝑚dP

𝑃

𝑃0   describes the effect of pressure on the 

equilibrium constant by transposing the activities of the annealed liquid components (i.e., melt-phase 

components instead of pure liquid components) M2
𝜈⁄ S and M2

𝜈⁄ SO4 from the standard state of  “pure 

liquid component at 0.1 MPa and system 𝑇” to the standard state of “pure melt component at system 

𝑃 − 𝑇”. The ΔV𝑔 term (related to gaseous O2 and S2 volumes) are instead removed from the integral and 

are embodied into the experimental/calculated values for fugacities of gaseous O2 and S2. 

For molten oxides, Moretti and Ottonello (2005) adopted the volume contributions from Lange and 

Carmichael (1990) and Lange (1994). Based on those values, the molar volumes of water and sulfur trioxide 

were computed through a 2nd order regression of oxide molar volumes (on a single-oxygen basis) against 

optical basicity, which corresponds to the reciprocal of the basicity moderating parameters (see Eq. (132))  

(Moretti and Baker, 2008; Fig. 14). A complete list of optical basicity values can be found in Moretti (2005) 

and Moretti and Ottonello (2005). That procedure resulted in 𝑉SO3
 = 57.71 cm3/mol and 𝑉H2O = 16.44 

cm3/mol at 1400 °C. Volumes of pure molten sulfates were calculated isometrically as:  



 𝑉𝑀2
𝜐+⁄

SO4
= 𝑉𝑀2

𝜐+⁄
𝑂 + 𝑉SO3

                                                                   (176) 

Molar volumes of sulfide components were obtained from the following relation: 

ΔVSO4-S2
= 𝑉𝑀2

𝜐+⁄
SO4

− 𝑉𝑀2
𝜐+⁄

𝑆 = 41 cm3/mol                                       (177) 

The value of 41 cm3/mol in Eq. (177) is a constant fitting parameter of the model, calibrated on observed 

sulfide capacities for water-bearing compositions over a 𝑃 − 𝑇 range of conditions. 

CTSFG model calculations 

The CTSFG sulfur solubility model, described above, has been applied to calculate the sulfide and sulfate 

capacity of metallurgical (Fig. 15) and geological melts either at 1 bar (Fig. 16) or with compositions 

constrained for any 𝑃 − 𝑇 along the melt-water saturation boundary through the SOLWCAD model 

described in section 3.3 (Fig. 17). Exploration of sulfur saturation in a range of 𝑃 − 𝑇 − 𝑋 conditions reveals 

a number of complexities, mostly regarding the compositional dependence of both sulfide and sulfate 

capacities, illustrated in the following. 

 

Figure 14. Molar volumes at 1400°C on a single oxygen-oxygen basis versus optical basicity (non-dimensional). The 

quadratic fit to the data allows estimating the molar volume for SO3. Modified after Moretti and Baker (2008). 

 

Figure 18 shows a direct relationship between sulfide capacity and temperature for a large compositional 

range from basalt to rhyolite. Water has a logarithmic effect on sulfide capacity, which decreases with 

increasing water content.  The log 𝐶S2
 surfaces have a similar shape for all compositions considered in the 

figure. While for basic melts (panels a and b) high pressure isobars have an almost vertical trend, for acidic 

melts (panels c and d) the slope of isobars largely depends on the water content. Such trends are very 

different when the sulfate capacity is considered. Figure 18 (panels e to h) shows in fact that the sulfate 

capacity is inversely related to temperature, a behavior which is opposite with respect to that for sulfide 

capacity. As for sulfide capacity, the addition of water generally results in a decrease of the sulfate capacity, 

but with more complex relationships with melt composition than for sulfide capacity. In fact, the andesitic 

and rhyolitic compositions employed in the figure show a maximum in log 𝐶SO4
2− for water contents 

between 1 and 1.6 wt%, which appears to be implicit in the chemical interaction of the H2O-SO4
2- melt 



couple. As for sulfide capacity, sulfate capacity isobars display close to vertical trends for basic 

compositions.  

 

Figure 15. Compositional dependence of sulfide capacities in simple binary or ternary melts (slags) of metallurgical 

interest. Modified after Moretti and Ottonello (2003a). 

 

The sulfide and sulfate capacity calculations in Fig. 18, together with the corresponding values of 𝑓O2
 and 

𝑓S2
, provide the quantities for determining sulfur solubility via Eq. (155).  

An important application of the CTSFG model regards the speciation state of sulfur. This is typically 

described through the following reaction, obtained by subtracting reaction (144) from reaction (145) (or 

(146) from (147)) : 

𝑆2− + 2O2 ⇔ SO4
2−                                                                     (178) 

with equilibrium constant for any melt composition obtained by subtracting Eq. (164) from (165). The 

speciation thus the redox state of sulfur in melts (Eq. (178)) is implicitly solved in the CTSFG model when 

calculating the solubility of sulfide and sulfate groups for any melt composition (Fig. 19). Therefore, 

reaction (178) allows the determination of the redox state of sulfur and the compositional control on it 

independent from sulfur solubility (Moretti and Ottonello., 2003b, 2005; Moretti, 2020; Moretti and 

Stefansson, 2020; Cicconi et al., 2003b). 

4.10 Additional models for sulfur solubility in silicate melts 

Other models or parameterizations, including the one of O’Neill and Mavrogenes (2002) introduced above 

for sulfide capacity (Eq. (153)), attempt to determine the 𝑓S2
− 𝑓O2

−composition relations to return sulfur 

solubility. Once again, this review does not include the vast field of conditions related to saturation by solid 

(FeS, CaSO4) or immiscible sulfide liquid (FeOS). Those conditions whereby sulfur is dissolved at either 

sulfide (Mavrogenes and O’Neill, 1999) or anhydrite (Baker and Moretti, 2011, and references therein) 

saturation have great relevance in petrology but they are beyond the scopes of this review, which is instead 

centered on gas-melt equilibria. 



 

Figure 16. Sulfide solubility in synthetic melt analogues experimentally investigated by O’Neill and Mavrogenes (2002). 

Large grey circles: experimental data; small circles: model(s) results. The CTSFG model performance (red) is compared 

with ad hoc fit (blue, Eq. (153)). Lines are drawn as just a guide for the eyes. Modified after Moretti and Ottonello 

(2005). 

 

For basic compositions, Wallace and Carmichael (1992) proposed that the most important mechanism by 

which sulfide dissolves in melts is given by reaction (162) for iron: 

FeO𝑀 +
1

2
S2

𝐺 ⇔ FeS𝑀 +
1

2
O2

𝐺                                                              (179) 

with equilibrium constant given by: 

𝐾179 =
𝛾FeS𝑥FeS

𝛾FeO𝑥FeO
(

𝑓O2

𝑓S2

)

1
2⁄

                                                             (180) 

in which the 𝑓𝑂2

0  and 𝑓𝑆2

0  terms are implicitly assumed to cancel out. Rather than exploring mixing models 

for the melt phase, the authors assessed empirically the following expression : 

ln 𝑥𝑆 = 𝑎 ln 𝑓𝑆2
− 𝑏 ln 𝑓𝑂2

+ 𝑐 ln 𝑥𝐹𝑒𝑂 +
𝑑

𝑇
+ 𝑒 + ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑓𝑖

𝑖

                                      (181) 

in which 𝑥𝑖  is the mole fraction of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ oxide component, and the 𝑓𝑖  terms are compositional parameters 

calibrated by data regression along with the 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑 and 𝑒 terms. Equation (181) seems however 

inconsistent with Eq. (180) and reaction (179) unless the 𝑎 and 𝑏 parameters take a value of 0.5 (which is 



not the case), that value corresponding to the stoichiometric coefficient of O2 and S2 in reaction (179) (see 

also Moretti, 2002; Moretti and Ottonello, this volume). 

 

Figure 17. Sulfide solubility in a synthetic hydrous rhyolite. Large grey circles: experimental data from Clemente (1998) 

and Clemente et al. (2004). The CTSFG model performance (red) is compared with ad hoc fit (blue, Eq. (182)). Lines are 

drawn as just a guide for the eyes. Modified after Moretti and Ottonello (2005). 

 

Scaillet and Pichavant (2005) set a purely empirical model (see Fig. 17) which relates the melt sulfur content 

to the sulfur fugacity for a variety of melt compositions including hydrous basalts, and proposed that: 

log 𝑤S = 𝑎𝑃 − 𝑏𝑇 + 𝑐∆𝑁𝑁𝑂3 + 𝑑∆𝑁𝑁𝑂2 + 𝑒∆𝑁𝑁𝑂∆𝐹𝐹𝑆 + 𝑓∆𝐹𝐹𝑆 + ∑ 𝑔𝑖𝑤𝑖

𝑖

               (182) 

where NNO and FFS are the referenced 𝑓𝑂2

0  and 𝑓𝑆2

0  against the Ni–NiO and Fe–FeS solid buffers, 

respectively, 𝑤𝑖 is the mass concentration of component 𝑖 and 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐, 𝑑, 𝑒, 𝑓 and 𝑔𝑖 are fitting parameters. 

A number of authors have approached sulfur solubility modeling by introducing a partition coefficient 

between the gas and melt phases, 𝐷S
𝐺/𝑀

, defined as: 

𝐷S
𝐺/𝑀

=
𝐶S

𝐺

𝐶S
𝑀                                                                                 (183) 



where 𝐶S is the mass concentration of sulfur in the gas or melt phase. For example, Zajacz et al. (2012) 

equilibrated andesitic melts with an H-O-S bearing volatile phase and found that a Henrian behavior 

explained the relationships between the dominant S-bearing species in the melt and H2S in the gas phase. 

Thus, by considering the reaction: 

FeOM + H2S𝐺 ⟺ FeSM + H2O𝐺                                                          (184) 

they reworked the equilibrium constant (with ideal behavior of FeOM) to justify 𝐷S
𝐺/𝑀 𝑓H2O

𝐺

𝑓H2O
0𝐺⁄ ∝ 1

𝑥FeO
⁄ . 

In a subsequent study, Zajacz (2015) studied the effect of melt polymerization on the quantity 𝐷S
𝐺/𝑀

=

𝑋SO3

𝑀

𝑋SO3

𝐺⁄ . 

 

Figure 18. Sulfide (panels a-d) and sulfate (panels e-h) capacities along the melt-water saturation curve for four 

different melt compositions. Water contents calculated through the SOLWCAD model. Modified after Moretti and 

Ottonello (2005). 



 

 

Figure 19. Experimental sulfur solubility from Katsura and Nagashima (1974) compared to CTSFG model results (solid 

black line). The big circle shows the position of the expected minimum based on theoretical slopes. Note that 10 ppm 

represents the detection limit in the experimental investigation. Also reported (in red) are relative proportions of 

sulfide and sulfate as from the CTSFG model. Comparable amounts of sulfide and sulfate occur in proximity of the 

minimum. Modified after Moretti and Ottonello (2005). 

 

A more complex formulation for 𝐷S
𝐺/𝑀

 was provided by Masotta et al. (2016), with reference to oxidized 

arc magmas: 

ln 𝐷S,mol
𝐺/𝑀

= 9.2 − 31.4
𝑁𝐵𝑂

𝑁𝑇
− 1.8𝐴𝑆𝐼 − 29.5𝐴𝑙# + 4.2𝐶𝑎#                               (185) 

where 𝐴𝑆𝐼 is the alumina saturation index (𝐴𝑆𝐼 =
𝑥Al2O3

𝑥CaO+𝑥Na2O+𝑥K2O
), and 𝐴𝑙# and 𝐶𝑎# are two empirical 

compositional parameters (𝐴𝑙# =
𝑥Al2O3

𝑥SiO2
+𝑥TiO2

+𝑥Al2O3

, 𝐶𝑎# =
𝑥CaO

𝑥Na2O+𝑥K2O
 ). 

Lesne et al. (2015) proposed a model in which the gas phase is characterized by the presence of H2S and/or 

SO2 such that the two following reactions can be defined: 

H2S𝐺 ⟺ H2S𝑀                                                                              (186) 

SO2
𝐺 ⟺ SO2

𝑀                                                                                (187) 

with equilibrium constants being, respectively: 

𝐾186 =
𝑓H2S

𝑥H2S
                                                                                (188) 

𝐾187 =
𝑓SO2

𝑥SO2

                                                                               (189) 



in which ideal behavior for the melt species is assumed, and the reference states for each sulfur component 

in the gas and melt phase coincide. The authors found that in hydrous basalts, contrary to rhyolite 

(Clemente et al., 2004), the amount of dissolved sulfur does not tend to zero when 𝑓H2S tends to zero. 

Rather, they found a residual amount of dissolved sulfur (𝑥S,𝑟𝑒𝑠)  that increases linearly with the FeO 

content of the melt according to: 

𝑥S,𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 0.019339𝑥FeO                                                                     (190) 

such that 𝑥H2S = 𝑥S2− = 𝑥S − 𝑥SO4
2− − 𝑥S,𝑟𝑒𝑠  . In practice, the authors introduced an additional species 

based on observations and reflecting the affinity of sulfur for iron at low 𝑓O2
. This is a major aspect of  the 

very low pressure behavior of the highly soluble sulfur component with respect to other volatile 

components such as water, carbon dioxide, and noble gases. 

To account for the effects of 𝑃 and 𝑇 on 𝐾186, Lesne et al. (2015) used an expression of the type of Eq. 

(110), which after some algebra gives: 

𝑥H2S(𝑃, 𝑇) =
𝑓𝐻2𝑆

𝐺 (𝑃, 𝑇)

𝐾186(𝑃0, 𝑇0)
· 𝑒𝑥𝑝 {−

𝑉H2S
0 (𝑃 − 𝑃0)

𝑅𝑇
−

∆𝐻H2S
0 (𝑃0)

𝑅
[
1

𝑇
−

1

𝑇0]}                   (191) 

which was then fitted for 𝑃0, 𝑇0 , the reference pressure and temperature, and ∆𝐻𝐻2𝑆
0 (𝑃0), the heat of 

dissolution of H2S at 𝑃0, while 𝑉H2S
0  , the partial molar volume of H2S as a melt species, was set equal to 

zero. For the SiO2 range 48 – 55 wt%, Lesne et al. (2015) parameterized 𝐾186 as: 

𝐾186 = −1323947.1948 · 𝑥FeO + 158611.19322                                            (192) 

∆𝐻H2S
0  (J ∙ mol−1) = −2590400.8 · 𝑥FeO + 75571.8                                         (193) 

Figure 20 shows much higher 𝑓S2

𝐺  values for given dissolved sulfur content predicted from the model of 

Lesne et al. (2015) compared to the CTSFG model, likely reflecting large approximations in extrapolating 𝑓S2

𝐺  

for samples at equilibrium with a FeS-bearing phase. 

The metallurgical literature has also developed thermodynamic models for sulfur saturation in silicate melts 

(slugs) which apply at 0.1 MPa and anhydrous reduced conditions, those being the common conditions of 

industrial interest. Among them, the Lehmann and Gaye (1992) and Kang and Pelton (2009) models 

describe short-range ordering in ionic solutions and relate sulfide capacity to the Gibbs energy of mixing.  

A final caveat is on the compositional dependence of the oxidation state of sulfur. While the large amount 

of oxygen required to oxidize sulfide species (e.g., Nash et al., 2019) may suggest poor relevance of melt 

composition in determining sulfide-sulfate partition in the melt, modeling reaction (178) as being 

composition-independent appears totally unjustified. In fact, the experimental evidence and the models 

developed so far concur in highlighting a strong compositional dependence of sulfur solubility, hence of 

both sulfide and sulfate capacities. That is particularly true for pressure above atmospheric under hydrous 

conditions (Moretti and Baker, 2008; Beaudry and Grove, 2018; Moretti, 2020; Moretti and Stefansson, 

2020). Accordingly, the models described above either include melt composition among the model 

variables or explicitly refer to some well-defined, limited compositional range. A correct appraisal of the 

role of composition on sulfide-sulfate speciation is also an essential ingredient to model S-isotope 

fractionation, particularly during magmatic degassing (Marini et al., 2011).  



 

Figure 20. Calculations from the Lesne et al. (2015) model (grey lines, modified after Lesne et al., 2015) and 

comparison with the CTSFG model (blue and red lines) for a Stromboli-type basalt.  

 

4.11 Combined C-H-O-S-(±Cl) saturation models  

This sub-section briefly describes three different approaches that have resulted in three codes – SolEx, D-

Compress, and COHS – for the saturation of compositionally rich fluid phases in the C-H-O-S-(±Cl) system. 

Because such fluids usually constitute more than 99% of natural magmatic emissions, these models are 

often employed to interpret magma degassing and derive constraints on the deep magmatic processes (see 

section 6.2). 

Witham et al. (2012) set the SolEx procedure for mixed C-O-H-S-Cl saturation in generic basaltic melts. For 

CO2-H2O they adopted the model in Dixon (1997), thus providing an implementation similar to the 

VolatileCalc code described at section 4.5. Water and carbon dioxide are assumed to volumetrically 

dominate the gas phase thus their saturation is not influenced by the other volatiles, constituting the 

background over which the partition of sulfur and chlorine between the H2O+CO2-bearing melt and the 

H2O+CO2-dominated gas phase is computed. The partition coefficients 𝐷S,Cl
𝐺/𝑀

 relate to a generic dissolution 

mechanism for S and Cl of the type S𝐺 ⇔ S𝑀  and Cl𝐺 ⇔ Cl𝑀. The equilibrium constants are written as:  

𝐾𝑆,𝐶𝑙 =
𝑓S,Cl

𝑎S,Cl
𝑀 =

𝜙S,Cl𝑃𝜆𝐷S,Cl
𝐺/𝑀

𝛾S,Cl
                                                            (194) 

where 𝜆 is the ratio of gas molar mass to melt molar mass, 𝜙 denotes the fugacity coefficient in the gas 

phase, 𝛾 is the activity coefficient in the melt phase (taken equal to 1), and the partition coefficients for S 

and Cl are determined by best-fitting the data in Lesne et al. (2011b): 

log 𝐾S = 431.69𝑃−0.0074946 − 10.49 + 2.7426 · 10−3𝑃 − 1.4891 · 10−7𝑃2                       (195) 

with 𝑃 in bars, and 𝐾Cl = 0.31. 

From Eq. (195) it follows that for the generic basaltic compositions for which the model is developed, 𝐾S is 

assumed to exclusively depend on pressure. The model of Churakov and Gottschalk (2003) is employed to 

calculate the fugacity coefficients in the gas phase. The SolEx method applies in the 0.5-400 MPa range and 



for oxidation states NNO > 0.5, implying that the S-bearing gas species is SO2 (Jugo et al., 2010; see also 

Moretti and Ottonello, this volume).  

Burgisser et al (2015) propose a method (D-Compress) that returns the composition of volatiles coexisting 

with three generic melts of basaltic, phonolitic and rhyolitic composition, for temperatures between 790 

and 1400 °C and pressure up to 300 MPa. D-Compress represents an evolution of the redox/degassing 

model of Burgisser and Scaillet (2007), and employs very simple solubility laws, with parameters that can 

be replaced to match new data. The core of the method is constituted by the calculations for the gas phase, 

which can be a mixture of basic elements in the C-O-H-S system, with exchange of oxygen between the gas 

and melt phase regulating the redox state and melt iron ratio. D-Compress is provided as compiled 

software and source code as electronic supplementary material in Burgisser et al. (2015). The 

determinations for the gas phase combine mass balances and equilibrium constants involving the following 

reactions: 

H2O⇔H2 +
1

2
O2 

1

2
S2 + H2O⇔H2S +

1

2
O2 

1

2
S2 + O2⇔SO2                                                                          (196) 

CO+
1

2
O2⇔CO2 

CH4 + 2O2⇔CO2 + 2H2O 

The fugacity coefficients are assumed to follow the Lewis-Randall rule, meaning that for each component 

they are taken to coincide with that of the pure component at the same 𝑃 − 𝑇 conditions. While the gas 

phase is made of the nine species appearing in reactions (196), the dissolved components are H2S, SO2, H2O 

and CO2, for which simple dissolution laws are assumed: 

𝑥𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖𝑓𝑖
𝑏𝑖                                                                              (197) 

 with 𝑎 and 𝑏 being fitting parameters (or polynomials in 𝑇) for each compositional type (basalt, phonolite, 

rhyolite). It can be noted that Eq. (197) mimics simple power law relationships of the type 𝑤 = 𝑠𝑃𝑛, which 

were popular in the seventies and eighties to model the effect of pressure on the solubility of single 

component fluids, particularly water (e.g., Sparks, 1978). Equation (197) can be compared to Henry’s law, 

which refers instead to constant 𝑃 − 𝑇 conditions and variable gas phase composition: 𝑥𝑖 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 ∙ 𝑃𝑖, 

where 𝑃𝑖  is the partial pressure of component 𝑖. Because fugacity is partial pressure corrected for non-ideal 

effects, the power law relationship at Eq. (197) implies that Henrian behavior is never approached, not 

even at very low pressure, unless 𝑏𝑖  is close to 1 (generally not the case). 

The model does not allow computation of the saturation conditions for temperature larger than the 

melting temperature of FeS (Moretti and Baker, 2008) or for 𝑓S2
 larger than that at FeS saturation (Liu et al., 

2007). Redox equilibrium between ferric and ferrous iron, and consequent O2 exchange with the gas phase, 

is computed via the empirical formulation of Kress and Carmichael (1991). 

From the description above, it should be clear that the most characterizing aspect of D-Compress is that of 

conserving the mass of oxygen throughout its calculations, e.g., along a decompressive path. Under such a 



constraint, oxygen fugacity is found to vary in highly non-linear ways during decompression accompanying 

magma ascent. Assuming constant mass of oxygen is a strong constraint for magma thermodynamics, and 

one which has been highly debated. Ghiorso and Kelemen (1987) defined oxygen as a perfectly mobile 

component which is continuously added or removed from the system, and supported the necessity of 

modelling phase equilibria in magmatic systems open to oxygen exchange. Moretti and Stefansson (2020) 

noted that closed conditions with respect to oxygen exchange may be effective only in the limited regions 

of high magma acceleration leading to fragmentation of silicic magmas (see Fig. 50 in section 6.3 below), 

while in practically any other condition such an assumption appears unrealistic. 

Dealing with compositionally complex systems, the models above adopt quite strong simplifications in their 

thermodynamic treatment. A different approach was followed by Moretti et al. (2003) and Moretti and 

Papale (2004) in setting up the COHS model for the system CO2-H2O-H2S-SO2-silicate melts of virtually any 

composition. COHS embeds the full SOLWCAD (section 3.3) and CTSFG (section 4.9) models for H2O+CO2 

saturation and S solubility and speciation, respectively, closed by mass balance equations analogous to Eqs. 

(30) and (31) for H2O-CO2-melt systems: 

𝑤𝐶𝑂2

𝑇 − 𝑤𝐶𝑂2

𝐺

𝑤𝐶𝑂2

𝐿 − 𝑤𝐶𝑂2

𝐺 =
𝑘1(𝑤𝐻2𝑂

𝑇 − 𝑤𝐻2𝑂
𝐺 ) − 𝑘2𝑤𝐻2𝑆

𝐺

𝑘1(𝑤𝐻2𝑂
𝐿 − 𝑤𝐻2𝑂

𝐺 ) − 𝑘2𝑤𝐻2𝑆
𝐺

                                             (198) 

𝑤𝐶𝑂2

𝑇 − 𝑤𝐶𝑂2

𝐺

𝑤𝐶𝑂2

𝐿 − 𝑤𝐶𝑂2

𝐺 =
𝑤𝑆

𝑇 − 𝑘3𝑤𝑆𝑂2

𝐺 − 𝑘4𝑤𝐻2𝑆
𝐺

𝑤𝑆
𝐿 − 𝑘3𝑤𝑆𝑂2

𝐺 − 𝑘4𝑤𝐻2𝑆
𝐺                                                  (199) 

𝑤𝐻2𝑂
𝐺 + 𝑤𝐶𝑂2

𝐺 + 𝑤𝑆𝑂2

𝐺 + 𝑤𝐻2𝑆
𝐺 = 1                                                       (200) 

where 𝑘1−4 are stoichiometric coefficients with value 1/9, 1/17, 1/2, and 16/17, respectively; and by 

homogeneous equilibria in the gas phase: 

2H2O + 2SO2 ⇔ 3O2 + 2H2S                                                         (201) 

𝑆2 + 2O2 ⇔ 2SO2                                                                  (202) 

with equilibrium constants from thermodynamic data in Barin and Knacke (1973) and Barin et al. (1977): 

log 𝐾201 = 8.223 −
54209

𝑇
                                                           (203) 

log 𝐾202 = 7.64 −
37794

𝑇
                                                           (204) 

where 𝑇 is absolute temperature. 

Note that if sulfur is not present in the system, Eq. (199) drops together with Eqs. (201)-(204), and Eqs. 

(198), (200) reduce to Eqs. (30), (31) for H2O-CO2-melt systems, guaranteeing consistency of calculations in 

the limit S → 0. For the complete conditions in the C-O-H-S-melt system, COHS allow to determine the 

composition of the gas phase in terms of the four major gaseous components above, and that of the melt 

phase in terms of dissolved H2O, CO2, and S, as well as sulfur speciation in S2- and SO4
2-, by accounting for 

the mutual effects of the dissolved volatiles in the melt phase according to the following: i) the dissolved 

H2O has a direct (chemical) effect on S saturation in the liquid phase (see section 4.9); ii) the same holds for 

the relationships between H2O and CO2 in the liquid phase (see section 3.3); iii) the dissolved sulfur 



modifies the activity coefficients of dissolved H2O and CO2 by dilution in the liquid phase; ii) the same holds 

for the effect of dissolved CO2 on dissolved sulfur. 

Gaseous molecular sulfur and oxygen, which appear in reactions (201)-(202), do not contribute to the mass 

balance equations (198)-(200). For both of them, their abundance in the gas phase for common magmatic 

conditions is several orders of magnitude less than that of the major species involved in mass balances. For 

oxygen, that also reflects the choice of treating it as the perfectly mobile component as defined in Ghiorso 

and Kelemen (1987). S2 and O2 fugacities are however necessary to solve the multicomponent volatile 

saturation equations in COHS. Fugacities of components H2O, CO2, SO2, H2S in the gas phase are computed 

from SUPERFLUID (Belonoshko et al. 1992), which accounts for complex compositions in a wide 𝑃 − 𝑇 

range encompassing that of interest for common magmatic conditions. For any given oxygen fugacity (see 

below), the fugacity of molecular sulfur in the gas phase is computed from Eqs. (203)-(204), and the 

polymeric approach of CTSFG ensures consistency with ferric/ferrous redox equilibrium in the melt phase, 

also passed to SOLWCAD, depending on oxygen fugacity and melt composition.  

The method workflow is summarized in Fig. 21.  

 

Figure 21. Simplified workflow of the multicomponent CO2-H2O-SO2-H2S-melt equilibrium COHS model. Modified after 

Moretti and Papale (2004). 

 

In order to apply to a range of possible conditions relevant for natural magmas, COHS allows computations 

in which the redox constraint is given by one of the following: i) fix log 𝑓O2
, then determine the 

ferric/ferrous ratio in the melt; b) fix the ferric/ferrous ratio in the melt, then determine log 𝑓O2
; iii) fix the 

H2S/SO2 ratio in the gas phase, then determine log 𝑓O2
 from reaction (201) and finally the ferric/ferrous 

ratio in the melt. The model predicts the non-linear behavior of volatile dissolution, in particular sulfur 

dissolution as sulfide and sulfate depending on oxygen fugacity and on H2O and CO2 contents dissolved in 

the melt (themselves depending on S content as detailed above). Figure 22 shows that while the theoretical 

trends intrinsic in reactions (146)-(147) are embedded in the calculations (panel b), the actual sulfur 

content variation with the oxidation state is less straightforward, as a result of the mutual interactions 

between the different volatiles in the melt and gas phases. Figure 23 shows how the redox state (for a 

given total volatile content assemblage) affect CO2 and S saturation, respectively, for two different 

Stromboli-type (panels a, c) and rhyolitic (panels b, d) melts, giving rise to non-linear behaviors that are 



revealed by the complex modeling approach in COHS. Such non-linear behaviors largely affect the gas 

phase (Fig. 24) and can lead to serious misinterpretations when measuring  the composition of volcanic 

emissions and their evolution with time. This is further considered in section 6.2 dedicated to the use of 

multi-component volatile saturation models for the interpretation of data from real volcanic emissions.  

 

Figure 22. Sulfur saturation computed with COHS (Moretti et al., 2003). a) Sulfur saturation in a tholeiitic melt 

equilibrated at 1400 K and two different pressures of 10 and 100 MPa, as a function of oxygen fugacity. The 

computation refers to a gas-melt system with 𝑤H2O
𝑇 = 3 𝑤𝑡%, 𝑤CO2

𝑇 = 1 𝑤𝑡%, 𝑤𝑆
𝑇 = 0.5 𝑤𝑡%. b) Theoretical slopes 

from reactions (146)-(147) are embedded in the calculations, and they do emerge when sulfur saturation is plotted as 

the normalized quantity on the y-axis. Note the shift to higher oxygen fugacity of the sulfur minimum with increasing 

pressures, hence increasing dissolved water content. Modified after Moretti et al. (2003). 

 

Moretti et al. (2018) further implemented COHS by adding chlorine in external calculations (that is, by 

determining Cl saturation contents for the conditions established by COHS, with Cl not affecting those 

conditions). By employing the Cl partition coefficients by Alletti et al. (2009), the authors modeled H2O-CO2-

S-Cl contents in Etnean melts. 

COHS can be accessed for online calculations at http://montval.ovsg.univ-ag.fr. 

 

 

http://montval.ovsg.univ-ag.fr/


 

Figure 23. Computed carbon dioxide and sulfur saturation contents for two different melts of shoshonitic (Stromboli-

like) and rhyolitic composition at temperature of 1400 and 1100 K, respectively, and three different redox buffers 

reported on the corresponding lines (iron ratios in the melt phase are in mass, while ratios of S species in the gas 

phase are in moles). For the shoshonitic case, total (gas-melt) volatile contents are: 𝑤H2O
𝑇 = 4 𝑤𝑡%, 𝑤CO2

𝑇 =

1 𝑤𝑡%, 𝑤𝑆
𝑇 = 0.5 𝑤𝑡%, and for the rhyolitic case they are: 𝑤H2O

𝑇 = 6 𝑤𝑡%, 𝑤CO2

𝑇 = 1 𝑤𝑡%, 𝑤𝑆
𝑇 = 0.5 𝑤𝑡%. For both 

melts, more reduced conditions decrease both CO2 and S, with that decrease being larger for the rhyolite. Panel c also 

shows the results of a computation with the SolEx code (Witham et al., 2012). Modified after Moretti and Papale 

(2004). 

 

4.12 Halogen solubility 

Understanding and modeling halogen saturation in silicate melts is by far less developed than for major 

volatile species H2O, CO2, and S, and for noble gases considered at section 5 below. That is likely the 

consequence of an unfavorable combination; in fact, halogens are much less abundant than major volatiles, 

thus less crucial for understanding and modeling magmatic degassing, and at the same time they involve 

substantial theoretical and experimental complexities making their treatment much more difficult than for 

basically non-reactive noble gases.  

The behavior of chlorine in silicic magmas is complicated by the existence of a miscibility gap between 

water-rich gas and Cl-rich brine (Shmulovich and Graham, 2004), resulting in non-ideal mixing behavior 

which prevents simple modeling approaches. Such complex behavior has been evidenced in mixed 

saturation experiments with C-O-H-Cl (Webster, 1997; Webster and Rebbert,1998) and S-O-H-Cl 

(Botcharnikov etal.,2004) fluids in rhyolitic melts, where addition of CO2 is found to expand the miscibility 

gap resulting in (small) increase in Cl saturation content. Similar non-ideal behaviors have been reported for 

andesitic (Botcharnikov etal., 2007), phonolitic and trachytic (Webster etal.,2009) systems. To add further 

complexity, in reviewing the data on Cl-bearing fluids in equilibrium with evolved alkaline melts, Carroll 

(2005) evidenced possible increases of Cl solubility with decreasing pressure. 



 

Figure 24. Predicted evolution of the gas phase composition upon closed system decompression, for the same 

computations reported in Fig. 23a,c. a) CO2/SO2 molar ratio. b) CO2/Stot molar ratio (Stot = SO2+H2S). Iron ratios refer to 

mass. Note the large control on gas phase composition by the redox state, and the maximum in CO2/SO2 molar ratio at 

about 50 MPa for the reduced conditions corresponding to FeO/Fe2O3 = 6. 

 

No miscibility gap and brine formation has been recorded in experiments involving equilibration of H-O-Cl 

fluids with basaltic melts, for Cl concentrations < 2-3 wt% (Websteretal., 1999; 2004; Stelling et al., 2008), 

this amount being far above typical Cl concentrations in natural magmas. Therefore, at least for basalts, for 

which melt-gas (C-H-O-Cl) equilibrium appears to not involve the formation of a coexisting brine, simple 

modeling approaches based on the definition of (isothermal) gas-melt partition coefficients for Cl have 

been proposed. Calibration of such coefficients shows a weak dependence on pressure and an increase of 

Cl solubility for more mafic melts (Webster etal., 1999; Alletti et al., 2009; Stelling et al., 2008). However, 

such calibrations can be made complex by the presence of several chloride species such as HCl, NaCl and 

KCl. At high pressure, the behavior of chlorine can be dominated by gas-melt NaCl-based exchanges 

(Burnham,1979), while the Na and K contents of the melt largely affect the stability of also other chloride 

species (Shinohara, 2009). In andesitic melts equilibrated with H-O-S gas, K and Fe are found to partition 

more strongly into Cl-bearing volatiles than Na, suggesting that the major chloride components in the gas 

phase coexisting with intermediate to mafic magmas at upper crustal conditions are NaCl, KCl, FeCl2 and 

HCl  (Zajacz et al., 2012). Beermann et al. (2015) equilibrated Etna basalts with H-O-S fluids and found non-

linear partitioning of Cl between water-rich gas and melt that the authors described via a quadratic power 

functions of the type 𝑦𝐶𝑙 ∝  𝑥𝐶𝑙
2    for Cl concentrations up to 70–80% of the value corresponding to pure Cl 

solubility in the melt. The same authors suggest that the formation of Cl complexes with network modifying 

cations and hydrogen ions may bond to non-bridging oxygens forming hydroxyl groups in the melt. 

Fluorine dissolution in melts of geologic interest has been much less studied than chlorine. As noted by 

Carroll and Webster (1994), experiments on F-bearing melts are highly challenging and may easily alter 



melt composition and structure, with formation of multiple F-complexes (Mysen et al., 2004), including the 

formation of Si-F bonds (Dalou et al., 2015). This can be avoided by adding F to starting glasses, for example 

by substituting 2 moles of NaF to 1 mole of Na2O (i.e., by adopting the exchange operator F20-1) and by 

using small fluid/melt ratios, which however affect precise and accurate measurements of partitioning. 

Fluorine partitioning data are rare also as a consequence of difficult measurements of fluorine via electron 

microprobe. Carroll and Webster (1994) and Baker and Alletti (2012) provide reviews of the partitioning 

behavior of fluorine. Still, understanding and quantifying the solubility of F is a challenging task in light of 

high F reactivity with the components in both the melt and gas phases. For this reason, Dalou et al. (2015) 

refer to partition coefficients for the Si-F complex. 

Baker and Alletti (2012) suggest partition coefficients of fluorine in basalts significantly higher than 1 (gas 

over melt) based on available experimental studies (Alletti, 2008; Chevychelov et al., 2008b). That contrasts 

with the common consideration of fluorine as a compatible element in fluid-saturated melts (e.g., Dolejš 

and Baker, 2007), which would cause fluorine to not be significantly lost into the volatile phase until very 

low pressures (e.g., Aiuppa et al., 2009). 

Bromine and iodine partition coefficients were found to be larger than those for chlorine. Bureau et al. 

(2000) show that log 𝐷𝑖
𝐺/𝑀

 increases linearly in the order Cl < Br < I. Precipitation of a Br-rich brine between 

100 and 200 MPa  is observed for Br contents of order thousands of ppm, this content increasing from 

haplogranitic (around 3000 ppm) to pantelleritic melts (> 1 wt%) (Bureau and Métrich, 2003). Bureau et al. 

(2010) found that the Br partition coefficient between a low-density fluid and haplogranitic melts decreases 

tending to 1 with increasing temperature and, more markedly, with increasing pressure, with some 

experimental difficulty related to change of Br concentrations upon experimental sample quenching. Louvel 

et al. (2020) found similar decrease of 𝐷𝐵𝑟
𝐺/𝑀

 with increasing pressure and temperature, ascribing it to 

increasing structural similarity between the high pressure hydrous melts and the local structure of Br in the 

gas phase hosting abundant alkali-silica at high 𝑃 − 𝑇 conditions. The authors suggest to extend their 

results to chlorine and iodine. 

Despite the scarcity of experimental data and poor developed modeling of fluorine partition, Villemant and 

Boudon (1998, 1999) and Villemant et al. (2003) have proposed degassing models for Cl, F and Br mainly 

based upon measurements from natural volcanic (mainly andesitic) products. 

4.13 First principles and molecular dynamics approaches 

The thermodynamic models described so far largely differ for their objective and simplifying assumptions, 

including from fully non-ideal models describing multi-component volatile saturation as a function of 

system composition, to ideal models that can be applied to more limited 𝑃 − 𝑇 −compositional ranges, to 

simple parameterizations. All of them, however, have in common the fact that they rest on calibration 

procedures based on measured or measurement-derived thermodynamic quantities. A radically different 

approach characterizes ab initio or first-principles methods, which probe directly the properties of matter 

at the microscopic scale to provide estimates of macroscopic observables. These methods have a predictive 

power that derives from the quantum-mechanical description of interacting atoms and electrons. Density-

functional theory (DFT) (e.g., Parr and Yang, 1989), providing reasonable scaling with system size and 

generally good accuracy in reproducing most ground state properties, is adopted in most applications. In 

molecular dynamics (MD) approaches, instead, the microscopic path of each individual atom in the system 

is simulated by solving Newton’s equations of motion. Under some circumstances, the computed system 

evolution can then be related to thermodynamic properties of the system (e.g., Rapaport, 1996). Classical 



MD generally considers the system as composed of massive, point-like nuclei or hard spheres, with forces 

acting between them. These forces are derived from empirical effective potentials. The accuracy of classical 

MD depends on the quality of the parameterization of interatomic potentials, which depends on the 

accuracy of the reference data. The ab initio DFT approach to the electronic-structure can be combined 

with classical molecular dynamics to provide a more accurate description of thermodynamic properties as 

well as of chemical reactions and phase stability. 

Ottonello et al. (2015, 2018) developed a DFT description of the silicate melt (the solvent) as a continuum 

dielectric medium surrounding quantum-mechanical water solute. In such a scheme there is no necessity to 

simulate molecular clusters of the solvent around the solute (explicit solvation), which on the other hand 

would be too small (i.e. much less than one mole of atoms) due to excessive computational costs, to be 

really representative of water-melt interactions. In the implicit solvation approach of Ottonello et al. (2015, 

2018) the dielectric medium fills the space around and outside a cavity where the solute is confined, and 

where it relaxes to equilibrate (i.e., dissolve) into the solvent. In the context of continuum models the 

interaction between the dielectric medium (defined by its static and optical dielectric constants) and the 

charge distribution of the solute provides the electrostatic part of the solvation free energy. Solvation 

effects beyond electrostatic screening include cavitation, dispersive and repulsive terms. In principle, the 

application of continuum models does not require the definition of specific interactions between the 

solvent and the solute molecules: the structure of the melt is not needed at all, as the truly controlling 

parameters are the dielectric properties of the solvent medium. 

Ottonello et al. (2015) reproduced the observed behavior of H2O-SiO2 systems, from pure molten silica to 

pure water over a wide range of pressure and temperature. They found that the solution energy is 

dominated by cavitation terms that are mainly entropic in nature. Cavitation energy determines a large 

negative solution entropy and a consequent marked increase of gas phase fugacity with increasing 

temperature. The solution enthalpy is negative and dominated by electrostatic terms which display a 

minimum at about 6 mol% dissolved water. The speciation behavior is interpreted in Ottonello et al. (2018) 

as due to the formation of energetically efficient hydrogen bonding when OH groups reach an appropriate 

amount and then a relative positioning with respect to H2O molecules (see also Stolper, 1982b), which in 

turn do not assume a correct position with respect to NBOs to delocalize protons and create additional T-

OH groups. The Gibbs energy of hydrogen bonding is of order only a few kJ/mol, but although representing 

a subordinate contribution to the whole Gibbs energy of solution it is critical to match experimental bulk 

H2O solubility. Because the bulk solute-solvent (water-melt) interaction can be represented as a continuous 

function of the number density of the solvent (given by the number of solvent molecules per solvent 

volume), Ottonello et al. (2018) proposed a model of general validity working for any melt composition. The 

model was tested against the SOLWCAD calibration database (about 950 data for water over a wide 𝑃 − 𝑇 

range for compositions from synthetic 2-component to natural magmas from ultramafic to rhyolitic and 

ultra-alkaline), showing good performance. It is worth noting that Ottonello et al. (2018) have somehow 

simplified the whole approach by excluding the presence of OH- groups derived by water autoprotolysis 

(reaction (130)), for which there is poor consensus on their effective abundance.  

Dufils et al. (2020) investigated the solubility of water in melts and the properties of the hydrous melt 

through MD simulations at fixed 𝑃 − 𝑇 conditions. Following the procedure in Guillot and Sator (2011), 

they simulated phase coexistence by putting in contact a silicate melt with supercritical H2O. The solubility 

is then given by the final counting of hydrogen-species in the melt at equilibrium. They found that the 

solubility of water changes very little when the melt composition changes from rhyolitic to andesitic to 

basaltic, but it is strongly enhanced in ultramafic melts. Water speciation at magmatic temperature reveals 



that the crossover in the concentration of OH groups and molecular water occurs for a water content of 

about 15 wt%, much higher than the 3-4 wt% observed in glasses (Stolper, 1982a; Silver et al., 1990), 

suggesting a much larger proportion of OH groups at temperature significantly higher than the glass 

transition temperature. The simulations were carried out by accounting for self-ionization (or 

autoprotolysys, reaction (130)) in the definition of the water force field, showing that hydroxyl groups are 

more preferentially linked to metal cations than to network formers, whereas  H2O molecules and H+ (or 

better, H3O+) are almost exclusively linked to metal cations. Melt polymerization decreases gradually with 

increasing water content in andesitic and basaltic melts, but it remains almost constant in peridotitic melts, 

which are by themselves highly depolymerized because of very low silica content. Finally, Dufils et al. 

(2020) found for all considered compositions a substantially similar linear variation of melt molar volume 

with water content, implying substantially constant partial molar volume of water largely independent 

from melt composition (ideal volume of mixing, or zero excess volume). In turn, those findings would imply 

that the partial molar volume of water does not depend on either total water content or water speciation.  

Mookerjee et al. (2008) performed ab initio MD simulations (atom nuclei are treated as classical particles 

but the forces acting on them are quantum mechanical and derived from electronic-structure calculation) 

of hydrous MgSIO3H up to 136 GPa to cover the pressure regime of the Earth’ mantle. Pressure was found 

to have a large influence on water speciation, determining an increase with pressure in the proportion of 

Si-O-H-O-Si polyhedral linkages, -O-H-O-H- chains and O-H-O edge decoration of SiO6 octahedra. Basically, 

at very high pressure the whole mixture has remnants of the structure of the pure water component, and a 

molar volume approximating the partial molar volume of water in the melt. The simulations performed 

allow the authors to conclude that the increase with pressure of water solubility is essentially unlimited for 

all mantle 𝑃 − 𝑇 conditions. 

Carbon dioxide has been also the object of extensive computational simulations. Guillot and Sator (2011) 

carried out MD simulations on CO2 solubility in silicate melts. They equilibrated supercritical CO2 with three 

(rhyolite, MORB and kimberlite) different melts up to 15 GP and 2273 K, and found that CO2 solubility is 

inversely related with temperature and weakly dependent on composition up to 10 GPa, where CO2 

dissolution starts occurring in the order rhyolite < MORB < kimberlite. The solubility of CO2 is found to 

increase markedly with pressure (2 wt% CO2 at 2 GPa and > 25 wt% at 10 GPa).  In terms of speciation, the 

proportion of carbonate groups increases with pressure an decreases with temperature , it is higher in CO2-

under-saturated melts than in saturated ones, and decreases with melt polymerization. However, the 

fraction of molecular CO2 is still relevant in CO2-saturated basic and ultrabasic melts, in contrast with FTIR 

measurements showing only carbonatic ions in basaltic melts (Fine and Stolper, 1985, 1986). Low-

temperature extrapolation of simulation results for MORB predicts that the proportion of CO2 might be 

negligible in the glass at room temperature. Guillot and Sator (2011) concluded that carbonate species are 

preferentially associated with NBOs and, subordinately, to BOs, thus providing an explanation of why the 

concentration of carbonate groups increases with melt depolymerization. Furthermore, modifier cations 

are not randomly distributed around carbonate groups, at least at the high simulated temperatures. Their 

results about the carbonate environment seem however to partially contradict the ab initio MD results of 

Villeumier et al. (2015) and Moussallam et al. (2016), showing that in low-SiO2 (e.g., kimberlitic) melts, the 

dissolved CO2 forms free carbonate groups associated with alkaline earth cations but disconnected from 

the melt network. 

Regarding high-pressure (mantle conditions) CO2 speciation in melts, ab initio MD studies of carbonated 

MgSiO3 melts (Ghosh et al., 2017; Ghosh and Karki, 2017) reveal that with increasing temperature the 

proportion of molecular CO2 increases, and that with increasing pressure other dissolved carbon species 



appear in the melt, all polymerized with the silicate framework: polyhedral bound carbonates, tetrahedrally 

coordinated CO4, and polymerized di-carbonates. Similar results were found for carbonated pyrolytic and 

forsteritic melts simulated via ab initio MD by Solomatova et al. (2019, 2020), who also found evidence for 

Si-C bonds, in agreement with low-pressure studies on highly-reduce ferrobasalts (Kadik, 2004) and Si-Li-O-

C melts (Sen et al., 2013). The authors also suggested that the CO2/CO3
2- ratio of classical MD simulations by 

Guillot and Sator (2011) may be severely overestimated. 

MD simulations have been employed also to investigate the behavior of noble gases in silicate melts, but 

these are presented at section 5 below, entirely dedicated to noble gases. 

The ab initio and/or MD simulations briefly summarized above offer a harvest of results which can be 

compared with those from experimental studies and classical thermodynamic modeling described in this 

review, significantly complementing our understanding of volatile-melt equilibrium and capabilities to 

model it. Such an effort, which requires substantial space, is not included here, but we envisage that a 

detailed analysis of ab initio / MD simulation results may contribute to shed light on several aspects related 

to different interpretations of experimental data as well as different modeling strategies as they are 

depicted throughout this chapter. 

5. Noble gases 

5.1 General aspects of noble gas solubility in magmas 

 

Since pioneering research in the Sixties, the topic of noble gas solubility in silicate melts has continuously 

grown in relevance for its scientific as well as commercial implications. That growing interest is testified by 

the continuously increasing experimental investigation on melts and glasses having importance as either 

commercial materials or for understanding relevant geological processes, translating into large coverage of 

compositional, pressure and temperature ranges from industrial to deep crust conditions (Doremus, 1966; 

Shackelford et al., 1972; Shelby, 1976; Hayatsu and Waboso, 1985;  Jambon et al., 1986; Lux, 1987; 

Nakayama and Shackelford, 1990; Broadhurst et al., 1992; Roselieb et al., 1992, 1995; White et al., 1989; 

Carroll and Stolper, 1991, 1993a,b; Draper and Carroll, 1995; Shibata et al., 1996 and 1998; Chamorro-Perez 

et al., 1996, 1998; Shackelford, 1999; Paonita et al., 2000; Walter et al., 2000; Schmidt and Keppler, 2002, 

Miyazaki et al., 2004; Marrocchi and Toplis, 2005; Tournour and Shelby, 2008a,b; Bouhifd et al., 2006, 2008; 

Iacono Marziano et al., 2010; Paonita et al., 2012; Niwa et al. 2013; Fabbrizio et al., 2017; Leroy et al., 

2019). The bulk of these studies has clearly shown that noble gas solubility strongly depends on the 

composition of the solvent (or the silicate melt) and the atomic radius of the specific noble gas (see 

Paonita, 2005, for a review). In general, substantial solubility increase is observed for larger concentration 

of SiO2 in the melt (by almost two orders of magnitude for Ar when moving from basalt to rhyolite), and for 

smaller noble gas atomic size (by almost two orders of magnitude from Xe to He). These trends have 

suggested that the atoms of dissolved noble gases occupy holes and free spaces within the silicate melt 

structure, rather than reacting with the melt oxides as for other volatile components examined so far. That 

is fully consistent with the poorly or not interactive nature of noble gases, and depicts a so-called 

mechanical (as opposed to chemical) mechanism of dissolution (Doremus, 1966; Studt et al., 1970; 

Shackelford et al., 1972). For heavier noble gases, recent studies suggest however a certain degree of 

interaction with the molecular structure of the solvent (Crépisson et al. 2018, Leroy et al. 2018). 

Experimental dissolved concentrations of a noble gases display close to linear trends with pressure up to 

several hundred MPa. The trends at higher pressure are still debated. Some experiments suggest the 



occurrence of a drop in Ar solubility at large pressure of order 4-5 GPa for SiO2 and olivine melts, and larger 

than that value for anorthite, chondrite, and sanidine melts (Chamorro-Perez et al., 1996, 1998; Bouhifd et 

al., 2006, 2008). Other studies suggest instead that after a threshold concentration is reached, further 

pressure increase has no effect on Ar solubility (Schmidt and Keppler, 2002, Niwa et al., 2013). A similar 

behavior has been observed for Xe at about 3.5 GPa, with the exact threshold value depending on melt 

composition (Leroy et al., 2019). Temperature changes seem to modestly affect noble gas solubility, and 

the observations are often within experimental uncertainty (see references in Paonita, 2005).  

A few studies during last 20 years (Paonita et al., 2000, 2012; Fabbrizio et al., 2017) have concerned the 

solubility of noble gases in presence of H2O and CO2, with the idea that such major volatiles may influence 

noble gas solubility considering that noble gases are just trace components in an H2O-CO2 rich gas phase. 

Paonita et al. (2000) measured He solubility in basaltic and rhyolitic melts at pressure in the range 100-200 

MPa and in presence of an H2O-CO2 rich gas phase with 0.1 mol% He (0 to 50 mol% CO2). The solubility 

was found to increase by about three times when the melt contained 3 wt% dissolved H2O, while further 

dissolved H2O increase up to 6 wt%, or dissolved CO2 increase up to 0.05 wt%, had negligible effects. Similar 

conditions (pressure up to 215 MPa, 𝑃 ≈ 𝑃H2O + 𝑃CO2
≫ 𝑃noble gas) were employed to measure Ar solubility, 

which turned out to be four times higher in a 5 wt% H2O-bearing basalt melt with respect to the dry melt. 

The above results are coherent with more recent investigation by Fabbrizio et al. (2017), which however 

employed different conditions corresponding to 𝑃𝐴𝑟 > 𝑃H2O > 𝑃CO2
. They observed that an increase of 

dissolved H2O up to about 2 wt.% (at constant dissolved CO2 content) did not produce any clear pattern in 

the Ar solubility in a basalt at 1 GPa, while a further increase above 2 and up to 5 wt.% was associated to an 

increase in Ar solubility by two-three times. A higher pressure of 3–5 GPa, or increasing H2O concentration 

up to 5.3 wt.% and CO2 concentration up to 0.5 wt%, did not produce systematic effects in Ar solubility, 

while a decrease was observed for CO2 contents > 0.5 wt.%.    

It is not among the scopes of this chapter to provide a discussion of experimental techniques to measure 

volatile solubility and saturation contents. A review of the techniques employed for noble gases can be  

found in Paonita (2005).  

5.2 Basic thermodynamics of noble gas solubility in silicate melts 

The chemically inert nature of noble gases makes them particularly suited to be modeled with a non-

reactive approach like the one described at section 3. The equilibrium partitioning between gas and silicate 

melt can be therefore described by the reaction: 

𝑖𝐺 ↔ 𝑖𝐿                                                                                         (205)  

 

where 𝑖 refers to each specific noble gas. The equilibrium equation (26) can be written as:  

𝑓𝑖 𝑎𝑖
𝐿⁄ = 𝑓𝑖

0,𝐿                                                                                     (206) 

 

with the same notation as in section 2 , thus 𝑓𝑖
0,𝐿 indicates the fugacity of the noble gas in a suitably 

selected reference state of the pure solute component at system 𝑃 − 𝑇. While Eq.(206) has a general 

validity, commonly very low equilibrium contents of noble gases in silicate melts, usually of the order of 

ppm, often allow the adoption of the ideal approximation for the melt phase 𝑎𝑖
𝐿 ≈ 𝑥𝑖 . In this case 

(theoretical infinite dilution), a Henrian approximation (see section 2.1) for any 𝑃 − 𝑇 condition is justified. 



For the gas phase, the ideal approximation 𝑓𝑖 ≈ 𝑃𝑖 is also employed for sufficiently low pressure (section 

2.1), leading to two equilibrium equations that has been largely used as a basis for modeling noble gas 

solubility: 

high pressure:   𝑓𝑖 𝑥𝑖⁄ = 𝐾ℎ(𝑃, 𝑇)     ,     low pressure:   𝑃𝑖 𝑥𝑖⁄ = 𝐾ℎ(𝑃, 𝑇)                               (207) 

with 𝐾ℎ(𝑃, 𝑇) being a Henrian-like term describing the variation of the Henry’s constant (or more precisely, 

the inverse of the Henry’s constant) with pressure and temperature (Fig. 25).  

As it has been largely illustrated in section 2, the general (non-ideal) Eq. (206) allows computation of gas-

melt partitioning provided the availability of i) an EOS describing the non-ideal behavior of the gas phase, ii) 

an expression for the 𝑃 − 𝑇 −dependent reference state fugacity in the melt phase, and iii) an activity-

composition relationship for the melt phase. The following illustrates the various modeling approaches 

employed to provide solutions to Eq. (206). 

 

Figure 25. Henrian versus real behavior in a fugacity vs. concentration plot. We show the conceptual comparison 

between Eq. (206) (solid line) and Eqs. (207) (dotted line), with their related reference states 𝐾ℎ and 𝑓0. The 

concentration range where the two curves match is where the Henrian approximation works. 

 

5.3 Pure noble gases and noble gas mixtures 

We have shown in section 2.2 that computing the fugacity of a component in a real gas mixture (𝑓𝑖  in Eq. 

A2, being at equilibrium 𝑓𝑖
𝐺 = 𝑓𝑖

𝐿 = 𝑓𝑖) requires knowledge of the 𝑃 − 𝑇 −dependence  of the partial molar 

volume of that component in the gas mixture at system temperature and from zero pressure (ideal state) 

to system pressure (Eq. (32)). That knowledge is embedded in the EOS (Equation Of State) for the real 

mixture. An EOS that has been commonly employed for gas mixtures involving noble gases is a modified 

Redlich-Kwong (MRK) equation (Holloway, 1977): 

𝑃 =
𝑅𝑇

𝑣𝐺 − 𝑏
−

𝑎

√𝑇𝑣𝐺(𝑣𝐺 + 𝑏)
                                                                   (208) 

 

where 𝑣𝐺 is the molar volume of the gas phase (pure or mixed), and 𝑎 and 𝑏 are parameters that reflect 

the attractive and repulsive interactions in the system, respectively. For each pure non-polar species 



(like noble gases) 𝑎 and 𝑏 can be obtained from the critical constants of the gas. In the case of noble gas 

mixtures, the following mixing rules applies: 

𝑎 = ∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖

𝑛

𝑗=1

𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑦𝑗𝑎𝑖𝑗    ,   𝑏 = ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑏𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

                                                                (209)   

where 𝑎𝑖𝑗 = (𝑎𝑖𝑎𝑗)0.5 are the cross interaction parameters between “𝑖“ and “𝑗” species and 𝑦𝑖,𝑗 is molar 

fraction in the gas phase. Flowers and Helgeson (1983) obtained an expression for the fugacity coefficient 

𝜙𝑖 for a fluid described by a MRK EOS and for which the above mixing rules apply: 

ln 𝜙𝑖 = ln
𝑣𝐺

𝑣𝐺 − 𝑏
+

𝑏𝑖

𝑣𝐺 − 𝑏
−

2 ∑ 𝑥𝑗𝑎𝑖𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

𝑅𝑇3/2𝑏
ln

𝑣𝐺 + 𝑏

𝑣𝐺 +
𝑎𝑏𝑖

𝑅𝑇3/2𝑏2 [ln
𝑣𝐺 + 𝑏

𝑣𝐺 −
𝑏

𝑣𝐺 + 𝑏
]

− ln
𝑃𝑣

𝑅𝑇
                                                                                                                                              (210) 

Equation (210) allows to convert partial pressure into fugacity via Eq. (24). 

A more recent EOS has been developed by Churakov and Gottschalk (2003a,b) based on perturbation 

theory (Gray  and  Gubbins, 1984), and can be applied to predict thermodynamic properties of most 

geological fluids. This EOS includes all noble gases, both as pure and mixed components. However, in our 

knowledge it has not been used yet in modeling noble gas solubility in magmas.  

5.4 Reference state and activity-composition relationships 

In modeling noble gas solubility, the choice of a reference state and activity-composition relationship for 

use within Eq. (206) has been strictly linked to the available dataset for parameter calibration and to the 

main independent variables to be included in the models. In modeling the effects of 𝑃 and 𝑇 on noble gas 

solubility in a melt with given composition, two terms for the reference molar volume and solution 

enthalpy can be incorporated in Eq. (206) so as to achieve:  

ln
𝑓𝑖

𝑎𝑖
𝐿 = ln 𝑓0(𝑃0, 𝑇0) +

Δ𝐻𝑃°,𝑇
0

R
(

1

𝑇
−

1

𝑇0) +
𝑣𝑃,𝑇

0

𝑅𝑇
(𝑃 − 𝑃0)                                         (211)   

where 𝑃0 and 𝑇0 define the standard state; 𝑣𝑃,𝑇
0  and Δ𝐻𝑃°,𝑇

0  are the reference volume and solution 

enthalpy of the dissolved noble gas, respectively, and 𝑅 is the gas constant. The activity-composition 

relationship depends on the theoretical model hypothesized for the dissolution process. If we assume ideal 

mixing between the silicate melt and noble gas, then: 

ln
𝑓𝑖

𝑥𝑖
= ln 𝐾ℎ

0(𝑃0, 𝑇0) +
Δ𝐻𝑃°,𝑇

0

R
(

1

𝑇
−

1

𝑇0) +
𝑣𝑃,𝑇

0

𝑅𝑇
(𝑃 − 𝑃0)                                          (212)   

where the two parameters 𝑣𝑃,𝑇
0  and Δ𝐻𝑃°,𝑇

0  define the 𝑃 − 𝑇 −dependence of the Henry’s-like term 𝐾ℎ in 

Eq. (207). The parameters 𝐾ℎ
0(𝑃0, 𝑇0), 𝑣𝑃,𝑇

0  and Δ𝐻𝑃°,𝑇
0  can be then calibrated for each noble gas and each 

given melt composition by using experimental data over a range of pressure and temperature. This 

approach has been employed to successfully reproduce the experimental data on selected melt 

compositions in a large 𝑃 − 𝑇 range (Lux, 1987; White et al., 1989; Carroll and Stolper, 1991 and 1993; 

Draper and Carroll, 1995; Shibata et al., 1998; Schmidt and Keppler 2002; Tornaru and Shelby, 2008a,b; 

Iacono Marziano et al., 2010) (Fig. 26). The constrained partial molar volumes of heavy noble gases (Ar, Xe) 



turned out to be comparable to their respective co-volumes (the 𝑏 parameter) in the gas mixture computed 

from the MRK equations (208), which is a proxy for the atomic size (White et al., 1989; Schmidt and 

Keppler, 2002). The estimated 𝑣0 values of He, Ar and Xe in glasses, slightly lower than co-volumes (Carroll 

and Stolper, 1991 and 1993; Draper and Carroll, 1995), suggest that dissolution of noble gases creates just a 

small amount of new space in the melt, and that the atoms of gas occupy pre-existing structural holes 

according to the mechanism of mechanical solubility discussed above. Small 𝑣0 values support Henrian-like 

behavior of dissolved noble gases for pressure up to at least some hundreds MPa. The Ar molar volume 

shows negligible dependence on melt composition from tholeiites to rhyolites (White et al. 1989, Schmidt 

and Keppler 2002, Iacono Marziano et al. 2010), suggesting that a similar environment surrounds the 

dissolved atoms in spite of notable structural differences in the silicate structure. 

 

Figure 26. Ar solubility as a function of pressure up to 3 GPa, as predicted by Eq. (212). Symbols represent 

experimental data at 1200 °C (Iacono Marziano et al., 2010) and 1500 °C (White et al., 1989; Schmidt and Keppler, 

2002). Lines represent predictions by Eq. (212) at 1200 and 1500 °C for different melt compositions, with parameters 

calibrated by using the Iacono Marziano et al. (2010) model. Note i) the much higher Ar solubility in acidic melts with 

respect to mafic ones, ii) the linear relation between Ar concentration and pressure at least up 1 GPa, and iii) the 

threshold solubility above 2 GPa. 

 

The solution enthalpy Δ𝐻0 is small in both glasses and melts, supporting the observation of very low 

dependence of noble gas solubility on temperature (Fig. 27). Negative Δ𝐻0 values, implying retrograde 

solubility (solubility decrease with increasing temperature), have been estimated in acidic glasses with 

composition from albite and rhyolite to pure SiO2 (Shackelford et al., 1972; Shelby, 1972a,b; Carroll and 

Stolper, 1991; Draper and Carroll, 1995; Tournour and Shelby, 2008a,b). Increasing Na2O and K2O 

concentrations to above 20 mol% seem to invert this solubility-temperature relation and be associated to 

prograde solubility (Shelby, 1973 and 1974). On the other hand, positive enthalpy of solution (prograde 

solubility) has been commonly measured in basaltic melts (Lux, 1987; Jambon et al., 1986; Hayatsu and 

Waboso, 1985) (Fig. 27), as well as in Na2O-SiO2, Na2O-CaO-SiO2, and Na2O-MgO-SiO2 melts (White et al., 

1989; Shibata et al., 1988). Within melts having the same composition, heavier noble gases are associated 

to either more positive or more negative enthalpy than light gases.  



In order to explain the above results, the dissolution of an atom of noble gas in a silicate melt can be 

conveniently seen as a two-step process, with each step having its own enthalpy change: i) the creation of a 

hole in the melt structure to accommodate the gas atom, and ii) the transfer of the atom into the hole. The 

former step needs energy, therefore the associated enthalpy change is positive; instead, moving an atom 

from a gas into a more condensed phase involves heat production thus negative enthalpy change. The 

whole enthalpy of solution derives from the sum of the two terms, therefore its sign depends on which 

contribution dominates. Glasses and silica-rich melts have open structures, so we can expect that only little 

energy is spent to create further space. In such cases most of the energy is spent to move atoms into the 

melt, resulting in overall negative enthalpy change thus retrograde solubility behavior. For less 

polymerized, alkali-rich melts, for which substantial energy is spent to create space for noble gas 

accommodation into the melt structure, the balance can be reversed and result in overall positive enthalpy 

change thus prograde solubility behavior. 

 

Figure 27. Theoretical effect of temperature on Ar solubility. The calculations are done with Eq. (212) for mafic to 

acidic melts at 0.1 MPa, with solution enthalpy (numbers close to each line, in kj/mol) derived from the Iacono 

Marziano et al. (2010) model.  

 

An alternative approach that has been adopted to model the activity-composition relationship for noble gas 

solubility in silicate melts. The inert nature of noble gases and their trace abundance in silicate melts justify 

the following assumptions: i) noble gases dissolve into a fixed population of holes in the silicate melt 

network; ii) the available sites for a given noble gas are identical; iii) their number is 𝑃 − 𝑇 −independent; 

iiii) gas atoms do not influence each other. With these assumptions, the activity of a dissolved noble gas 

can be seen as resulting from a balance between the occupied and available sites in the silicate melt 

network: 

𝑎𝑖
𝐿 =

𝑛𝑖
𝐿

𝑁𝑠 − 𝑛𝑖
𝐿                                                                                     (213) 

where 𝑛𝑖
𝐿 is the number of dissolved atoms and 𝑁𝑠 is the number of available sites (both per unit volume of 

melt). In Eq. (213) the nominator identifies the actual condition compared to a reference at the 

denominator, which can help understand the relationship between Eq. (213) and the usual expression of 



activity as the ratio between fugacity (actual conditions) and reference fugacity, Eq. (25). At constant 

temperature, and with the further assumption that noble gas dissolution does not imply any change in the 

space of dissolution sites available within the melt network (or in other words, that the partial molar 

volume of the dissolved noble gas is zero, or 𝑣0 = 0 in Eqs. (211)-(212)), Eqs. (211) and (213) can be 

combined resulting in the well-known formalism of the Langmuir adsorption isotherm:       

𝐾𝐿(𝑇) =
𝑛𝑖

𝐿

𝑓𝑖(𝑁𝑠 − 𝑛𝑖
𝐿)

                                                                           (214)   

where 𝐾𝐿(𝑇) is the temperature-dependent equilibrium constant.  

Use of Eq. (214) requires that the available number of sites be calibrated together with the equilibrium 

constant (Shelby, 1976; Roselieb et al., 1992; Carroll and Stolper, 1991; Walter et al., 2000). Schmidt and 

Keppler (2002) employed Eq. (214) to model their experiments showing that a threshold Ar concentration is 

reached at high pressure in silicic and tholeiitic melts (Fig. 28), as previously discussed. They interpreted 

such a threshold Ar concentration in terms of saturation of the available sites for Ar dissolution (𝑁𝑠 in Eq. 

(214)), that for rhyolite they constrained to 1.381021 cm-3. That number represents only 60% of the 

interstitial holes determined by approximating the structure of the rhyolitic melt as a tridymite-like 

network, suggesting that only a fraction of the available holes is suited to accommodate Ar atoms. The 

concentration threshold thus the estimated value of 𝑁𝑠 for Ar dissolution in tholeiite was found to be 

nearly one order of magnitude lower than for rhyolite (Fig. 28), in agreement with more compact structure 

of mafic with respect to silicic melts (Schmidt and Keppler, 2002). Finally, estimates of 𝑁𝑠 for Xe provided 

values significant lower than for Ar, consistent with significantly larger size of the former. 

 

Figure 28. Predicted Ar solubility as a function of pressure from Eq. (214). The calculations for both basalt and rhyolite 

melts employ the parameters given by Schmidt and Keppler (2002). The symbols are experimental data from Schmidt 

and Keppler (2002) for the same melts in the range 1500 – 2000 °C. Note the threshold concentration in dissolved Ar 

at about 5 GPa (modified after Paonita, 2005). 

 

Additional high-pressure experiments performed by Niwa et al. (2013) confirmed the threshold behavior 

for Ar solubility in SiO2 melts (Fig. 29). However, as anticipated in section 5.1, such a behavior contrasts 

markedly with previous experiments by Chamorro-Perez et al. (1996) and Bouhifd et al. (2006, 2008), who 

observed in a variety of compositionally different melts a dramatic drop in Ar solubility above a large 



pressure depending on melt composition. In Al-free melts, such as pure SiO2 and molten olivine, such a 

threshold pressure was found to be close to 5 GPa, increasing with Al in Al-bearing melts from 10 GPa in 

chondrite to 14 GPa in sanidine to 17 GPa in anorthite. Bouhifd et al. (2008) related this trend to the well-

known change in Al coordination with pressure (Lee et al., 2006 and references therein), whereby 

progressive increase of highly coordinated Al results in a porosity minimum below which Ar atoms are no 

longer hosted within the melt network. By contrast, Niwa et al. (2013) hypothesized that the observed drop 

in Ar solubility was a seeming effect due to presence of crystalline phases in the experimental capsules.      

While the Langmuir adsorption isotherm model at Eq. (214) appears to work well for a variety of melt 

compositions and various noble gases up to very high pressure, other studies including recent ones suggest 

that heavy noble gases may not conform to the fundamental assumption that the gas atoms do not affect 

the structure of the solvent (or in other words, 𝑣0 = 0 may not hold). In fact, in-situ high pressure X-ray 

absorption spectroscopy studies on the structural environment of dissolved krypton in vitreous silica and 

sanidine glass show that Kr atoms not only can modify the structural holes where they accommodate (Wulf 

et al., 1999), but they also create bonds with oxygen inside cages formed by the largest aluminosilicate 

rings (Crépisson et al., 2018). Bonding of Xe to O at high pressure had also been found in haplogranitic 

magmas by means of in situ X-ray diffraction (Leroy et al., 2018). In the case of a light noble gas like He, a 

high-pressure X-ray diffraction and Raman study in an SiO2 melt confirms instead a pure interstitial 

solubility mechanism with no interaction with the silicate network (Shen et al., 2011).   

 

Figure 29. Ar solubility in liquid SiO2 up to very high pressure. TPM and MD are Guillot and Sator (2012)'s computed 

solubility by means of test particle method and molecular dynamics, respectively (modified from Guillot and Sator, 

2012). 

 

5.5 Models based on statistical mechanics 

Statistical mechanics has been employed to fit noble gas solubility data and determine a pressure-

independent Henrian-like constant. These models assume mechanical solubility and treat the dissolved gas 

atoms as harmonic oscillators in a structural cavity (or interstitial hole). Starting from the ideal Eq. (207), 



and employing 𝑛𝑖
𝐿 defined above as a measure of the dissolved amount of the noble gas under inspection, 

Doremus (1966), Studt et al. (1970) and Shackelford et al. (1972) obtained the following equation: 
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where 𝐾(𝑇) is a 𝑇 −dependent Henrian-like constant (note that it is here the inverse of the similar quantity 

in Eq. (207)), ℎ and 𝑘 are the Plank and Boltzmann constants, respectively, 𝑚𝑖  is atomic mass, θ = ℎ𝜈/𝑘 is 

the characteristic temperature of vibration of the atom in that hole type (with 𝜈 being the frequency of 

vibration), 𝐸(0) is the binding energy, that is, the atom energy at rest relative to the similar rest state in 

free gas, and 𝑁𝑠 is defined at Eq. (213).  

Equation (215) requires the determination of the three fitting parameters 𝑁𝑠, θ, and 𝐸(0). In silica glass, 

these parameters depend upon the atomic size of the noble gas; for larger noble gases we achieve lower 

number of sites and frequency, and more negative binding energy (Shelby, 1976; Shackelford and Brown, 

1980; Nakayama and Shackelford, 1990). A sharp increase in the binding energy and decrease in the 

vibrational frequency were obtained by regression along the join Na2O-SiO2 when moving from the silica-

rich to the sodium-rich edge of the miscibility gap (Shelby, 1973). This is in agreement with both the 

stronger structural constraints and the necessity to spend energy in creating adequate holes in a less 

polymerized solvent. 

Sarda and Guillot (2005) and Guillot and Sarda (2006) wrote the vapor-melt chemical equilibrium equation 

of noble gases in the form: 

𝑛𝑖
𝐿

𝑛𝑖
𝐺 = 𝑒−(𝜇𝑖

𝐸,𝐿−𝜇𝑖
𝐸,𝐺)/𝑘𝑇 =

𝛿𝑖
𝐿

𝛿𝑖
𝐺                                                                   (216)   

where 𝜇𝑖
𝐸  and 𝛿𝑖  refer to the excess chemical potential (equal to 𝑅𝑇 ln 𝑎𝑖, Eqs. (20) and (25)) and the 

“solubility parameter” of the noble gas in the specified phase, 𝑘 is the Boltzmann constant, and 𝑛𝑖 is the 

noble gas atoms per unit volume (i.e., the number density) in the specified phase. The authors described 

the gas and melt phases in the framework of the hard sphere fluid model, which is the reference model in 

liquid state theory. They fitted the Carnahan–Starling EOS for a hard sphere fluid by using 𝑃 − 𝑇 data on 

noble gas –bearing vapor phases, as well as volumetric data of melts. For the noble gas vapor they used the 

activity-composition relationship embedded in the Carnahan–Starling EOS to calculate 𝜇𝑖
𝐸,𝐺 , while for the 

silicate melt 𝜇𝑖
𝐸,𝐿 was evaluated according to scaled particle theory developed for hard spheres, adding an 

energetic contribution of dissolution usually treated as a fitting parameter. Equation (216) was then 

employed to determine the solubility parameter ratio (last right hand side of Eq. (216)) by fitting noble gas 

solubility data, and then used to compute noble gas solubility.  The authors reported solubility calculations 

for all noble gases, and compared pure Ar solubility in silica, haplogranite, tholeiite and olivine melts to the 

available experimental data. The model predictions were accurate up to very high pressure if excluding the 

incapability to predict the drop in solubility above 5 GPa previously claimed by by Chamorro-Perez et al. 

(1996) and Bouhifd et al. (2006, 2008) and largely discussed above.  

Guillot and Sator (2012) employed the test particle method (TPM) in conjunction with molecular dynamics 

(MD) simulations to calculate the excess chemical potentials in the melt and gas phase by statistical 

mechanics relationships, for use into Eq. (216). Noble gas solubility was computed for all noble gases in 

rhyolite, MORB, olivine, enstatite and SiO2 melts up to 20 GPa pressure and 1400 – 2000°C temperature. 



They found a decrease of solubility with increasing size of the noble gas and decreasing silica content of the 

melt, and increase of solubility with increasing temperature (that is, positive enthalpy of dissolution) for all 

noble gases and compositions employed. In light of the discussion in the previous section, positive enthalpy 

of dissolution implies that the energetic cost for cavity formation in the silicate network is higher than the 

solvation energy. However, due to high explored temperatures their solubility vs. temperature relationship 

can be hardly compared to the available experimental data, normally achieved below 1500 °C where they 

suggest instead very modest thermal effects on solubility. The computations by Guillot and Sator (2012) do 

not reveal any large drop of noble gas solubility above a certain pressure (Fig. 29), confirming therefore the 

results for Ar solubility by Niwa et al. (2013) with respect to those by Chamorro-Perez et al. (1996) and 

Bouhifd et al. (2006, 2008), as discussed above. 

5.5 Models accounting for melt composition 

Basically any experiment confirmed a strong dependence of noble gas solubility on melt composition, 

justifying substantial efforts in finding an expression for the Henry’s like term 𝐾ℎ in Eq. (207) (with or 

without the ideal assumption 𝑓𝑖 = 𝑃𝑖) which also accounts for the compositional variability of silicate melts. 

The aspects of noble gas dissolution seen above, whereby mechanical dissolution largely dominates (at 

least for less heavy noble gases), suggest that the silicate network architecture, and some quantity 

embedding its major properties, may provide an effective compositional parameterization for noble gas 

solubility. It is useful here to briefly recall some major aspects of silicate melt network architecture. 

Silicate melts and glasses basically consist of five structural units, represented by SiO2 (three-dimensional 

network), Si2O2
2- (sheet), Si2O6

4- (chain), Si2O7
6- (dimer), and SiO4

4- (monomer) (Virgo et al., 1980). Silicon 

and other tetrahedrally coordinated cations (Al, Fe3+, Ti4+) act as network-formers, whereas Na+, K+, Mg2+, 

Ca2+, Fe2+ are called network-modifiers as they break the silicate polymers into smaller units. It is easily 

understood that a fully polymerized, three-dimensional SiO2 structure is associated to a large number of 

holes where gas atoms can be accommodated, whereas less polymerized structures dominated by 

dominantly 2D or 1D structural units offer far less free space. Accordingly, highly polymerized, SiO2-rich 

compositions are associated to higher noble gas solubility (Shibata et al., 1998) (Fig. 30).  

A quantitative expression of the degree of polymerization is given by the ratio NBO/T, that is, the number 

of Non-Bridging Oxygens per atom of a Tetrahedrally coordinated cation (Brawer and White, 1975; Mysen 

et al., 1985). In a fully developed three-dimensional network all oxygens are bridging oxygens therefore 

NBO/T = 0. The value of NBO/T increases when other structural units are present, up to NBO/T = 4 when 

only TO4
4- monomers are present in the melt. On this basis, Shibata et al. (1998) used the following 

modification of the equilibrium Eq. (207) (without assuming equality of fugacity and partial pressure) to 

express the role of melt composition on noble gas solubility:  

ln
𝑓𝑖

𝑥𝑖
= ln 𝐾ℎ(𝑃, 𝑇) = 𝑥𝐵𝑂 ln 𝑘𝐵𝑂 + 𝑥𝑁𝐵𝑂 ln 𝑘𝑁𝐵𝑂                                                (217)   

where 𝑥𝐵𝑂  and 𝑥𝑁𝐵𝑂  are the fraction of units with bridging oxygens and with both bridging and non-

bridging oxygens, respectively, and 𝑘𝐵𝑂  and 𝑘𝑁𝐵𝑂  are the corresponding constants which are different for 

each different noble gas. Equation (217) has been calibrated for noble gases from Ne to Xe, but a 

relationship between solubility and the NBO/T ratio exists for helium, too (Fig. 30). Significant negative 

deviations from the solubility obtained by means of Eq. (217) are found in melts with high Al (or other 

network-formers different from Si) content. 



 

Figure 30. Solubility of light noble gases versus melt polymerization (expressed as NBO/T, see text). Data sources: 

Shibata et al. (1998) for Ar (circles: T/(T+Si) > 0.1, triangles: T/(T+Si)  < 0.1, where T is the number of tetrahedrally 

coordinated cations other than silicon); Jambon et al. (1986) and Lux (1987) for He and Ne, respectively. Modified 

after Shibata et al. (1998). 

 

Jambon (1987) and Chennaoui-Aoudjehane and Jambon (1990) used simple oxide components to calculate 

the solubility of Ar at 0.1 MPa: 

ln 𝑥𝐴𝑟 = ∑ 𝑥𝑗𝑘𝑗

𝑛

𝑗

                                                                             (218)    

where 𝑥𝐴𝑟  is the molar fraction of dissolved Ar at 0.1 MPa and the 𝑘𝑗  quantities express the contribution of 

the individual oxide components in determining Ar solubility. Marrocchi and Toplis (2005) used a similar 

approach, but they used the tetrahedral units SiO2, Si2O5
2- (sheet) and Si2O3

2- (mixture of sheet like units 

and chain like units) rather than oxides as melt components. For Al-bearing melts, they observed linear 

correlations between solubility and composition along the tectosilicate joins SiO2-NaAlO2, SiO2- Ca0.5AlO2, 

and SiO2-Mg0.5AlO2, leading them to employ NaAlO2, Ca0.5AlO2 and Mg0.5AlO2 as components in addition to 

the above tetrahedral units. The model was calibrated against solubility data at 1600 °C and successfully 

accounted for reported Ar solubility in simple Al-free and Al-bearing systems as well as in a few natural 

liquids (Fig. 31), suggesting that Ar incorporation mostly relates to large sites in the melt structure (e.g., 

holes within rings of n-tetrahedra). 



 

Figure 31. Measured vs. calculated Henry's constants for Ar by using the structural models of Marrocchi and Toplis 

(2005) (left) and Iacono Marziano et al. (2010) (right) (modified after Iacono Marziano et al. 2010). Data source: 

synthetic compositions at 1600 °C and 0.1 MPa (Marrocchi and Toplis, 2005); synthetic compositions (NS, NCS and 

CMS) at 1200-1600 °C and 187-198 MPa (Shibata et al., 1998); basalt and rhyolite at 1200 °C and 49-375 MPa (Iacono 

Marziano et al., 2010).  

 

Based on the mechanism of interstitial dissolution in silicate networks, noble gas solubility has been 

described in terms of relationships with melt properties that are themselves related to free space in the 

silicate network, and that provide therefore a measure of that space. This approach has involved use of 

melt density (Lux, 1987; White et al., 1989), melt molar volume (Broadhurst et al., 1992) and melt ionic 

porosity (Carroll and Stolper 1993a). In particular, the latter authors showed that ionic porosity works 

better than the other employed properties (density, molar volume) in predicting noble gas solubility. Ionic 

porosity IP is defined as:  

IP = 100 (1 −
𝑣𝑐𝑎

𝑣𝐿 )                                                                          (219)    

where 𝑣𝑐𝑎 is the molar volume of cations plus anions in one mole of melt (equal to the weighted sum of 

each ion molar volume) and 𝑣𝐿 is melt molar volume. On this basis, Carroll and Stolper (1993a) wrote the 

first of equilibrium Eqs. (207) as: 

ln
𝑥𝑖

𝑃𝑖
= −ln 𝐾ℎ(𝑃, 𝑇) = 𝛼𝑖𝐼𝑃 + 𝛽𝑖                                                               (220) 

where 𝛼𝑖  and 𝛽𝑖  are fitting parameters, different for each 𝑖𝑡ℎ noble gas, calibrated over experimentally 

measured solubility in various melt compositions. Carroll and Stolper (1993a) estimated these parameters 

for all stable noble gases, by using experimental data at 1000-1400 °C and 0.1 MPa. In spite of its general 

accomplishments, ionic porosity failed to predict solubility in CaO-MgO-Al2O3-SiO2 (CMAS) melts, as well as 

in simple binary silicate melts (CaO-SiO2, Na2O-SiO2 MgO-SiO2). In fact, while ionic porosity provides a 

measure of the overall free volume in melt, it does not discriminate between situations characterized by a 

few large or many small cavities, which would translate into largely different noble gas solubility. As an 

example, the incorporation of network-modifier cations is likely to generate too small interstitial sites 

unable to accommodate noble gas atoms (i.e. too small interstitial sites) (Shibata et al., 1998). 



In order to address the above misbehaviors, the ionic porosity model has been modified by Iacono 

Marziano et al. (2010). They re-defined ionic porosity by considering the different effects of different 

cations on melt porosity. Those effects were taken as being only partially linked to ionic radii, and to reflect 

also a 𝑃 − 𝑇 −dependent individual cation’s capability to modify free space by forming, distorting or 

breaking the tetrahedral network. Accordingly, the term 𝑣𝑐𝑎 in Eq. (219) was replaced by the weighted sum 

of partial molar-like filled volume terms referred to each 𝑗𝑡ℎ oxide: 

𝑣𝑗(𝑃, 𝑇) = 𝑣𝑐𝑎,𝑗
0 + 𝑣𝑠,𝑗

0 + 𝜆𝑗 (
1

𝑇
−

1

𝑇0) + 𝜅𝑗(𝑃 − 𝑃0)                                             (221)   

where 𝑣𝑐𝑎,𝑗
0  is the same individual component term providing the value of 𝑣𝑐𝑎 in Eq. (219), 𝑣𝑠,𝑗

0  is the 

contribution by each individual oxide to large-scale structural effects, and 𝜅𝑗 and 𝜆𝑗  express the 

dependence on pressure and temperature, respectively, of the quantity 𝑣𝑗  referred to each oxide. Equation 

(220) was then modified to: 

ln
𝑥𝑖

𝑓𝑖
= −ln 𝐾ℎ(𝑃, 𝑇) = 𝛼𝑖 [100 −

100

𝑣𝐿(𝑃, 𝑇)
(∑ 𝑣𝑗(𝑃, 𝑇)𝑥𝑗 + 𝑣𝑞,𝑁𝑎2𝑂(𝑃, 𝑇)𝑥𝑁𝑎2𝑂

2

𝑛

𝑗

)] + 𝛽𝑖             (222) 

with 𝑣𝑞,𝑁𝑎2𝑂(𝑃, 𝑇) = 𝑣𝑞,𝑁𝑎2𝑂
0 + 𝜆𝑞,𝑁𝑎2𝑂(1/𝑇 − 1/𝑇0 ) + 𝜅𝑞,𝑁𝑎2𝑂(𝑃 − 𝑃0) being an additional quadratic 

compositional term. Iacono Marziano et al. (2010) calibrated the model given by Eqs. (221)-(222) by 

regression on more than 400 noble gas solubility measurements in natural and synthetic melts. The model 

satisfactorily reproduces the data over a wide range of temperature (800–1600 °C) and pressure (up to 3 

GPa), and it represents the most comprehensive tool to-date for estimating He, Ne and Ar solubility in 

silicate melts of virtually any composition (Figs. 31 and 32). The model reproduces well the relationships 

between Ar solubility and temperature for mafic and acidic liquids, and the linear increase in Ar 

concentration with pressure (Fig. 26). At high pressure (2-3 GPa) the calculated concentrations in the melt 

display a trend towards a saturation threshold, in agreement with the data by Schmidt and Keppler (2002) 

that did not form part of the calibration dataset (Fig. 26).  

 

Figure 32. Relationship between Henry's constant for noble gases and ionic porosity of silicate melts. Lines are 

predictions for He, Ne and Ar with the Iacono Marziano et al. (2010) model, while symbols derive from measured 

solubilities (data sources: Ar from Hayatsu and Waboso, 1958; Jambon et al., 1986; Lux, 1987; White et al., 1989; 

Carroll and Stolper, 1991, 1993; Roselieb et al., 1992; Broadhurst et al., 1992; Shibata et al., 1998; Miyazaki et al., 



2004; Marrocchi and Toplis, 2005; Iacono Marziano et al. 2010; Ne from Shackelford et al., 1972; Hayatsu and 

Waboso, 1985; Jambon et al., 1986; Lux, 1987; Roselieb et al., 1992; Broadhurst et al., 1992; Shibata et al., 1998; 

Miyazaki et al., 2004; Heber et al., 2007; Tournour and Shelby, 2008b; Iacono Marziano et al. 2010; He from 

Shackelford et al., 1972; Mulfinger et al., 1972; Jambon et al., 1986; Lux, 1987; Shibata et al., 1998; Paonita et al., 

2000; Mesko et al., 2000; Mesko and Shelby, 2002; Tournour and Shelby, 2008a). Ionic porosities are computed 

according to partial molar volumes by Iacono Marziano et al. (2010). 

 

5.6 Modeling mixed H2O-CO2-noble gases 

In terrestrial magmas, noble gases can be regarded as trace elements (Moreira and Kurz, 2013). The gas 

phase in natural magmas is normally H2O-CO2 dominated (Giggenbach, 1996) and even at total pressure of 

some GPa, the partial pressures of noble gases is usually less than 1 MPa (Carroll and Webster, 1994). As a 

consequence, evaluating possible effects of major volatiles on noble gas saturation is of major relevance, as 

the direct use of solubility data and models related to pure noble gas or noble gas mixtures in real 

situations of geologic relevance may lead to misinterpretations. In particular, the thermodynamic 

properties of noble gases dissolved in H2O-CO2-bearing silicate melts is still a challenging issue.     

Nuccio and Paonita (2000) modeled the fugacity and activity of noble gases in mixed H2O-CO2-noble gas 

conditions. For the gas phase, they included H2O and CO2 in Eqs. (208)-(210) by using the cross-coefficient 

for H2O-CO2 interaction in De Santis et al. (1974), and the 𝑎 and 𝑏 parameters for pure H2O and pure CO2 by 

Holloway (1977). For the melt phase, they computed the IP value (Eq. (219)) by including the partial molar 

volumes of H2O and CO2 in computing 𝑣𝐿, and H and C ion volumes in computing 𝑣𝑐𝑎. The approach 

employed to calculate noble gas partitioning between a gas with given H2O and CO2 concentration and a 

melt with given composition and 𝑃 − 𝑇 conditions requires: 1) to determine the dissolved H2O and CO2 

saturation contents with the reasonable assumption that the comparably vanishing amounts of noble gases 

do not affect them; 2) to calculate the IP value for the H2O-CO2 bearing melt; 3) to calculate 𝐾ℎ by Eq. (220) 

with 𝛼𝑖  and 𝛽𝑖  assumed to coincide with the same values for dry melt. From the above, the fugacity of the 

noble gas at equilibrium is computed from Eq. (210), and the dissolved concentration of the noble gas is 

calculated from Eq. (220). Nuccio and Paonita (2000) employed the model in Papale (1999a) (a previously 

calibrated version of the SOLWCAD model described at section 3.3) for H2O-CO2 saturation, and the model 

in Lange and Carmichael (1987) for melt molar volume. Their Extended Ionic Porosity (EIP) model predicts a 

positive dependence of noble gas solubility on the amount of H2O dissolved in the melt for melts from 

basalt to rhyolite, up to about 3 wt% dissolved water above which the effects of further increase in water 

concentration on noble gas solubility become about negligible (Fig. 33). On the contrary, noble gas 

solubility is found to slightly decrease when the dissolved CO2 increases (Fig. 33). The above dependences 

of noble gas solubility on major volatile contents grow exponentially with increasing noble gas atomic 

radius. Predictions on H2O effects are in very good agreement with the experimental measurements in 

Paonita et al. (2000) showing an about three-fold increase in He solubility when adding 3 wt% H2O to the 

melt, and very little effects with further H2O addition up to 6 wt% (Fig. 33). The measured effect of CO2 

addition (up to 0.05 wt%) was a slight solubility decrease, again in agreement with the theoretical 

calculations (Fig. 33). The analysis confirmed that the assumption of unchanged 𝛼𝐻𝑒 and 𝛽𝐻𝑒 for hydrated 

and dry melts is a reliable one. The model was subsequently tested with first Ar solubility data in H2O-CO2 

bearing basalt (Paonita et al., 2012). While it correctly predicted an increase of Ar solubility with increasing 

dissolved H2O content, the measured increase was by about a factor 4 for 5 wt% H2O addition, rather than 

the predicted two orders of magnitude increase. As a consequence, Paonita et al. (2012) proposed a new 

calibration of the EIP model for Ar dissolution in the hydrous basalt employed in their experiments, in 



which they presented a ln 𝐾ℎ,𝐴𝑟  vs. IP relationship for that given melt with IP depending solely on the 

dissolved H2O content. It is clear, however, that many more data are required before a robust, 

comprehensive model for Ar solubility in H2O-CO2 bearing melts is produced.  

 

Figure 33. Effect of dissolved H2O and CO2 on He Henry’s constant. Model curves from Nuccio and Paonita (2000) were 

obtained for H2O-He (solid) or CO2-He (dashed) with ~0.1 mol% He in vapor and up to 200 MPa of pressure (Henry's 

constant calculated on 8-oxygen basis melt). Experimental data are for H2O-He vapor (He ~ 0.1 mol%) from Paonita et 

al. (2000). 

 

Sarda and Guillot (2005) and Guillot and Sarda (2006) employed Eq. (216) and the approach described 

thereby to model noble gas partitioning between a CO2 –dominated gas and silicate melts. On such a basis, 

they determined 𝜇𝑖
𝐸,𝐿 (and then 𝛿𝑖

𝐿) for a noble gas 𝑖 in a silicate melt and 𝜇𝑖
𝐸,𝐺  (and then 𝛿𝑖

𝐺) in the CO2 gas. 

On this basis, Aubry et al. (2013) employed the equations of state obtained for the two coexisting phases 

(silicate melt and gaseous CO2) together with a CO2 solubility curve deduced from MD simulations (Guillot 

and Sator, 2011 and 2012), and implemented the test particle method (as in Guillot and Sator, 2012) for 

studying the case of noble gas partitioning between gaseous CO2 and CO2-saturated melt. They performed 

a series of MD simulations to calculate the solubility parameters of a noble gas in gaseous CO2 and in basalt 

melt (𝛿𝑖
𝐺  and 𝛿𝑖

𝐿 in Eq. A(12)). The computed ratio between the solubility parameters in Eq. (216) was then 

used to calculate noble gas partition coefficients between the two coexisting phases as a function of 

pressure. The calculations were extended to all noble gases (Fig. 34) and the corresponding solubility was 

found to be very similar to that obtained by Guillot and Sator (2012) in their study of the solubility of pure 

noble gases in dry silicate melts at high pressure (section 5.5), confirming small or negligible effects of CO2 

on noble gas solubility. This result suggests that a pressure-dependent solubility constant for pure noble 

gas can be used to estimate the amount of noble gas dissolved in a silicate melt coexisting with a gaseous 

CO2 phase, once the partial pressure of the noble gas in the gas phase is known.  



 

Figure 34. Noble gases partition coefficients between CO2 gas and basaltic melt up to very high pressure (modified 

from Aubry et al., 2013). Calculated curves were obtained by TPM coupled to MD simulations of the coexisting vapor 

and melt at 1600 °C. 

 

More recently, Fabbrizio et al. (2017) applied Eq. (212) to deal with the chemical equilibrium of Ar between 

Ar-H2O-CO2 mixed vapor and a basalt melt. The authors performed a best fit calibration of Eq. (212) at 

isothermal conditions (∆𝐻0 = 0) by employing both H2O-CO2-poor and H2O-CO2-rich data. The Ar fugacity 

in the gas phase was computed by the MRK-EOS at Eq. (210) extended to H2O-CO2-noble gas systems as 

described above. A value of 𝑣0 for Ar in Ar-H2O-CO2-bearing basalt at 1500 °C and 1 to 5 GPa pressure was 

then calibrated, corresponding to 24.3±0.3 cm3 mol−1, which matches with the same value for volatile-free 

basaltic melts (although it is worth noting that no dependence of 𝑣0 on the amount of dissolved H2O and 

CO2 was included in the model). That suggested that the effect of pressure in the range 1 – 5 GPa is 

dominant in controlling Ar solubility compared to the effects of dissolved H2O and CO2. As already observed 

in previous experiments, pressure was found to have a positive effect on argon incorporation in H2O-CO2 

bearing basalts. In agreement with their experimental data, the model of Fabbrizio et al. (2017) predicts an 

Ar solubility threshold at 3 GPa, with Ar concentration of ~0.38 wt.% which is of the same order of the 

amount found in H2O-CO2-free basaltic melts. It should be noted here that a comparison of the EIP model 

described above with the experimental data in Fabbrizio et al. (2017) for Ar-H2O-CO2-bearing basalt is not 

appropriate, because the experimental data were obtained at 1 – 5 GPa and with 𝑃Ar > 𝑃H2O > 𝑃CO2
, while 

the EIP model is designed to work at < 1 GPa and for 𝑃 ≈ 𝑃H2O + 𝑃CO2
≫ 𝑃Ar. In fact, the high dissolved Ar 

(thousands of ppm, close to the Ar saturation threshold) would violate the EIP model condition of infinite 

Ar dilution. 

5.7 Ar solubility as a proxy for N2 solubility 

Noble gas solubility has been used in comparison to solubility of molecular nitrogen to achieve information 

on its solution mechanisms, based on the well-established mechanical dissolution mechanism of noble 

gases. The solubility of nitrogen in silicate melts depends strongly on oxygen fugacity, as the latter controls 

the speciation of nitrogen. The few experimental data of nitrogen solubility in melts with composition 

matching common magmas (andesite and basalt) demonstrate that it dissolves as molecular species N2 at 

redox conditions typical of lithospheric magmas (Carroll and Webster 1994, and references therein; Marty 

et al. 1995, Libourel et al. 2003, Miyazaki et al. 2004). At more reducing conditions (IW buffer or below), the 



solubility of nitrogen progressively increases with decreasing 𝑓𝑂2
, suggesting the formation of chemical 

bonds with the silicate network (possibly as nitride groups; Libourel et al., 2003). More recent solubility 

data in simple synthetic melts suggest that even at NNO redox conditions, a fraction of nitrogen can 

dissolve as NH2
+ and NH3 complexes in H2O-bearing melts at pressures higher than 1 GPa, causing modest 

increase in solubility (Mysen et al., 2008). Such dissolution mechanism becomes dominant at low 

𝑓𝑂2
 (Mysen et al. 2008, Mysen and Fogel, 2010). Under the conditions in which nitrogen dissolution is 

molecular (as N2), its solubility practically matches that of Ar (Libourel et al. 2003, Miyazaki et al. 2004, 

Roskoz et al. 2006). This observation, together with similar size of N2 molecules and Ar atoms, is a strong 

support for a mechanical mechanism of solution of N2 with no or poor interaction with the silicate melt 

structure (see also Mysen, 2013 for a review). As a consequence, Ar is frequently used as a proxy of N2 in 

modeling nitrogen solubility in magmas (e.g., as in Fig. 46 below), taking advantage by the wide 

𝑓𝑂2
 conditions over which their similar behavior is observed, covering  most conditions of interest for 

volcano degassing.  

6. Applications 

As discussed in the Introduction session, volatile-melt equilibria are a central element for our capability to 

model the evolution of magmas as well as the dynamics of volcanic eruptions. Volatiles crucially affect 

practically any magma property and any aspect of their dynamics from depth to final emplacement after 

the eruption. It is therefore not surprising that modeling volatile-melt equilibrium is so relevant for magma 

petrology and for volcanology. 

Much of the investigation which makes large use of volatile-melt equilibria relates to one of the followings, 

or a combination of them: 

 determination of magma storage conditions; 

 interpretation of data from volcanic emissions; 

 constraining and modeling magma and eruption dynamics. 

In this section we provide, for each one of the above application fields, examples showing the variety of 

exceptionally relevant insights on volcanic systems and their dynamics, that are allowed by, or strictly 

require, modeling the thermodynamics of multi-component volatile-melt equilibria. 

6.1 Determination of magma storage conditions 

The theoretical foundation that makes multi-component volatile-melt equilibrium effective and powerful  

as a means of constraining magma storage condition, is that at equilibrium the number of degrees of 

freedom of the system is reduced according to phase rule. For the gas-liquid equilibrium between H2O, CO2 

and a melt with specified volatile-free composition (3 components, C, and 2 phases, P), the phase rule says 

that the number of degrees of freedom F = C – P + 2 is equal to 3. Therefore, once two among equilibrium 

pressure, temperature and composition are given, the third one is also given. In applications to real 

magmatic systems the melt composition (including the dissolved volatiles) is usually retrieved by studying 

melt inclusions, or pockets of melt entrapped within growing crystals. Under favorable conditions, and in 

particular depending on the characteristics of the lattice arrangement of the host crystal, the entrapped 

melt can essentially retain its original composition including the dissolved volatiles until analyzed in the lab 

(the Reviews in Mineralogy and Geochemistry volume 69: Minerals, Inclusions And Volcanic Processes, 

edited by Keith D. Putirka and Frank J. Tepley III (2008), and in particular the chapters by Kent (2008), by 

Moore (2008), and by Métrich and Wallace (2008), provides ample review and analysis of melt inclusion 



methods, experimental procedures, and results, including potentialities and limits of the technique). 

Similarly, temperature is usually constrained by well-known solid-liquid equilibria (e.g., Anderson et al., 

2008; Hansteen and Klügel, 2008). Therefore, pairs of H2O and CO2 dissolved in the original melt and 

measured in melt inclusions can be employed to constrain the remaining relevant intensive quantities 

characterizing the equilibrium. In mathematical terms, once the dissolved amounts of the two volatiles are 

determined from lab analysis, and for given magma temperature, Eqs. 28-30 constitute a system of three 

equations in the three unknowns pressure and concentration of each volatile component in the gas phase. 

Therefore, if melt inclusions can be assumed to reflect the original gas-melt thermodynamic equilibrium in 

magma, the equilibrium equations allow the determination of the entrapment pressure as well as the 

composition of the coexisting gas phase. That is graphically illustrated in Fig. 35, which shows that at 

thermodynamic equilibrium, for any observed pair of H2O and CO2 dissolved in a given melt and at given 

temperature there is one and only one corresponding equilibrium pressure and gas phase composition 

(note that throughout section 6.1 all of the H2O - CO2 – melt equilibrium calculations employ the SOLWCAD 

model described in section 3.3). 

 

Figure 35. Dissolved CO2 – H2O diagram for the basaltic melt in Lesne et al. (2011) at 1200 °C. The descending red lines 

are isobars (numbers are pressure in MPa), while the ascending blue lines connect points having same gas phase 

composition (numbers are CO2 concentration in wt%). The example point (red) represents a pair of dissolved H2O and 

CO2 from a hypothetical melt inclusion. The diagram shows that assuming equilibrium conditions, that melt inclusion 

originated at 200 MPa from a melt coexisting with a 60 wt% CO2 gas phase. 

 

A dissolved CO2 – H2O diagram like the one in Fig. 35 provides information that largely transcends the 

determination of entrapment pressure and coexisting gas phase, these being quantities of fundamental 

relevance. In fact, series of melt inclusion data from individual eruptions or from multiple eruptions from a 

given volcano carry information on the structure of the plumbing system, e.g., showing pressure intervals – 

thus depth intervals – where crystallization is more likely to happen. These intervals are commonly 

interpreted in terms of regions of magma residence where limited changes in intensive variables allow 

close-to-equilibrium crystallization; or in other words, in terms of location and vertical extension of magma 



chambers (Fig. 36). Melt inclusions also carry information on several processes that can affect underground 

magmatic bodies, e.g., the occurrence at specific depth intervals of closed vs. open system degassing. In the 

latter case, part of the gas phase is lost by the magma undergoing decompression. Because CO2 is much 

less soluble than H2O in silicate melts, gas loss invariably results in relative H2O enrichment with respect to 

CO2, visible as a shift to the right in a dissolved CO2 – H2O diagram (Fig. 37). On the other extreme, relatively 

shallow magma bodies can be constantly or periodically fluxed by a gas phase of deeper provenance, e.g., 

released by a deeper magma undergoing open system degassing (Spilliaert et al., 2006; Moretti et al., 

2013a,b; Caricchi et al., 2018). Due to low CO2 solubility with respect to H2O, a gas phase originating at 

larger depth tends to be enriched in CO2 with respect to the gas formed at shallow levels (that also 

depends, obviously, on other factors, e.g., total abundance of H2O and CO2 and melt composition; however, 

given a magmatic system, the deeper gas is practically always enriched in CO2 with respect to shallower 

ones). Fluxing of magma by deeper CO2-rich gas results in progressive increase of the total CO2/H2O ratio, 

which at isobaric conditions results in a progressive shift towards the CO2 axis of the dissolved CO2 – H2O 

pairs (Fig. 37). In more extreme conditions, the mass flow-rate of the gas fluxing the shallower magmatic 

system can be sufficiently large to buffer the gas phase and control the gas-melt equilibrium. In such a case, 

pairs of dissolved H2O and CO2 trapped within melt inclusions formed along a decompression path 

distribute along the corresponding gas phase isopleth (Fig. 37). Comparison with the distribution of melt 

inclusions in Fig. 36a suggests that gas-buffered conditions may be effective at Stromboli (Fig. 36b), which is 

in fact well-known for a striking disproportion between gas emissions and erupted lava or pyroclasts (Allard 

et al., 1994; Pino et al., 2011). Aiuppa et al. (2010) and Pino et al. (2011) have highlighted non-linear 

relationships between the saturation contents of volatiles in the C-O-H-S system under fluxing by CO2-rich 

gas, such to determine an increase in the sulfur content at saturation (Fig. 38) adding complexity to the 

interpretation of gas monitoring data. 

The simulated, relatively simple trends in Fig. 37 illustrate the rich information that can be retrieved by 

processing melt inclusion data with multicomponent gas-melt equilibrium modeling. Data from real 

volcanoes (e.g., those in Fig. 36) can result from a combination of processes like those exemplified in Fig. 

37, and others (e.g., magma crystallization, convection, mixing, etc.) that can be equally important, 

especially for the behavior of highly soluble volatile components such as sulfur and chlorine. In fact, 

concentration in the melt of such highly soluble components at late stages of crystallization can result in 

cloudy distributions of data points on binary diagrams involving volatile pairs. For example, Moretti et al. 

(2013b) have shown that the bulk of H2O-CO2-S concentrations in melt inclusions from Ischia and Procida 

islands (Phlegrean Volcanic District, Southern Italy) can be explained by polybaric crystallization under 

different gas buffering conditions due to CO2 upstreaming (fluxing) from the mantle. CO2-dominated gas 

buffers also shift the oxidation state resulting in melt inclusions that are S-depleted at Procida (prevalently 

Fe3+/Fetot < 1) and S-enriched at Ischia (prevalently Fe3+/Fetot > 1).  

By using the COHS model extended to chlorine (section 4.11), Moretti et al. (2018) reconstructed  the S-H2O 

and Cl-H2O degassing patterns of several Etna eruptions (Fig. 39), including the 122 BCE basaltic Plinian 

eruption (Coltelli et al., 1998). By jointly studying CO2-H2O-S-Cl dissolution, the authors suggested that the 

variations in oxidation state (involving also products from the same eruption) emerging from sulfur-water 

covariation (Fig. 39a) is an apparent effect due to CO2-fluxing generating batches of magma with 

heterogeneous total volatile proportions (Fig. 39b). Different dissolved Cl-H2O relationships (and Na/K melt 

ratios) between the  122 BC and recent magmas (Fig. 39c) were also interpreted to be a consequence of 

CO2-rich gas fluxing.  



The above examples demonstrate that melt inclusion studies transcend the definition of magma storage 

conditions entering the domain of complex dynamic processes, that can be recognized and quantified by 

processing melt inclusions through modeling of volatile-melt equilibrium thermodynamics. Melt inclusions 

can also be employed to determine the total abundance of volatiles in magmas (or the mass of the 

dissolved and exsolved volatiles divided by the mass of the melt plus the gas phase). This is a major and 

non-trivial application: in fact, it is the total abundance of each volatile component in magma that 

determines the gas-melt multicomponent equilibria (Eqs. (28)-(31)), the abundance of the gas phase, the 

density relationships therefore the dynamics of convection and mixing between different magmas (Papale 

et al., 2017), the acceleration and overall dynamics of magma ascent upon eruption on the surface (Papale 

et al., 1998; Papale and Polacci, 1999), and the convective vs. collapsing fate of the volcanic jet above the 

volcanic crater, and associated far different impacts on the surroundings (Neri et al., 1998; Esposti Ongaro 

et al., 2006). 

 

Figure 36. Melt inclusion data from Stromboli volcano, Aeolian Islands, Italy. a) Dissolved CO2 – H2O diagram. The red 

lines and symbols refer to the Low Porfiricity (LP) magma which is occasionally discharged during major eruptions and 

paroxysms, while the blue lines and symbols refer to the High Porfiricity (HP) magma which feeds the normal 

Strombolian activity. Full and dashed red lines highlight the effects of compositional variability in LP melt inclusions. 

The significant compositional differences between the LP and HP melts cause largely different isobars, mostly due to 

largely reduced CO2 solubility in the HP melt. Data from Métrich et al. 2001 (solid triangles), Bertagnini et al. 2003 

(open circles), and Métrich et al. 2010 (solid circles). b) Same data as in a) in a pressure vs. gas phase composition 



diagram, evidencing that the LP magma resides in a portion of the plumbing system deeper than 5 km (130 MPa) and 

extending down to > 9 km (250 MPa). As expected, the HP magma occupies the shallower portion of the volcanic 

system, and its gas phase is highly enriched in carbon dioxide. The topmost inclusions of the HP magma, without 

symbol and not reported in panel a, have CO2 contents below the FTIR detection limits (40-50 ppm) thus they have 

large error bars reflecting large uncertainty in the composition of the coexisting gas phase (but only relatively small 

uncertainty regarding entrapment pressure/depth). These inclusions are found to originate within the upper 1 km 

below the volcanic crater. Highly CO2-enriched melt inclusions (extreme right of the diagram at panel b) suggest that 

at least occasionally, the HP magma can exist down to 6-7 km. 

 

 

Figure 37. Example curves on a dissolved CO2 – H2O diagram. The examples show a series of hypothetical melt 

inclusion data along paths corresponding to closed system decompression (black), open system decompression (blue, 

loss of 5 wt% of the gas phase assumed at each subsequent computational step along the decompression path), 

isobaric CO2 fluxing (red), and decompression buffered by an about 75 wt% CO2 gas phase (magenta). All of the 

example paths and the isobaric lines refer to a rhyolitic melt from Blank et al. (1993) at 800 °C, and start from total 

H2O and CO2 contents of 4 and 2 wt%, respectively, at a pressure of 250 MPa. 

 

As seen above, the dissolved CO2 – H2O diagram in Fig. 35 shows that one H2O – CO2 pair (one point in the 

diagram) is enough to constrain, for a given temperature, the equilibrium pressure and gas phase 

composition. However, there are infinite pairs of total H2O and CO2 corresponding to that equilibrium, or in 

other words, corresponding to the same set of intensive quantities pressure, concentration of volatiles in 

the melt, and gas phase composition. Papale (2005) demonstrated that those infinite pairs lie on a straight 

line, that he termed the Total Volatiles Line (TVL), with each point along the TVL corresponding to same 

value of any quantity except the relative mass of gas in the gas-melt system. In other words, one single pair 

of dissolved H2O and CO2 does not constrain their total abundance in the magma, but it determines a 

relationship between such total abundances, represented by the corresponding TVL. In a CO2 – H2O 

diagram, TVL’s originate from the corresponding melt inclusion; in fact, that would be the case for an 

under-saturated magma exactly reaching the saturation condition. Therefore, if melt inclusions formed at 

different pressure correspond to same total H2O and CO2 contents (closed system conditions), the 

corresponding TVL’s will cross each other at the only point along each straight line which is consistent with 



the equilibrium represented by each melt inclusion. A graphical example is provided in Fig. 40. Before 

analyzing it, it is useful to introduce the TVL equations (Papale, 2005): 

𝑤CO2

𝑇 = 𝑞 + 𝑚𝑤H2O
𝑇                                                                         (223) 

𝑚 =
𝑤CO2

𝐺 − 𝑤CO2

𝐿

𝑤H2O
𝐺 − 𝑤H2O

𝐿                                                                           (224) 

𝑞 = 𝑤CO2

𝐿 − 𝑚𝑤H2O
𝐿                                                                         (225) 

As it is clear from Eqs. (223)-(225), determining the TVL only requires dissolved amount of H2O and CO2, 

that are directly measured in melt inclusions, and the composition of the coexisting gas phase, that for any 

pair of dissolved H2O and CO2 is univocally determined (see Fig. 35) and can be computed with a mixed 

H2O+CO2 saturation model.  

 

Figure 38. Water and sulfur contents in melt inclusions retrieved in magmas erupted during the 2003 paroxysm at 

Stromboli. Symbols are data from Bertagnini et al. (2003) (open circles) and Métrich et al. (2005) (open squares). The 

black lines refers to computations with COHS for decompression under closed system conditions and 𝑤H2O
𝑇 =

3.67 𝑤𝑡%, 𝑤CO2

𝑇 = 2.44 𝑤𝑡%, 𝑤S
𝑇 = 1500 ppm (solid line), and same amounts with 𝑤CO2

𝑇  equal to 17 𝑤𝑡% (dashed 

line) in response to deep CO2 addition (fluxing). Under such conditions, fluxing is seen to decrease the dissolved H2O 

content (as in Fig. 37) and increase the dissolved S content. Also plotted is the H2O-S closed system evolution 

computed for the same conditions from the SolEX model in section 4.11. Modified after Pino et al. (2011) and Witham 

et al. (2012). 

 

Let’s now consider the example in Fig. 40. Assume that we have measured the dissolved amount of H2O 

and CO2 as in panel a from a series of melt inclusions, and that we know (from independent information) 

the magmatic temperature. For simplicity, this example assumes no crystallization therefore same volatile-

free composition (a rhyolite from Blank et al., 1993) for all melt inclusions. Note however that 

crystallization, causing further volatile concentration with respect to the melt-gas system as well as a melt 

compositional shift, can be readily accounted for through a modification of Eqs. (224)-(225) (Papale, 2005). 

As we have seen above, and as it is also visible in panel a of Fig. 40, each melt inclusion constraints the 

corresponding entrapment pressure as well as the composition of the coexisting gas phase (note that if the 

melt composition from the different inclusion was not the same, e.g. as a consequence of crystallization, 



the computation would still be possible but a simple representation like the one in Fig. 40a would not be, 

because each data point would have its own isobars and isopleths). We can use that information to 

determine with Eqs. (223)-(225) the TVL for each pair of dissolved volatiles (or equivalently, for each melt 

inclusion). Panel b of Fig. 40 shows the TVL’s determined in this way. The TVL’s corresponding to the four 

high pressure melt inclusions cross each other at the same point in the diagram, meaning that over that 

pressure range the magma evolved under closed system conditions with respect to the gas phase. The 

point at which the TVL’s cross each other corresponds to the total (i.e., dissolved + exsolved) H2O and CO2 

contents (in the example, 6 wt% H2O and 2 wt% CO2). Different from the above, the remaining five melt 

inclusions formed at lower pressure show TVL’s that do not cross each other at a specific point, rather, they 

depict a fan-shaped frame which is the typical signature of open system degassing (Papale, 2005). The 

envelope of TVL’s corresponding to an open system path constraints the evolution of total H2O and CO2 in 

the system upon degassing, as it is shown by the two additional points in Fig. 40b with reported total 

volatile contents. 

 

Figure 39. Melt inclusion data and model calculations for Etna magmas with multicomponent C-O-H-S-Cl gas phase. a) 

Dissolved H2O and S (symbols), and calculations from the COHS(+Cl) model (section 4.11) for − 3 ≤ NNO ≤ 3  and fixed 

total volatile content corresponding to 𝑤H2O
𝑇 = 3.5 𝑤𝑡%, 𝑤CO2

𝑇 = 2 𝑤𝑡%, 𝑤S
𝑇 = 3200 ppm. Note the relevant changes 



associated to different assumed redox conditions. b) Same as in panel a for NNO redox conditions, with addition of i) 

CO2-fluxing (and consequent dehydration) and ii) FeS separation (yielding S depletion). The curved violet arrow 

embraces conditions for the deep crystallization of Etnean primitive melts (see Moretti et al. (2018). c) Dissolved H2O 

and Cl. Significant crystallization and associated Cl concentration in the melt can explain the trends observed in 

dehydrated samples below 20 MPa. CO2 fluxing determines chlorine depletion in the melt phase, and may explain a 

shift from Na-rich (122 BC) to K-rich (recent products) magmas. Two fluxing paths are shown (CO2-pure and CO2 at 95 

( wt%). Low pressure data for the 122 BC eruption are best fitted by including crystallization under closed-system 

conditions for the gas phase, whereas low pressure Cl contents in recent products are best modelled by crystallization 

occurring under gas phase open-system conditions, with 𝑃 −dependent Cl partition coefficient from Alletti et al. 

(2009). Modified after Moretti et al. (2018). 

 

Figure 40. Example of application of the TVL method (Papale, 2005) to determine total H2O and CO2 contents from 

melt inclusion data. a) Hypothetical melt inclusion data (black circles) measured in a melt with composition 

corresponding to the rhyolitic melt in Blank et al. (1993) (same as in Fig. 37). b) Total Volatile Lines (TVL) for the melt 

inclusions in panel a (also reported in panel b). The TVL’s for high pressure melt inclusions cross each other at a point 

corresponding to total (in the liquid and gas phases) H2O and CO2 in the magma from which the inclusions were 

formed. Progressive loss of gas under open system conditions (low-P inclusions) is revealed as a typical fan-shaped 

geometry of TVL’s. The TVL’s for the data lying on the x axis (no dissolved CO2) coincide with the x axis. 

 



Once the total volatile contents are determined, the corresponding gas fraction can be computed from 

simple mass balances: 

𝑤𝐺 =
𝑤𝐻2𝑂

𝑇 + 𝑤𝐶𝑂2

𝑇 − 𝑤𝐻2𝑂
𝐿 − 𝑤𝐶𝑂2

𝐿

1 − 𝑤𝐻2𝑂
𝐿 − 𝑤𝐶𝑂2

𝐿                                                        (226) 

휀𝐺 =
𝑤𝐺

𝜌𝐺 [
𝑤𝐺

𝜌𝐺 +
1 − 𝑤𝐺

𝜌𝐿 ]

−1

                                                             (227) 

where 𝑤𝐺and 휀𝐺  are the weight and volume fraction of the gas phase, respectively, in the gas + liquid 

system, and 𝜌 is density (corrections to account for crystal content can be easily added). By using the Lange 

and Carmichael (1987) model for the density of water-bearing silicate melts, the SOLWCAD model for H2O-

CO2-melt equilibrium (which embeds the Kerrick and Jacobs (1981) EOS for H2O+CO2 gas mixtures), and 

neglecting the effect on melt density of small amounts of dissolved carbon dioxide, the upper four melt 

inclusions in Fig. 40 turn out to have formed under closed system conditions in the pressure range 291 – 

189 MPa from a magma that contained 6 wt% total H2O and 2 wt% total CO2, and that included a 3.36 – 

3.96 wt%, 11.2 – 16.7 vol% gas phase (both increasing with decreasing pressure) with composition 

corresponding to 57 – 49 wt% CO2 (decreasing with decreasing pressure); all of this information being 

retrieved by melt inclusion data only, processed with a multicomponent thermodynamic equilibrium 

model. 

The example above, as well as the application of the TVL method to a number of real melt inclusion data in 

magmas from all around the world (Papale, 2005), clearly shows a substantial difference between H2O and 

CO2. While maximum H2O contents found in ensembles of melt inclusion data can be taken in many cases 

as a (minimum) approximation of the effective total H2O content in the magma, total CO2 contents are 

commonly orders of magnitude higher than the dissolved amounts, as a consequence of the very low 

solubility of CO2 in natural magmas.  

Estimations of total, pre-degassing content of volatiles has also taken advantage from the application of  

equilibrium degassing models to fluid inclusions entrapped in igneous products. Different from melt 

inclusions, which record the amount of volatiles dissolved in the melt at the time of entrapment (and that 

are often accompanied by gas bubbles generated by shrinking of the melt or glass after entrapment, 

Frezzotti, 2001), fluid inclusions are interpreted as original gas bubbles that were entrapped in growing 

minerals or quenched glass, or in other words as relicts of the original volatile exsolution process. Aubry et 

al. (2013) estimated a range of initial CO2 in MORB by computing vesicularity and CO2 content of a MORB 

ascending up to seafloor and comparing the model results to the same observed quantities in MOR pillow 

lavas. According to the authors, the observed scattered distribution of vesicularity in MORB samples would 

be the reflection of equilibrium CO2 exsolution from various depths in the mantle according to variable 

initial CO2 contents. Episodes of gas loss during ascent would further explain samples with particularly low 

vesiclularity and CO2 content (Aubry et al., 2013). On this ground, the inventory of noble gases in these 

glasses, interpreted by means of volatile equilibrium modeling, put key constraints on the complex 

decompressive paths of MORB magmas. The variability of the He/Ar ratios in MORB glasses (see Fig 41), 

encompassing a range up to some orders of magnitude higher than the expected initial ratio in the 

undegassed MORB (estimated from production and accumulation of radiogenic 4He and 40Ar nuclides in the 

mantle), has in fact suggested open system degassing processes in which the poorly soluble Ar is 

preferenially partitioned in the gas phase with respect to He (Jambon et al. 1985, 1986, Marty and 

Tolstikhin 1998, Marty and Zimmermann 1999, Moreira and Sarda 2000, Burnard 2001, Burnard et al. 2002, 



2003, 2004, Sarda and Moireira 2002, Yamamoto and Burnard 2005). Lower abundances of He and Ar at 

higher He/Ar ratios and large scattering of data have suggested the occurrence of multistep degassing 

processes marked by discrete episodes of gas loss (Guillot and Sarda, 2006, Aubry et al., 2013; see Fig. 41), 

suggesting that plumbing systems under mid-ocean ridges may be constituted by multiple zones of magma 

storage and accumulation. For the sake of completeness, the investigation of noble gas and carbon ratios 

(He/Ne, He/Ar, He/Xe, He/CO2) during last fifteen years has shown that gas-melt equilibrium 

thermodynamics do not explain by itself the data on MORB fluid inclusions (Paonita and Martelli 2006, 

2007, Gonnermann and Mukhopadhyay 2007, Furi et al., 2010, Weston et al. 2015, Tucker et al. 2018). 

Although having different degree of complexity, all of these models point to to non-equilibrium diffusion-

controlled degassing paths during decompressive bubble growth punctuated by episodes of gas loss as a 

more likely explanation of the data. 

 

Figure 41. Computed He/Ar ratio (x-axis) as a function of Ar abundance in MORB at seafloor eruption conditions. Ar* is 

radiogenic Ar, or Ar corrected by air addition. Episodes of bubble loss have been simulated at 0.4 and 0.2 GPa starting 

from a CO2-saturated magma at 1 GPa and initial He/Ar equal to 1.5. Noble gas solubilities were computed with the 

model of Nuccio and Paonita (2001). Dashed and dotted lines refer to vesicle and melt composition, respectively. Data 

from the compilation by Paonita and Martelli (2007). 

6.2 Interpretation of volcano degassing data 

Degassing from magmatic bodies stored at depth or ascending toward the surface is the major source of 

volcanic gas emissions, although contributions from secondary non-magmatic sources are also possible, in 

some cases largely modifying the original composition of gases separating from magma. With various 

degrees of representativeness, volcanic fluids in crater plumes or from fumaroles, soil degassing, bubbling 

pools and thermal waters provide a means for directly accessing the gas phase released from deep 

magmas. Their relevance in volcano monitoring is widely recognized, and volcano degassing studies 

constitute one of the three big pillars – seismology, geodesy, and geochemistry – over which modern multi-

parametric volcano monitoring and early warning systems are built (Sparks et al., 2012). Volcanic fluids 

carry information on first order magmatic processes occurring from large depths to near the surface, 

including magmatic movements and associated pressure changes, gas/magma transfer from depth, and 

virtually any other physical or chemical process that influences the composition of the volcanic fluids 

released from the magma or coexisting in shallow geothermal circulation systems. Accordingly, measuring 

volcanic gas emissions and interpreting their variations (e.g., in flow or composition) is an essential tool to 

describe and quantify processes having potential major impacts on the volcano dynamics and the short 

term hazard forecasts, and that we cannot observe directly. At the same time, because volcanic emissions 



are affected to largely different extents by secondary processes (after gas release from magma), the 

information from volcanic gas studies can be different depending on the investigated (or available) 

emission sources. On one extreme, crater plumes at open system volcanoes are usually taken as highly 

representative of the magmatic gas. On the other extreme, fumaroles, soil degassing, and other emissions 

at volcanoes characterized by the presence of important geothermal circulation systems (as volcanic 

calderas usually are) largely reflect the complex physico-chemical interactions between deep (magmatic) 

gases and shallow waters, brines, and rocks. In such cases, discriminating between a magmatic or 

geothermal origin for the observed variations can be difficult and require additional measurements (e.g., 

isotopic ratios) and multi-parametric constraints (e.g., Chiodini et al., 2017; Gresse et al., 2018). 

Since volcanic emissions reflect undergoing (or very recent) processes somewhere in the volcanic system, 

and are therefore representative of the current volcanic activity, their significance is profoundly different 

from that associated with melt and fluid inclusions in minerals, considered in the previous section. In fact, 

the latter refers to conditions prior (or which led to) past eruptions, the products of which we can sample 

and analyze. However, some of those conditions may be long-standing and contribute to define a picture of 

the current volcanic set up. Accordingly, current geochemical approaches combine information from 

volcanic emissions and melt/fluid inclusions through the aid of multicomponent gas-melt equilibrium 

modeling, to obtain a picture as much comprehensive and robust as possible of the underground plumbing 

system architecture and magma dynamics. 

Monitoring of volcanic emissions has greatly progressed thanks to recent technological developments 

leading to the diffusion and evolution of increasingly more precise, portable, multi-purpose instruments for 

continuous remote measurements. Describing experimental approaches and techniques is not among the 

purposes of this chapter, and the reader is referred to an abundant literature on the subject (e.g., Platt, 

1994; Symonds et al., 2001; Edmonds et al., 2002; Oppenheimer and McGonigle, 2004; Shinohara, 2005; 

Aiuppa et al., 2007; Platt and Stutz, 2008; Liotta et al., 2010; Roberts et al., 2017; and many others). We 

only mention here that major benefits for measurements in volcanic plumes came from developments in 

optical methods leading to OP-FTIR techniques for the concentration and ratios of HCl, HF, SO2, CO2, H2O, 

CO and OCS (Edmonds et al., 2002), and to DOAS techniques for the total flux of these species (Platt, 1994; 

Platt and Stutz, 2008). A further key improvement came from the development of the Multicomponent gas 

analyzer system (Multi-Gas; Shinohara, 2005, Aiuppa et al., 2007), that is a multi-sensor assembly 

developed to measure concentrations of CO2 and H2O by means of non-dispersive IR spectrometers, and 

SO2 by electrochemical sensor, allowing therefore the determination of major volatile ratios in volcanic 

plumes. 

One major concept that is routinely applied in the interpretation of volcanic emissions is that of 

fractionation of volatiles controlled by their differential solubility, whereby gases reflecting higher pressure 

equilibrium conditions are invariably enriched in the least soluble volatile components. That explains the 

relevance of measuring major volatile ratios such as CO2/H2O and CO2/SO2, (or C/S) as well as ratios 

involving minor volatile components such as He/CO2, He/Ar and He/Ne. In all such quantities, the 

concentration of volatiles with markedly different solubility are compared. If, for example, a degassing 

magma moves towards the surface, then the associated decompression will cause variations which are 

amplified in the example ratios above, and we will “see” the rise of magma in a progressive or sudden 

decrease of, e.g., the CO2/SO2 ratio (CO2 being much less soluble in common natural magmas than SO2). 

Conversely, if a deeper magmatic body starts releasing gases, those gases will be seen at the surface as an 

increase in the ratio of less soluble to more soluble components, e.g., an increase in the CO2/SO2 ratio, 

reflecting the deeper conditions at which the gases have been released by the magma. Obviously, the 



simple patterns described here can be jeopardized by several other factors which affect magma degassing 

as well as the composition of fluids reaching the surface. Accordingly, the interpretations usually employ 

several indicators and constraints from multi-parametric monitoring systems. 

In general, the magmatic gases derive from a level of gas-melt separation which can reasonably be a foam 

layer at the roof of a magma batch or a sill-like body (Jaupart and Vergniolle 1989, Menand and Philips, 

2007), so that the gas ratios can be representative of the pressure at this level. If instead the magmatic 

gases are released from magma distributed over substantially elongated geometries, than the measured 

gas ratios can be the reflection of integrated values along the magma column (Edmonds, 2008). 

Horizontally elongated structures can represent traps where magma ascent is inhibited and bubbly 

suspensions can develop at the top of the reservoirs by accumulation of gas bubbles (Menand and Philips, 

2007), and this type of structures can develop more and more times along a composite magma plumbing 

system. As a consequence, the modeling and interpretation of measured quantities requires multiple steps 

to account for repeated decoupling in the bubble-melt system (Edmonds et al. 2010, Paonita et al. 2013). 

Additional mechanisms for gas escape can involve the development of permeable fault structures at the 

conduit walls (Jaupart and Allegre 1991, Kozono and Koyaguchi 2012) and, in highly viscous silicic systems, 

the formation of a bubble network with hydraulic continuity in a magma column (Eichelberger et al., 1986; 

Burton et al., 2007; La Spina et al., 2017). 

The number of applications of the above concepts and models on volcano degassing is impressive, and has 

provided enormous information on magmatic processes constraining degassing pressures and depths, 

composition and temperature of the degassing magmas, total volatiles contents in magmas and in 

degassing mantle sources, and many others. Observations carried out on fluid emissions from many 

volcanoes all over the world suggest that the CO2/SO2 ratio is a more useful indicator for volcanic early 

warning systems than the CO2/(SO2+H2S) ratio. The latter, instead, can reflect the specific geodynamic 

context over which the volcanism develops (e.g., Aiuppa et al., 2014). As anticipated above, the CO2/SO2 

ratio before an eruption may decrease as a consequence of magma rise and associated shallower magma 

degassing, or increase due to increased contribution to the volcanic emissions by magmatic gas from a 

deep magma source. More likely, the observed variations at the surface are a combination of these (and 

possibly others, e.g., en-mass microlite crystallization upon magma ascent) processes, and robust 

interpretations require evaluations of multi-parametric observations and data. In various cases, however, 

compositional shifts towards increased CO2/SO2 ratios have been observed at open system volcanoes 

including Villarrica, Chile (Aiuppa et al., 2017), Masaya, Nicaragua (Aiuppa et al., 2018), Redoubt, Alaska 

(Werner et al., 2013), Etna and Stromboli, Italy (Aiuppa et al. 2007; Aiuppa et al., 2008, 2009, 2010) (Fig. 

42). Current interpretations, also based on measured H2O/CO2 ratios, suggest that volcanic plumes emitted 

at the surface result from mixing of deep (CO2-rich) and shallow (CO2-poor) gas phase contributions. An 

increased deep contribution, associated to increased CO2/SO2 ratio, is often observed shortly before the 

occurrence of a new eruption, and shortly before major explosive events at Stromboli (Fig. 42 and Fig. 43). 

Conversely, phreatic and phreatomagmatic eruptions in 2014, 2016 and 2017 at Poàs, Costa Rica, were 

accompanied or preceded by large decrease in the CO2/SO2 ratio (de Moor et al., 2019). 

At Etna, CO2/SO2 and H2O/CO2 ratios measured in the gas plume above the crater in the period 2005-2006 

(Aiuppa et al., 2007) revealed consistent changes (when the former increases the latter decreases, 

according to the solubility relationships between the three volatile components). Application of the COHS 

model (section 4.11) allowed the identification of periods during which volcano degassing was mainly fed 

by slowly convecting magma close to atmospheric pressure, and periods of resumption of fresh magma 

supply that anticipated by a few days the occurrence of a summit eruption. In some other situations the 



CO2/SO2 ratio is found to evolved over months or years, e.g. at Redoubt and Kilauea (Werner et al., 2019), 

interpreted to reflect decompression of magma during its slow ascent to shallow crust levels beneath 

Redoubt (Werner et al., 2012), and mantle-driven surge in magma supply to Kilauea during 2003–2007 

(Poland et al., 2012).  

 

Figure 42. a) Measured CO2/SO2 ratio in the volcanic plume above the Stromboli crater in the period 2006-2007, 

encompassing the major explosion on Decembre 15, 2006, and the paroxysm on March 15, 2007. From Aiuppa et al., 

2008. b) Modeled CO2/SO2 and H2O/CO2 covariations. The elliptic gray area, expanded in the upper-right diagram, 

indicates the range of measured values. Grey solid lines refer to modelled gas compositions in the  300–100 MPa 

range for crystal-poor magma feeding major explosions and paroxysms at Stromboli. Black dashed lines refer to model 

results for a magmatic gas formed by decompression (100MPa to 0.1 MPa) of the degassed, crystal-rich magma 

occupying the upper volcanic domain. Also traced are lines of mixing line between deep CO2-rich gas bubbles and 

shallow gas from the largely degasses upper magma. “Bulk HP magma degassing” refers to the possible composition 

of the gas phase from the shallow magma at 0.1 MPa. In the top-right enlargement, the syn-explosive (black circles) 

and quiescent (open circles) gas data show distinct (although partially overlapping) composition. Modified after 

Aiuppa et al. (2010). [NOTE TO EDITORS AND REVIEWERS: panel a is the original figure from Aiuppa et al. (2008), and it 

will be replaced with a modified version before publication] 



 

Figure 43. Modelled evolution of the CO2/Stot (Stot = SO2+H2S) ratio in the magmatic gas coexisting with a Villarrica-like 

melt. Closed-system simulations (thick blue line: NNO; thick red line: NNO+0.5) of magma depressurization (200 to 0.1 

MPa), and open-system degassing simulations (thin lines, from 40 MPa for the case NNO+0.5, and from 20 MPa for 

the case NNO), compared to measured values. Background (Phase I) degassing (CO2/Stot = 0.8 - 3) compares well with 

residual open-system degassing. Phase II and particularly phase III peak values up to 10 are anticipatory of eruptive 

activity and show that the CO2-enriched gas was likely caused by separation of gas originating at 20-35 MPa. Modified 

after Aiuppa et al. (2017). 

 

While the CO2/SO2 ratio seems particularly relevant as a messenger of magma ascent and increased 

potential for a new eruption, the H2S/SO2 ratios can also be important, especially in those many situation 

where a shallow hydrothermal system controls the volcanic emissions. The fumarole emissions at Campi 

Flegrei display practically only H2S as sulfur component (Chiodini et al., 2010), as a consequence of chemical 

reactions occurring in the highly reduced hydrothermal environment below the caldera floor. Accordingly, 

one of the most relevant signs of increased hazard from an impending eruption is believed to be the 

appearance of SO2 in the fumarole gases (e.g., Selva et al., 2012), as that would suggest an increased 

magmatic gas input into the hydrothermal system beyond its reducing capabilities. At the Merapi volcano, 

Indonesia, increase of both CO2/SO2 and H2S/SO2 ratios in fumaroles during the months preceding the 2010 

explosive eruption were interpreted as an increased contribution from a deep, more reduced source (likely 

mafic magma) with respect to the shallower source feeding the fumaroles during “normal” time (Surono et 

al., 2012; Pritchard et al., 2019). 

A general situation for volcanic emissions at many volcanoes can be that they are fed from both residual 

degassing of shallow, partially degassed, partially crystallized magma (low CO2/SO2 and H2S/SO2, high 

H2O/CO2) and deep, volatile-rich, often less chemically evolved magma (high CO2/SO2 H2S/SO2, low 

H2O/CO2). As it is shown in Fig. 42, changes in measured ratios can reflect changes in the relative 

contributions, with the further complications that i) decompression during ascent of the deep magmatic 

component results in the production of less CO2-rich gas, and ii) the evolution of the redox conditions 

during magma decompression, thus the evolution of the  H2S/SO2 ratio in the gas phase accompanying a 

rising magma, can be very complex. Multi-component, composition-dependent volatile-melt saturation 

models can be used to link 𝑃 − 𝑇 −redox variations observed in gases and magmas down to the magma 

source, leading to backtrack magmatic degassing from source to surface. Relevant examples are provided in 



Aiuppa et al. (2007, 2010, 2011), Oppenheimer et al. (2011), and Moussallam et al. (2014), showing that 

other processes can affect the chemistry of sulfur-bearing volcanic gases, such as precipitation of solid 

sulfide/sulfate phases as well as immiscible FeOS liquid. Despite not accounted for in current procedures 

such as COHS, SolEx, or D-COMPRESS, described at section 4.11, precipitation of S-bearing phases is likely 

to be a major factor in many natural situations, besides being an important constrain to oxygen fugacity for 

multi-component gas-melt equilibrium thermodynamics. 

Using noble gases with major volatiles 

 

Decompression-induced fractionation among volatile components having different solubility obviously 

involves minor components, like noble gases, together with the major components considered above. 

Accordingly, poorly soluble, heavy noble gases (Ar, Kr, Xe) are exsolved from the melt earlier than more 

soluble He and Ne. Accordingly, the relative abundance of noble gases in volcanic emissions is as much 

powerful as that of major components for constraining the underground dynamics.  

For closed system degassing, fractionation between two noble gases 𝑖 and 𝑗 can be written as (Jambon et 

al., 1986): 

𝑥𝑖

𝑥𝑗
=

𝑥𝑖
𝑇

𝑥𝑗
𝑇

𝑆𝑖

𝑆𝑗
[
𝑉∗ + 𝜌𝐿𝑆𝑗𝑇𝑒/𝑇0

𝑉∗ + 𝜌𝐿𝑆𝑖𝑇𝑒/𝑇0]                                                            (228)      

where 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 and 𝑥𝑖,𝑗
𝑇   are noble gas concentration in the melt and total system (i.e., the under-saturated 

melt), respectively, 𝑉∗ is the volume of exsolved gas phase per unit volume of melt, representing a proxy 

of exsolution and degassing, 𝑇𝑒 is the temperature of gas-melt equilibrium, 𝑇0 is a reference temperature, 

𝜌𝐿 is melt density and 𝑆𝑖,𝑗  is the solubility constant = 𝑥𝑖,𝑗/𝑃𝑖,𝑗, corresponding to the inverse of the Henry's 

constant 𝐾ℎ defined at Eq. (207). Equation (228) assumes ideal behavior of the gas phase, therefore it is 

only adequate for sufficiently low pressure conditions. For an infinitely efficient open (Rayleigh) degassing 

system (for which each infinitesimal parcel of gas is immediately removed from near the melt upon 

exsolution), noble gas fractionation becomes: 
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For both ideal closed (Eq. (228)) and open (Eq. (229)) conditions, concentrations in the gas phase (either 

coexisting with the melt or leaving the melt), 𝑦𝑖,𝑗, can be computed from: 

𝑦𝑖
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𝑥𝑖

𝑥𝑗

𝑆𝑗

𝑆𝑖
                                                                                 (230) 

Computations of noble gas fractionation from Eqs. (228)-(230) are reported in Fig. 44, showing much 

higher efficiency of open system degassing in fractionating volatile components having different solubility. 



 

Figure 44. Closed and open system degassing paths for He/Ar for a basaltic melt at 1200 °C. In the case of open 

system degassing, vesicularity refers to the cumulative volume of gas exsolved (higher volumes approaching unity 

correspond to high values of He/Ar out of the vertical axis scale). Solid curves are computed by Eqs. (228) (closed) 

and (229) (open) with a He/Ar solubility ratio of 10. Dashed curves are computations with the Nuccio and Paonita 

(2001) model with correction for Ar solubility as in Paonita et al. (2012) (model parameters: initial pressure 700 MPa, 

3 wt% total H2O, 0.65 wt% total CO2). Pressure reported on figure top refers to only the dashed model curves. The 

mismatch between dashed and solid curves is due to dependence of noble gas solubility on the degassing pressure 

and H2O-CO2 contents and degassing (see text).  

 

The value of 𝑉∗ in Eq. (228) is itself a complex function of the degree of magma decompression below 

saturation pressure, therefore, it is poorly adequate to represent an independent proxy of volatile 

exsolution (Guillot and Sarda, 2006). More refined calculations take into account the evolution of the 

relevant compositional and thermodynamic quantities with decompression (Nuccio and Paonita, 2001; 

Guillot and Sarda, 2006). For closed system conditions, and considering the two major volatiles H2O and 

CO2, the fractionation between two noble gases writes (Nuccio and Paonita, 2001): 
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where the thermodynamic parameters 𝐾ℎ,𝑖,𝑗  and 𝜙𝑗,𝑗 change with the 𝑃 − 𝑇 conditions according to the 

new H2O and CO2 contents in melt and vapor. For an open system, the fractionation among noble gases as 

a function of magma depressurization can still be computed by step-wise solutions of Eq. (231) with 

removal of the degassed (i.e., lost from the system) amount of volatiles at each computational step (Fig. 

44). These calculations require to couple Eq. (231) to a model for the saturation of major volatiles and 

noble gases (see section 5.6). 

The application of the above concepts and equations to noble gas abundance in volcanic emissions from 

long time series of data provides relevant insights into the plumbing system and the deep processes at 

active volcanoes. At Mt. Etna (Italy) long datasets from sampling of low-temperature soil gas emissions and 

fumaroles along the rim of the Voragine summit crater constitute a unique dataset of chemical 

compositions and of isotope and elemental abundances of Ar, Ne and He (Caracausi et al. 2003a,b, Rizzo et 



al. 2006, Paonita 2010, Paonita et al. 2012, 2016). Due to interaction with shallow thermal aquifers and 

ground water, fumarolic gases and even more, soil gas emissions must be evaluated and filtered to retrieve 

the magmatic gas component (Liotta et al. 2010; Paonita et al., 2012). Paonita et al. (2012) calculated the 

decompressive degassing path of Etnean trachibasalts in the system H2O-CO2-He-Ar by coupling the 

SOLWCAD model (Papale et al., 2006) for H2O-CO2 saturation and the Nuccio and Paonita (2000) model for 

noble gases, the latter implemented with updated equations for Ar solubility in H2O-CO2-bearing basalts. 

Olivine-hosted melt inclusion data from most primitive Etnean magmas, processed as in section 6.1, show 

entrapment pressures up to 450 MPa at 1150 °C (this temperature being estimated from solid-melt 

equilibria) and further suggest that the earliest exsolved gas phase contains 75 mol% CO2. Data from fluid 

inclusions in olivine from the same primitive magmas allow to estimate initial noble gas and major volatile 

ratios. With these constraints, isothermal decompressive degassing paths can be computed assuming 

either closed or open system conditions with respect to the gas phase. Figure 45 showing the results of 

such calculations on a typical He/Ar vs Ar/CO2 graph compared with gas emission measurements, suggest 

that open system degassing is consistent with the observed two orders of magnitude variability in the 

sampled gases. Summit crater fumaroles align on the same degassing path as for the peripheral emissions, 

with the former corresponding to shallower degassing levels. Crater fumarole compositions were found to 

be consistent with mixing between a deep gas released at 200-400 MPa and a shallow gas released at 

about 130 MPa. Accordingly, measured abundance ratios, like He/Ar ratios, do not depend solely on 

exsolution and degassing pressure, but mostly reflect variable relative contributions from the deep and 

shallow magma reservoirs supplying gas at different times.  

 

Figure 45. He/Ar vs. Ar/CO2 decompressive or mixing degassing paths for Etnean basalt at 1150 °C, as computed by 

Paonita et al. (2012). Ar* is radiogenic Ar, or Ar corrected by air addition. Lines named “P°=450, open” and “P°=450, 

closed” refer to open and closed system degassing, starting from an initial pressure of 450 MPa (labeled numbers are 

pressure in MPa). The line “P°=350, open” is open system degassing from an initial pressure of 350 MPa. The line 

“mixing 400 to 130” refers to binary mixing between two gas phases exsolved at 400 and 130 MPa pressure, 

respectively (labeled percentages refer to the high pressure end-member). Symbols are measured compositional 

ratios in peripheral emissions and summit crater fumaroles at Mt. Etna.  

 

Fumaroles from the Solfatara crater at Campi Flegrei, Italy, provide a 30-year long time series of N2, CO2, 

He, and Ar data (Caliro et al. 2007, 2014, Chiodini et al. 2010, 2012). The data show a decrease during last 

10 years of the N2/CO2, and Ar/CO2 ratios, and increase of the He/CO2 and He/Ar* ratios. Caliro et al. (2014) 

used the above open-system degassing model together with noble gas solubility data and modeling from 



Iacono Marziano et al. (2010) and Paonita et al. (2012) to simulate decompressive H2O-CO2-He-Ar-N2 

magma degassing, with initial values of the N2/CO2, Ar/CO2 and He/CO2 ratios as fitting parameters. 

Comparison with solubility data from the literature indicated a trachybasaltic composition for the degassing 

magma, while the degassing pressure and initial CO2 concentration in the gas phase remained 

unconstrained (Fig. 46). Inclusion of observed volatile output rates among the model constraints led to 

conclude that the degassing source is placed at a pressure of about 300 MPa, roughly corresponding to 12 

km depth. That conclusion rules out the shallow magma at 3-4 km depth, though to have been emplaced 

during the 1982-84 bradiseismic crisis, as a major source of magmatic volatiles at Campi Flegrei. As for the 

Mt. Etna case, a scenario involving mixing at shallow pressure (< 100 MPa) between gases released at 

different depths in the Campi Flegrei plumbing system turns out to more consistently explain the 

observations (Fig. 46). The picture proposed by Caliro et al. (2014) is that of a sill-like reservoir at a depth of 

3-4 km as the shallow source of volatiles, fluxed by gas coming from a deep magmatic source providing the 

main contribution to the surface emissions. Periodic inflation of the caldera floor (Chiodini et al., 2010) 

would then correspond to periodic increase in the gas flux from the deep reservoir. 

 

Figure 46. N2/CO2 vs. N2/He decompressive or mixing degassing paths for Campi Flegrei magmas, as computed by 

Caliro et al. (2014). All decompressive paths (solid curves) were performed starting from 60 mol% CO2 in an initial gas 

phase at 200 MPa. Ar solubility is used as a proxy for N2 solubility. The dashed line refers to mixing between the 

assumed initial gas phase and a gas phase exsolved at 100 MPa (33.5 mol% CO2), both computed from equilibrium 

with an ascending trachy-basalt. Circles are data from fumaroles of La Solfatara crater at Campi Flegrei. Only a 

trachybasaltic magma composition fits the observed data, while decompressive and mixing paths are poorly 

distinguishable. Hydrothermal contamination of the magmatic gas ratios is negligible Caliro et al., 2014). 

 

The examples above illustrate the capability of multi-component gas-melt equilibrium modeling to provide 

a robust framework for the interpretation of data from volcanic fluid emissions, by constraining major 

quantities characterizing the volcanic system as well as suggesting major processes occurring from deep 

regions of the volcanic plumbing system to the surface. Conceptual as well as physico-mathematical models 

describing a given volcanic system must comply with such constraints, and with many others coming from 

other disciplines and employing other parameters. In general, multi-component gas-melt equilibrium 

thermodynamics provides major constraints to total volatile abundances as well as dissolved and exsolved 

amounts at specific 𝑃 − 𝑇 −composition conditions, location (in 𝑃 terms) of regions of magma storage and 



crystallization and intensive quantities characterizing them, extent and characterization of open vs. closed 

system conditions (relative to the gas phase) across vertically extended plumbing systems, vertical 

movements of degassing magmas, and others. Accordingly, multi-component gas-melt equilibrium 

thermodynamics constitutes one major tool to investigate volcanic systems, penetrate their deeper 

features, recognize deep as well as shallow processes undergoing, and support in the definition of volcanic 

early warning systems. 

6.3 Constraining and modeling magma and eruption dynamics 

As it is stated in the Introduction section, magmatic volatiles are the actual engine triggering magma 

motion and volcanic eruptions. In fact, magmatic systems can be visualized as a reactor forcing magma to 

be transferred from crustal levels to the surface. The fuel providing energy is to be found in the strong 

dependence of volatile saturation on pressure. Imagine we have a magmatic body somewhere in the crust, 

which occupies a certain region with some vertical extension. The upper part of the magmatic system is 

subject to a lower pressure with respect to its deeper portions, as a consequence of increasing magma-

static pressure when moving downwards. Because of the presence of poorly soluble volatile components, 

and particularly carbon dioxide – the second most abundant volatile component after water in most natural 

magmas – the depth at which saturation conditions are reached is usually very large (Fig. 47). Thus, most 

natural magmas are over-saturated at crustal level, and the proportion of the gas phase increases with 

decreasing depth. Gas expansion upon decompression adds to the increase of gas volume and decrease of 

magma bulk density. In principle, gas bubbles in magmas tend to move upwards under the buoyancy force; 

however, that force is counteracted by viscous forces, which are more efficient for smaller gas bubbles. In 

fact, viscous forces depend on surface, which varies with the square of the radius, while buoyancy forces 

depend on volume, thus on the cubic power of the radius. As a consequence, an increase in bubble radius 

always favors buoyancy against friction. Accordingly, differential movement of gas bubbles is more 

effective at lower pressure where the gas volume fraction and the size of gas bubbles are larger. While 

shallow magmatic bodies provide much of the surface volcanic emissions, deep sources can also be 

effective, adding gas enriched in deep-released, poorly soluble components like carbon dioxide and heavy 

noble gases, as largely discussed in the previous sections. Loss of gas at shallow level in turn implies local 

density increase, which can destabilize the magmatic column forcing batches of shallow, degassed, dense 

magma to sink into the underlying magma, and triggering a convection mechanism whereby new volatile-

rich, lighter magma rises up through the magmatic column feeding new magma degassing and repeating 

the mechanism again and again (Fig. 48). Similar dynamics can be observed at volcanic lakes, where the 

magmatic column reaches the surface: batches of gas-rich magma and large gas bubbles periodically reach 

the lake surface, accompanied by rapid sink of pre-existing, degassed, partially cooled, denser magma 

forming the previous lake surface. The new magma, now degassed, contributes to the new lake surface, 

until it sinks back into the magmatic column upon arrival of new gas-rich batches, continuously 

rejuvenating the lake surface (e.g., Birnbaum et al., 2020). 

The convective processes described above, triggered and controlled by magmatic volatiles, explain a 

number of major observations at active and ancient volcanoes, among which an often observed far too 

abundant magmatic degassing compared to the mass of magma erupted at a given volcano (e.g., Allard et 

al., 1994), periodic injection of new magma batches inside magmatic reservoirs (e.g., Bain et al., 2013), 

generation of alternate rims of growth and dissolution in crystals sensitive to the amount and activity of 

water and/or other volatiles (e.g., Pizarro et al., 2019), CO2 over-enrichments in melt inclusions (e.g., 

Barsanti et al., 2007; Caricchi et al., 2018), and in general, efficient mixing of compositionally different 

magmas, as observed or reconstructed from the analysis of magmas erupted at many volcanoes worldwide 



(e.g., Nakamura, 1995; Griffin et al., 2002; Hodge and Jellinek, 2020). As shown in the previous section, 

such processes involving magma degassing and associated magma convection dynamics can also explain 

complex evolutions in the composition of volcanic gases released at the surface, which are in fact 

commonly interpreted in terms of magmatic movements and employed within early warning systems. 

 

Figure 47. Calculated saturation conditions for a shoshonite from Campi Flegrei at 𝑇 = 1400 K (melt composition from 

Mangiacapra et al., 2008). a) Water saturation content as a function of pressure, for assumed total water content of 

3.5 wt% and different total carbon dioxide contents from 0 to 3.5 wt% (colored numbers corresponding to same color 

lines). Also reported are the exsolution pressure corresponding to each line, with corresponding colors. The inclusion 

of only 0.5 wt% total carbon dioxide results in a nearly 6-fold increase of the saturation pressure, corresponding to a 

depth increase of about 17.5 km. b) Gas volume as a function of pressure. Shoshonitic magma is thought to exist in a 

large reservoir below Campi Flegrei at a pressure close to 200 MPa (about 8 km depth) (Mangiacapra et al., 2008). The 

shoshonite within such a reservoir would be largely under-saturated for the employed conditions, while it would 

contain more than 20 vol% gas for a total carbon dioxide content equal to the total water content. Calculations made 

with SOLWCAD (section 3.3). 

While volatile exsolution and magma degassing take place, virtually any major magmatic property evolves. 

In fact the dissolved and exsolved volatiles, and especially the dissolved water, deeply affect most of the 

relevant properties, first of all magma density and viscosity which play major roles in magma and eruption 

dynamics. The discussion above illustrates some aspects of the major role played by volatiles on magma 

density. Magma ascent along a volcanic conduit is a relevant example to illustrate the consequences of 

degassing-induced viscosity changes on magma and eruption dynamics. 



 

Figure 48. Buoyancy-induced magma chamber replenishment by volatile-rich magma. The three panels refer to 

different times (indicated in the panels) after initial encounter between a volatile-rich shoshonite (red) initially filling 

the dyke, and a partly degassed phonolite (blue) initially occupying the magma chamber. The color scales refer to 

composition. Discrete plumes of shoshonitic magma rise through the chamber and mix with the phonolitic magma 

giving rise to complex convective patterns. The density difference due to different volatile contents (H2O and CO2) 

provides all of the buoyancy force driving the observed dynamics. The conditions for the simulations, and an ample 

description of the simulated dynamics, can be found in Papale et al. (2017).  

 

Figure 49 shows the control of dissolved water on melt viscosity, for a variety of natural magmas from 

mafic to silicic ones. In all cases, a large (one-two orders of magnitude) increase in melt viscosity is 

associated to water exsolution from the melt, that for the cases in the figure is mostly effective below 

about 50 MPa (roughly 2 km depth). The overall viscosity difference between a fully degassed and water-

rich melt largely depends on melt composition, and is much higher for more silicic (more polymerized) 

melts (Stevenson et al., 1998; Romano et al., 2003; Giordano et al., 2004a,b). The relevance of such melt 

viscosity increase upon water exsolution can be appreciated by simply considering the outstanding role 

played by magma viscosity on the dynamics of volcanic eruptions, which clearly correlates with a tendency 

to produce explosive eruptions. Other factors can play important roles in determining the style of an 

eruption, but among them, viscosity tends to be a dominant one (e.g., Polacci et al., 2004). Therefore, 

volatile exsolution upon magma rise and depressurization, and associated melt viscosity increase (and bulk 

density decrease) exert a substantial control on the processes occurring along volcanic conduits, the 

physical state of magma at conduit exit, and the characteristics of the associated eruption. That is 

illustrated in the following.  

Figure 50 shows the calculated 1D multiphase flow dynamics of magma ascending along a volcanic conduit 

during steady phases of volcanic eruption. Steady flow refers to a kind of idealized dynamics whereby flow 

variables and properties change in space but not in time. That is a condition commonly assumed to 

describe the dynamics during well-developed phases of volcanic eruptions, for which relevant changes in 

the overall dynamics are observed on a time scale sufficiently long (significantly longer than the transit time 

of the fluid across the simulated domain). The depicted dynamics are entirely driven by volatile exsolution, 

without which there would not be any velocity increase along the conduit (panel b), in turn causing high 

rates of strain and forcing magma to cross the boundary of rate-limited glass transition (Dingwell, 1996) 

resulting in magma fragmentation characterizing all large explosive eruptions (Papale, 1999b).  



 

Figure 49. Calculated H2O + CO2 saturation and corresponding melt viscosity as a function of pressure for several 

magmas with different natural composition. The differences highlight the relevance of the compositional variability of 

natural magmas, including the variability within generically similar magmas, e.g., basalts, rhyolites, and others. In 

order to highlight the role of compositional differences, all calculations consider the same total volatile contents 

corresponding to 4 wt% H2O, 1 wt% CO2, and same temperature equal to 1100 °C. Only panel c) reports, for 

comparison, the viscosity curves related to the most and least viscous compositions among those considered here, at 

a temperature closer to the corresponding natural conditions for the two magma types, expanding significantly the 

range of natural melt viscosities. Panel c) also highlights a grouping of melt viscosities among basalts (low), rhyolites 

(high), and intermediate compositions, which also display intermediate values of viscosity. All compositions display a 

large (orders of magnitude) melt viscosity increase, mostly concentrated below 50 MPa (about 2 km depth), 

associated to water exsolution from the melt (see panel a)). H2O + CO2 saturation conditions are computed with 

SOLWCAD (section 3.3). Melt viscosities are computed with the composition-dependent model in Giordano et al. 

(2008). Melt compositions from: Etna basalt: Spillaert et al. (2006), Kilauea basalt: Hauri (2002); MORB: Mortimer et 

al. (2012); shoshonite: Mangiacapra et al. (2008); latite: Di Matteo et al. (2006); andesite: Baker (1982); phonolite: 

Carroll and Blank (1997); trachyte: Mangiacapra et al. (2008); Pantellerite: Landi and Rotolo (2015); Krafla rhyolite: 

Masotta et al. (2018); Taupo rhyolite: Yamashita (1999). 

 

The dynamics illustrated in Fig. 50, the relationships between flow variables and properties, and the critical 

role played by volatile exsolution are epitomized in the flow diagram in Fig. 51. In order to understand the 



diagram, it must be noted that steady flow dynamics implies same mass flow-rate at any level along the 

volcanic conduit. However, although the arguments below strictly apply to steady flow, the described 

relationships between flow variables and properties provide a general framework to understand the 

control by magmatic volatiles on magma ascent and eruption dynamics.  

 

Figure 50. Volatile control on magma ascent dynamics. The simulations refer to a rhyolitic melt at 830 °C that flows 

along a cylindrical conduit with 80 m diameter from a magma chamber at 100 MPa and 4 km depth. The total (i.e., in 

the melt+gas system) water content is fixed to 5 wt% in all simulations, while the total carbon dioxide content is 

varied from zero to 3 wt% (numbers on the curves with corresponding color in panel a). a) The descending solid curves 

are pressure, and the ascending dashed lines are gas volume. For the curves in this panel, as well as in panels b) and 

c), the singular point with sudden slope change marks the occurrence of magma fragmentation. b) melt ascent 

velocity. c) Magma viscosity (including the effect of non-deformable gas bubbles). Note that the magma viscosity 

drops by > 12 orders of magnitude across fragmentation, as a consequence of rupture of the highly viscous melt 

continuum and replacement with hot gas continuum. d) Mass flow-rates resulting from the simulations displayed in 

panels a)-c) (plus others not displayed) as a function of total carbon dioxide in magma. Simulations done with the 

CONDUIT4 model and code (Papale, 2001), which embeds the SOLWCAD code for mixed H2O + CO2 saturation (section 

3.3). 

 

As soon as the magma starts to move upwards, its pressure decreases, and the associated volatile 

exsolution gives rise to a series of cascading events augmented by the very effective feedback mechanism 

depicted in Fig. 51. In fact, volatile exsolution has two major consequences: on one hand, it decreases 

magma bulk density, thus, by continuity, it requires an increase in magma velocity to sustain the same mass 

flow-rate. On the other hand, it increases melt viscosity, Fig. 49c. The bulk viscosity of magma, that is, the 

viscosity of the gas-melt (and crystals) mixture, plotted in Fig. 50c,  increases even more than for melt 

viscosity as long as the capillary number (Ca) associated to gas bubbles is smaller than 1, a situation which 

holds for most silicic magmas under a large range of conditions (non-Newtonian flow simulations with 

Ca ≫ 1 causing local bulk viscosity decrease are presented in Colucci et al., 2017). In turn, viscosity increase 

means an increase of the magnitude of friction forces which dissipate the mechanical energy of the flowing 



fluid, resulting in further pressure decrease. That is the feedback mechanism evidenced in Fig. 51: pressure 

decrease upon magma ascent results in further pressure decrease, so that at a certain level, controlled by 

the pressure-volatile saturation relationships, the rate of pressure decrease becomes very large (in absolute 

value) (Fig. 50a), and with it, the rate of variation associated to any quantity related to dissolved and 

exsolved volatiles also largely increases (Fig. 50). Figure 51 illustrates further the associated flow evolution: 

because velocity increase is tied to the above feedback mechanism, and its rate of change is subject to the 

same increase as for all other flow variables, the rate of strain, equal to the spatial derivative of velocity, 

also increases. Dynamic models of magma fragmentation based on either ductile-brittle transition 

according to Maxwell’s theory of visco-elastic fluids (Dingwell, 1996; Papale, 1999b) or to disequilibrium gas 

bubble pressure evolution (Melnik, 2000) predict the occurrence of magma fragmentation when the 

product of viscosity and rate of strain overcomes a critical value (which depends on the elastic properties of 

magma, and for the bubble disequilibrium mechanism, also on kinetic factors). Figure 51 shows that both 

ingredients for magma fragmentation are there, and they are both related to volatile exsolution and linked 

together by the depicted feedback mechanism, which is itself a consequence of the pressure-volatile 

saturation relationships. 

 

Figure 51. Major processes, and their relationships, during magma ascent towards the surface. The flow diagram 

strictly applies to steady flow phases of a volcanic eruption. See text for explanation. 

 

The above dynamics and the relationships between flow variables and properties, illustrated in Figs. 49-51, 

elucidate the fundamental control exerted by the magmatic volatiles on the dynamics of magma ascent and 

of volcanic eruptions. The feedback mechanism depicted in Fig. 51 stands at the core of such dynamics, and 

it allows understanding of the major roles played by various quantities. As already discussed above, a 

critical role is played by magma viscosity, as it is easily understood from its variations spanning nearly ten 

orders of magnitude for natural magmas (Fig. 49c) and its central role in the overall magma dynamics (Fig. 

51). For magmas with too low viscosity, the feedback mechanism depicted in Fig. 51 is not effective enough 

to precipitate the conditions into a region with high rates of change, and magma fragmentation is not 

achieved (Papale, 1999b). That explains the first order difference observed between basaltic (low viscosity) 

and rhyolitic (high viscosity) eruptions, with the former mostly characterized by relatively quiet flows of 

non-fragmented (liquid continuum) lava, and the latter instead largely consisting of explosive ejection of 

fragmented (gas continuum) pyroclasts. 



Figure 50 shows what happens after magma fragmentation: the bulk viscosity drop associated to transition 

from the liquid to the gas continuum is dramatic, or about 12 orders of magnitude. While the dynamics of 

the bubbly magma below fragmentation, illustrated in Fig. 51, are largely controlled by friction forces, the 

same forces become (nearly) negligible above fragmentation, and the flow of magma becomes momentum-

controlled. Accordingly, the rates of change of all flow variables suddenly decrease (Fig. 50) as the feedback 

mechanism in Fig. 51 is disrupted. Large rates are restored only close to conduit exit, and especially for 

magma ascent velocity, as a consequence of large gas phase expansion when approaching atmospheric 

pressure (note that the exit pressure in the illustrated simulations is larger than atmospheric, reflecting the 

achievement of sonic flow conditions at the exit plane associated to flow choking, e.g., Dobran 1992).  

Because volatiles are central in the above mechanisms controlling magma ascent dynamics, their 

abundance and composition is one major factor determining the dynamics of volcanic eruptions. Papale et 

al. (1998) and Neri et al. (1998) have shown that an increase in the abundance of water results in larger 

mass flow-rate of the eruption and conditions favoring the sustainment of the volcanic cloud, which is 

instead progressively destabilized with decreasing water content, initially resulting in partial column 

collapses and associated pyroclastic flows, then producing total collapse of the volcanic jet above the 

volcanic vent with large pyroclastic flows when the water content is sufficiently low. Different volatile 

species, however, can have different effects on the eruption dynamics. Figure 50 shows the effects of 

adding carbon dioxide to the rising magma. The poorly soluble carbon dioxide component causes an earlier 

release of water (Fig. 47), with substantial consequences on the overall dynamics. In all simulations in Fig. 

50 (as well as those in Papale and Polacci, 1999), more carbon dioxide translates in substantial deepening 

of the fragmentation level, as a result of shifted pressure – gas volume relationships (Fig. 47b). The 

eruption mass flow-rate is found to vary in a highly non-linear way (Fig. 50d): in fact, on one side more 

carbon dioxide means less dissolved water thus higher viscosity for a given pressure, resulting in larger 

friction forces responsible for less efficient flow and deepening of the fragmentation level according to the 

mechanisms in Fig. 51; and on the other side, deepening of the fragmentation level implies longer stretch 

of conduit above it, where friction forces are negligible thus the flow is more efficient. The interplay 

between these two contrasting effects determine the non-linear trend of mass flow-rate with carbon 

dioxide abundance in magma, shown in Fig. 50d. The resulting sub-aerial dynamics of the mixture of gas 

and pyroclasts leaving the vent, however, is scarcely affected by the presence of carbon dioxide, and mostly 

controlled by water, over a range of explored water and carbon dioxide abundances for eruptions at Campi 

Flegrei (Esposti Ongaro et al., 2006). 

7. Concluding remarks 

This chapter reviews much of our to-date understanding of multi-component gas-melt equilibrium in 

silicate systems, exploring the fundamental theoretical aspects and the developed modeling approaches, 

and providing examples of applications that highlight the outmost importance of volatiles in magmas. No 

one of the several models illustrated, from those based on regular solution approaches allowing full 

consideration of non-ideal thermodynamics and compositional complexities of the silicate melts, to those 

based on reactive species approaches that have similarly evolved to high levels of sophistication, is as 

accurate and complete as we would like it to be. In thermodynamic terms, no model is fully consistent with 

the Gibbs-Duhem equation stating the conditions for internal thermodynamic consistency. Still, the 

progress during last 30 years has been enormous, and forcedly, this review only partially accounts for any 

study, model or investigation involving magmatic volatiles. However, there is in the literature no other 

review paper, in our knowledge, that presents the fundamental theoretical aspects and the modeling 

approaches for multi-component volatile-melt equilibrium in silicate systems, with a systematic approach 



and at a level comparable with the one that is found here. Our intention has been that of providing the 

young generations with the resource that we would have mostly appreciated when we were young 

scientists ourselves, and our wish is that this chapter will help them exploit their enthusiasm and ideas and 

achieve far more advanced levels in modeling and understanding volatiles in magmas. 
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